






















































CHAPTER IV

CHARLESTON, South Carolina
St. Michael'sl

William F. Wakeland

f you had been born in 1740 in Charleston, South Carolina, you would have
been eleven years old when Governor James Glen signed the bill establishing
the parish of St. Michael's in 1751. All through your teens you could have

waohed the daily progress of the building of the church and its wondrous steeple.
At the age of twenty-one, you could have been among those who experienced the
triumph of attending the very first services in the newly completed church. You
might have joined those who felt the church was incomplete as it did not have
bells, a.s originally planned, for announcing the opening of the building and other
important moments in the life of the new church. The parishioners felt the lack
of a pipe organ also, but the whole town pointed out the bareness of a magnificent
church tower with no bells swinging in it.

Responding to these pressures, David Deas, a church warden, began
correspondence with a Charles Crockatt in England. The church vestry was
impressed with Mr. Crockau's reply, which included suggestions for fund raising
in England. After two years of letters sailing slowly back and forth across the
Atlantic, finally one contained an order for eight swinging bells and a thirty hour
clock which would strike the quarters. The organ was to wait. The bells were to
be ca.st by kster and Pack with the largest weighing about a ton. The ship Linle
Carpenter delivered this magnificent cargo to Charleston in July of 1764.

Contained among clock parts, bells, wheels, ropes, etc., was a little wooden model of how the
tiame wa^s to be made to support all that tonnage of dancing bronze. Installing the bells and clock was an
enormous project which tobk several months and more money than planned. But on September 21, 1764,
when you would have been twenty-four years old, the bells rang for the first time for the christening of
lifle Betsy Bramfield. The following day ttrey tolled for their first funeral, the funeral of Martha Grimke.
From these days forward, and all the years since, the bells of St. Michael's have spoken as a symbol of
what historian George W. Williams calls Charleston's religious sensibilities and her civic pride.

We know some of the history of these bells through letters, minutes of the vestry, and newspaper
articles written at the time. Modern day change ringers would like more information on the manner in
which these bells were rung. They were ordered with ropes, wheels, and, "each bell shall have a stay or
stopper to keep it ftom 0mbling." In an Anglican church with belts from England, this surely meant some
form of change ringing, since that art form was over 150 years old by this time. Whenever the clock
struck the hour on the bells, it was a highly organised event. When the ringers pulled the ropes, surely
there was more organisation than totally random ringing.

' This article lust appeared in the winter edition of the Clapper in 1989.
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Some interesting evidence supportrtr change rurging at St. Michael's comes from a feud between
Joshua Lrrckwood, a bell ringer and the clock keeper, and the church slerk, John Brauncl, also a ringer.
The South Carolina Gazefte published an announcement of a meeting of "all ringers" in April 116'7 , arul
mentioned the book of instructions which no one had seen since iLs arrival because the clerk had kept it
to himself fbr six months. Nothing tells what the book of instructions was: could it have been a Steclman
publication? And if this were the first book of instructions, what methods, if any; had been rung for the
past tluee years? Mr. Braund wrote a lengthy reply, to clear his name, saying that no one had asked to
see it or he would have gladly given it. Then with sharpness of word, he accused Mr. Lockw<xtd of
grcketing stxne of the money people had paid to climb the tower. Mr. Lockwood's printed reply explained
that Mr. Braund had money collected from visitors who came to watch the ringers. The question then
arose as to who was to benefit from this collection. After a ringing celebration for the anniversary of the
repeal of the Stamp Act, the ringers decided to order some drinks. Visitors were invited to join in by
contributing money for ttre party. However, one gentleman indicated that he had already paid at the door.
Mr. L,trckwootl then asked the doorkeeper who had authorised this charge for admission. It turned out to
have been clerk Braund. The money the doorkeeper had collected this time was diverted to the
refreshment fund, and thus a feud was spawned. The three letters describing the activities of the ringers
contain atxrut the only evidence that change ringing was ever done at St. Michael's ttrwer. How long the
exercise continued and in what form are unknown.

The bells began their ecclesiastical duties with little Belsy's christening in late 1764. They began
expressing political opinions in early 1765. There was reportedly ringing firr the King's birthday, Guy
Fawkes' Day, and other ocsasions showing loyalty to the crown. But when hard feelings over the Stamp
Act called fbr colonists to demonstrate by holding a mock funeral and burying a coffin labelled "American

Freedom," the bells rang muftIed all day long. News that the Stamp Act had been suspended and then later
repealed brought cheerful, unmuflled ringing. It was on the anniversary of the oelebration of the repeal
that the controversy about charging people to climb the tower began.

It is pxtssible that this nonJiturgical ringing, which Williams calls "their civic function of serving
as an index to the opinions and attitudes of the colonists," influenced the actions of Major Peter Traille
of the British Artillery when he had ttre bells taken down as spxrils of war in 1782 while the British military
still trccupied the city. The bells were held tbr a ransom of 600 guineas, which was promised by "twenty

citizens," but was not paid in time to save them from departure with the last British fleet to leave
Charleston harbor.

So the St. Michael's bells sailed away on the Flora amidst a flurry of correspondence to retrieve
them. A group from the church called the Memorialists wrote to the Lieutenant General of His Majesty's
Forces on the South District of Norttr America, declaring that the bells were the private property of the
individuals who had given money to purchase them. They were, therefore, privately owned and could not
be taken as war plunder by the Articles of Capitulation. When no action seemed to be taken at this level
of the military, the Commander in Chief, Sir Guy Carlton, was approached by letter in New York in April
of 1783. A response from his office contained copies of leners sent earlier that year stating that the bells
were to be returned to Charleston. However, a copy of a letter to the Commander fiom Major Traille told
that the bells had already been shipped to England and were under the supervision of a Mr. Robert Grant,
an agent of the British Government.

In October the Memorialists had moved their correspondence up to the Secretary of War in
Ilndon witlt the same plea that the bells were private property. However, Mr. Grant had long since sold
the bells back to the foundry where they were originally made, which was now owned by Mears and
Chapman. These successors to I-ester and Pack had recast two of the bells which hacl arrived cracked. In
August, two months before the Memorialists had written the Secretarv. Mr. Paul LeMesurier. a member
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trf parliament, purchased the bells and placed them on the ship Lightning, bound for Charleston. This was
their third and famom trip across the Atlantic when the bells were passengers for twelve weeks with fbur
thoroughbred horses, arriving safely in late November 1783.

All of Charleston were startled at the sudden arrival of the bells. The Church's petition to the
Secretary of War had only recently been sent. The bells, which were therein described so arduously as
"private property," seemed to be quite public on their arrival home. The entire ciry declared ownership
and celebration at this point, and the bells rang out again on December 13, 1783, at the anniversary of the
British evacuation of Charleston. This statement of a political nature happened just in time to save the year
1783 fiom being totally without the sound of St. Michael's bells.

The details of the life of the St. Michael's bells between 1783 and 1862 are filled with interesting
incidents regarding overzealousness of ringing. The vestry continually passed resolutions restricting
rrnging with considerable encouragement in this direction by the city council. Apparently the ringing for
"Private Scrcieties" often got out of hand. A list of occasions for which the bells continually rang indicates
that any excrlse for ringing, either ecclesiastical or civic, would do. The energy of the ringers must have
been quite amazing, as nnglng was reduced, by decree, to only three hours a day, instead of all day long.
The first hour of ringing was to be from 5 to 6 a.m. Ringing of fire alarms was done with such zeal that
two bells were broken in the 1830s. T\e Chicora carried the two bells back to Ensland and they were
returned on the Osceola for journeys number four and five.

The nature of the ringing in the fust half of the 1800s seems to have changed. Historian Williams
concluded from his research that change ringrng died out with the first generation of ringers who failed
to raise a new generation of change ringers. The fact that Americans were making a concerted effilrt to
be /er.r British after the wars with England may have had some influence on this. A chiming mechanism,
played by a distinguished black gentleman, described as the "Chimer," from 1837 to 1898 (which also
marks Queen Victoria's first sixty-one years), appears in a photograph in Beesley's lllustrated Guide to
St. Michael's Church. There are numerous references in Vestry decrees to chiming and tolling, implying
that no bzmd of ringers was involved. One of the last duties of the bells, before being removed during the
Civil War, was to play "Home Sweet Home" for a group of Confederate war dead.

As Charleston was threatened by Union frcxrps in 1862, all bells in four churches in the town were
removed, except the largest of St. Michael's eight. Believing that they would be safer in Columbia, the
bells were hauled to this citadel of the Confederacy.' However, when the ashes settled following
Sherman's march to the sea, five of the St. Michael's bells were ruined and two were missing. Ironically,
the tenor bell which had been left in Charleston tower survived hundreds of days and nights of
bombardment and was still announcing fue alarms. After the Northern troops had taken the tower, this
bell continued to serve as a flre alarm. The large number of fires and the vigor of the ringing were
reportedly responsible for a crack discovered in the tenor after the war, so it joined the broken pieces of
iLs five smaller sisters to return to England once again for recasting.

Charleston residents were appalled to discover a customs duty of $1683 in gold had been placed
on their bells when they arrived home aboard the ship Gladstone. Letters were once more penned to
ofFrcials to request retraction to this added insult to St. Michael's bells. This time, however, they were
described as notbing private property. In the meantime, while negotiatiolls were going on, fund raising
efforts were in full swing, and with the aid of benefit concefts by the choir, special collections etc., lhe
money was raised in a poverty-stricken, war torn city so that the bells might ring again. Various texts of

2See Appendi-r IIL



the preriod credit the bells of St. Michael's with adding purpose and direction to life as Charleston worked
to revive herself. It took more than a decade of correspondence and finally an act of the U . S . Congress,
introtluced by a Northerner, to return the duty tax to the church which had been levied on the bells eleven
years earlier.

In 1879 the tenor cracked once again ringing for tires. When the Norwegian ship Aica carried
it back from England, it completed the ninth Atlantic journey for the bells.

It was nature's turn to ravage the St. Michael's tower in the 1880s. Damage to the building caused
by a cyclone in 1885 was hardly repaired when an earthquake caused the whole tower to settle into the
ground atxrut eight inches in 1886. Picnres of the church during the Civil War and the two natural evenls
in the 1880s show tremendous devastation in each case.

About 1900 a verger, Charles Beesley, put together Beesley's lllustrated Guide. This guide
contains an excellent photograph of the bells showing some of the wheels and frame. All appear to be in
good condition, but there are no stays or even ropes shown. It is generally believed that the tower was
considered unsafe for the swirging of bells because the earthquake weakened the structure. Many accounls
of the hells chiming for special days are noted through the first part of the 20th century, the return of the
doughtxrys after World War I being an example of one of the joyous tasks. By the end of World War II,
their perfirrmance was confined to being struck by hand, and the clock, which had faithfully struck the
bells through nearly two centuries, ceased functioning about 1946.

With the 20th century's penchant for electriffing everything which requires human effort, the
clock and the chiming operation of the bells were modernized with electrical actions. While historian
Williams acknowledged the loss of the human element, he was overjoyed with the "modernization"

because the bells could once more be heard in Charleston. Along with hymn tunes, the organist could now
play changes on the electrical keyboard located in the balcony of the church. Mr. Williams went to
England in the 1940s or early 1950s to study change rirging so that he could encourage this activity. Since
that time, chiming of changes has been undertaken by reading them from musical notation. In 1976 it was
announced that a peal had been rung in honor of the bicentennial of the country. Attempts by the North
American Guild of Chzurge Ringers to learn more about this "peal" revealed that it was accomplished by
several persons taking turns over a three hour period, playing rather random changes on the keyboard,
believing that the main objective was to maintain ringing for a period of three hours.3

Some parishioners at St. Michael's, Charleston feel that it is an indignity to have change ringing
bells which no longer swing. Hr)wever, the wooden frame is in unusable condition, with metal pieces
bolted to it to keep it from simply falling apart with its own weight. The project to restore this fantastic
tower to its former gbry, when the bells may truly come alive to speak to this task, may have to wait for
a generation with more pride in the human touch than ours. There is no doubt that these fabulous historic
treasures, presently resting in a kind of musical graveyard high above the street, will again inspire a
leadership to greatness some time in the future. Then both St. Michael's Church and Charleston may rise
to a level of pride in their calling which they so richly deserve, and once, long ago enjoyed.

The author is indebted to the present Historian of St. Michael's, Hilliard Rudicell, for assisting
with information and leading a tour of the tower for the Muncie Change Ringers. The tower steps are
badly worn by the tread of thousands of ringers, clock winders, and others including George Washington
and Henry Ford. Few now have reason to climb these dusty stairs to see the broken wheels, but the clock

See Appendix IV.



mechanism is still the original, though electrified now, and the mechanical chiming gear rests quietly in

its dirty corner. In the balcony is the electric keyboard which presently works on seven bells, and on its

music rack are some erroneous changes written in musical notation in pencil. All this is waiting patiently

for a generation that will care.

References:

A Guide to St. Michael's Church, Charleston, edited by Quattlebaum and Pinckney,1979.

St. Michael's, Chnrleston, l75l - /951, George W. Williams, University of South Carolina Press, 1951.

Editor'.r Notes

1. Since this article was written in 1989, the St. Michael's bells have made yet one more trip both
ways across the Atlantic. They were re{edicated on Independence Day 1993. Further, the 1764 clock has
been completely re-built and is now back in the tower and functioning. In this connection the author wishes
to add the followins footnote to his article:

The author and all other members of the North American Guild are delighted that the St.
Michael's tower was completely rebuilt with a new fiame and refurbished bells and
trearings after the destruction of Hurricane Hugo in 1989. The articles of recent days in
the Clnpper are triumphant reports of many dedicated and hard working individuals who
felt the wonderftrl heriuge of this excellent set of historic change ringing bells. W.F.W.

2. Recently more information has come to light regarding this "peal." ln1976 Edward Martin, a
North Amerisan Guild member, was in touch with George Williams, the historian, who passed on to him
the name of the captain of the team which had made this attempt. See Appendix IV.
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CHAPTER V

NEW YORK CITY, New York
Holy Trinity Church

J. Michael Simoson

he bells, installed n 1797 , were the fourth peal of change ringing bells
to be hung in the United States of America and the last before the
Revolutionary War. It was very tempting to title this chapter "Holy

Trinity, New York - The Facts. " A number of earlier reports about these bells
have appeared. Some were in The Ringing World ffom the pens of such people
as Dr. Arthur Nichols, and the author of one of the Central Council's Overseas
Committee repons, as well as from Ronald Dove in his invaluable Guide. Ernest
Morris also tackled subject in Bells of All Nationr. Most have contained some
element of fact, but all were contradicting each other. Now it seems that the
"horse's mouth" has been located and this contains new documentation in the
form of a letter from the Whitechapel Bell Foundry dated March 1982 and a
copy of an article from Tinity News of Derember 1 985. Even these two contain
one or two small inconsistencies. The detail contained in the letter from the

foundry leads one to believe that it is the most accurate.

The f-rst church built on this site burned to the ground in the late 1780s. This church had a bell,
or bells, depending upon which report one considers to be the most reliable. One theory is that there was
only the one bell zutd this was given to the church by the Bishop of London in 1700. Another story agrees
only upon the date and suggests that eight bells were given by Queen Anne. Construction of the second
church commenced smln after the fue and was completed by l7%. The bells for the new church were cast
by Thomas Mears and shipped on the good ship Favoite in 1797 . The details of the bells are as follows:

Treble
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifttl
Sixth
Seventh
Tenor

Diameter
' 2 f t 8 i n

2 f t 9  i n
3 f t 0 i n
3ft2l-r l '
3 f t 5 i n
3 f t 7 i n
3 ft l l  in
4 f t 5  i n

Note
D
C#
B
A
G
F#
E
D

Weight
787 lbs
799 lbs
978lbs
1072lbs
1406lbs
1549 lbs
2046lbs
2665 lbs

All the bells were supplied with wheels, stays, sliders, etc., as required for Iilll circle ringing, and the
small bells were of sufficient weight for that type of ringing.

By 1845 four of the bells had developed cracks and were recast by the foundry. After recasting
the weights were reduced slightly and one bell was one inch smaller in diameter. The new dimensions
were:



The reca"sting wa"s czrried out by Charles and George Mears who also supplied an additional bell in 1850.
This was a flat second and the dimensions are as follows:

2 f r l l i n 800lbs

In 1909 they were aqmented further by Meneely's of Troy, NY, by the addition of one more bell
which bequne known as the "Upper Treble. " At the same time Meneely also recast the tenor, which had
developed a crack. The dimensions of the new bell and the recast tenor are as follows:

Treble
Second
Fourth
Seventh

Diameter
2 f t 8 i n
2 f t 9 i n
3 f t l i n
3 ft  l l  in

Note
D
C#
A
E

Weight
816 lbs
765 lbs
1042 lbs
2026 lbs

392 lbs
2688 lbs

C

Upper Treble 2 ft 2 in E
Tenor 4 ft 5t/2 in D

The "Upper Treble" is noticeably lighter than the other bells. This is because is was cast as a chiming bell.
It did not need the extra weight to make it audible among the heavier bells, as is required in a change-
ringing peal.

The White,chapel report of 1982 stated that all the bells appear sound and, though fair in tone, are
"ttnly reastlnably well" in nrne. The science of tuning has improved vastly over the years, and these bells
have never been runed together as a peal. Except fbr the tenor, the older bells still retain their canons, but
what is perhaps of greater importance is that they still retain the cast-in iron clapper staples. These can
cause problerns due to rust and the consequent expansion, and are frequently the cause ofthe cracking of
older bells. The older bells are hung on wooden headstocks made of elm and the whole assembly is still
in the originzrl o:rk frzune. The fbundry is of the opinion that they have never been swung, so this rules out
any chance that they were ever rung full circle to changes. They are presently rung by electric solenoicls
which are also connected up to the clock, which strikes on the quarter hours.

A newspaper article dated July 4, 1860 mentiors that a great variety of patriotic tunes would be
played on the Holy Trinity bells.

These bells may never have been rung to changes but they may have been chimed in changes. The
Triniry Nelvs article states in one paragraph:

In 1946, :m American 'fust' evolved from the facts that it was difficult to get competent
ringers and that the public preferred 'tunes' to 'changes' (rhythmic patterns rung on a
mathematical, rather than a melody basis). As ttre No,v York Herald Tribane reported,
"The bells of Trinity Church...are now sounded by counterbalanced hammers in the first
application in the United States of this principle to the ringing of church bells. " The tune
produced is similar to that of Westminster in London. The bells can also be played from
a keyboard near the organ in the chancel of the church.

Since the end of World War II contact has been made with the church, by <Jifferent ringers, with
a view to encouraging restoration. [n the early 1990s, three North American Guild members, Richard
Dirksen, Geoffrey Davies and Peter Troffnan, met with the organist, but budgetary restrictions at the time
precluded any chance of a full restoration of this peal. The door has not been closed and such a scheme
could become a reality in the future.



CHAPTER VI

QTIEBBC CITY, Province of Quebec
Holv Trinitv Cathedral

J. Michnel Simoson

his Cathedral, erected by royal edict of King George III, was constructed
by members of the Royal Corps of Engineers and was consecrated on
August 28, 1804, making it the frst Church of England Cathedral in

Canada. It is situated almost on the very spot where Quebec City founder,
Champlain, sat down to pow-wow, and smoke a peace pipe, with the native
people in 1608. In those days a large elm tree occupied the site and was blown
down in a storm in 1845. Wood from this tree was used to build the bishop's
chair, which is still in use. On April23,1828 an appeal was launched, and on
May 15, 1828, at a meeting of the congregation, it was resolved that a ring of
eight bells should be ordered from Thomas Mears of London. The bells, tenor
just over l6Vz cw, arrived with the spring fleet in 1830. The cost was f2800.00.

The subscription list wzts headed by His Excellency, Sir J. Kempt, who gave f50, and the Bishop
gave a like amount. Sir J. Sherbrooke gave f7'7, and the sum of $7.l0s given jointly by William Palton,
Jtlnathon Wintele and C.F. Aylwin Esquires. The Venerable Archdeacon Mountain gave f20. The
remainder of the required amount was raised by the parishioners.

The Bells:

Treble
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Tenor

Total Weight 8021 lbs

The bells were rung fbr the fust time on Wednesday, October 20, 1830, when Lord Aylmer took
the Oaths of Office as Administrator of the Government of Lower Canada. The ceremony took place at
the ChAteau St. Louis, Sir James Kempt, the retiring Governor, being present. The Cathedral bells rang
out for the first time, to the accompaniment of a salute from the Citadel, as a welcome to His t ordship.
The Quebec newspaper stated on October 26th:

The bells of the English Cathedral were first chimed on the occasion of l-ord Aylmer
taking the Oaths of Office as Administrator of the Government. They have been hung
with great ingenuity in the belfry by Mr. Cole of St. John Street, who as we understand
is an experienced campanulist, and is instructing some young men of the city in the art

Diameter
2 t t 5 %  i n
2 f t 6 i n
2 fr.7 Vain
2 ftgvztu:,
2 ft llin
3  f t .2Vqn
3 t \4Vz'n
3 ftgvrlul'

Weight
654lbs
704 lbs
744lbs
794lbs
893 lbs
I127 lbs
1253 lbs
l852lbs

Note
F
E
D
C
B b
A
G
F



of ringing. The tones of the Quebec bells are particularly mellow; although the ropes
have not yet been fixed and they have been rung only by hand, their full effect has not
yet been ascertained. This is the first peal of bells that has been hung in this country.

There seems to be little infbrmation about ringing here after that time, though it is known that
Ernest Weatherhy, recently arrived in Canada, spent some little time here in l910 and attempted to
organize a band. There are some pictures in the ringing chamber of the members of a band active here
in the early 1930s. It could be assumed fiom these, judging by the number gentlemen in each photograph,
that ringing of some variety was in a healthy state during those years.

In 1953 Harry Cutmore arrived in Quebec City from England. On learning that there were bells
in the tower, he persuaded the verger, a Mr. Williams, to teach him to ring. He soon talked others, John
Champion, John Dickinson, David Etheridge, Ray Francis, John Keithly, Eddie Nation, George Poulin,
Bruce Sadler, and Chris Wilson, to mention a f'ew, into joining him. This band rang regularly for about
l6 years. Harry Cutmore was the captain up until 1969, when he moved from the area. These must have
been the Holy Trinity ringers concerned in the article written in 1956, by an English visitor Audrey
Bailey, reporting toThe RingingWorld on ringing at St. Matthew's, Quebec. A few mclnths later she
reponed again and said that practices were now being hetd here every two weeks.

Six years later, Tony Collins, clf Vancouver, reported in The Ringing World of August 9, 1963
thathe had rung here in 1961 and thatthere wi$ a struggling band. A subsequent report in 1966, from the
same source, confirmed that there was a band here and suggested that the Captain was a David Bulleid.
This would seem to be incorrect, fbr although this gentleman was associated with the Cathedral fbr many
years, it is not known that he was ever a ringer.

In 1967, Canada's Centennial ye'dr, a bilingual, ecumenical service of celebration was held in the
Cathedral. Choirs from the Basilica, St. Matthews and Chalmers Wesley church joined the Cathedral
Choir. The hells were rung beforehand and the ringing and ttre service were televised across the whole
country.

Since 1970 thls tower has been visited by ringers fiom the North American Guild. According to
Bill Jackson, organiser of that first visit, there was a struggling band here then. To mark this occasion a
half peal of Plain Bob Major was rung. No details of the band are available. The Very Rev. Allen
Goodings, Dean of the Cathedral, always extended a very warm welcome to all the visiting ringers and
he learned to handle a bell so that he could join in the ringing. Guild members were later able to repay
his kindness by ringing for his enthronement as Bishop of Quebec and by making him an Honorary Life
Member of the Guild. Almost without exception, once a year since then, on the US Memorial Day
weekend, ringersfromthe New England area, otten joined by others from further afield, travel here for
two days of ringing, and are still greeted very warmly.

The first peal on the bells was Double Norwich Court Bob Major. This was rung on October 7,
1972, just after the formation of the North American Guild, and was conducted by the then secretary of
the Guild, William Jackson. The second peal followed the very next day and was Grandsire Triples which
was conducted by Marjorie Batchelor.



CHAPTER VII

PHILADBLPHIA, Pennsylvania
St. Peter

J. Michael Simpson

hese eight bells with a tenor of | 8 cwt were cast by Thomas Mears II
and hung in lMZ, making Philadelphia the first city in the USA to have
fwo sets of change ringrng bells. It was recommended immediately after

the installation of the bells that they should not be rung "in full chime" for 12
months in order that the mortar in this brick tower be given ample time to
harden and cure.

In 1843 Thomas Le Sage, known to have been a change ringer, was
hired as the church bell ringer, though the December minutes of the church

committee refer to a "communication of bell rinsers" from which it is saf'e to assume that the bells were
rung by a band, not by one person.

In lM1 the ringers refused to ring on Sundays unless they were paid an extra $30 tbr ringing on
public occasions. The vestry declined this request on the grounds of lack of funds. In 1848 Thomas Le
Sage resigned and no further mention of a bell ringer, or ringers, is to be found. It may be concluded that
no attempls were made at change ringing after that time.





CHAPTER VIII

MONTRBAL, Province of Quebec
Notre Dame Basilica

J. Michael Simpson

onstruction of this Basilica was started in 1824 and, except for the
twin towers, was completed by 1829. In 1841 building commenced on
the towers. The west tower was named "Pers€vdrance" and now

contains a bourdon bell, described in the church brochure as "one of the
world's most famous bells." Named "Jean-Baptiste," this bell was cast in
1848 by Charles and George Mears and weighs over 25,000 lbs. It is said that
the bell can be heard at Mont SainrHilaire, a distance of over 2l miles. The
east tower, which was completed in 1843, is named "Tempdrance" and
contains what the brrrchure calls "a ten-bell carillon" from the same foundry.
However, Dove's Guide and others say that originally these bells were hung
for change ringing. The tenor weighs 5852 lbs. So far no evidence can be
found that they have ever been rung to changes. They are heird, not

infiequently, on radio and television programs, and they appear to have an excellent tone. Such ringing
is always of the continental European style which bears out the report, below, that they are rung by
electric motors,

The Bell Nelv.r of October 3l , 1896 has an interesting article reviewing, among other things, some
of the North American towers containing change ringing bells. This is under the heading of "Musings"

and is written by "An Old Contributor." One short paragraph refers to these bells, as follows:

Montreal has a ring of ten, off the same strickles as Bow and York Minster, with the front
six only hung for ringmg, and a small eight simply hung up to beams, tunes being played
on them by clockwork and barrels.

Tony Collins, liom Vancouver, attempted to inspect the bells in 1964 but was refused permission.
He was reliably informed that all the bells are now rung by electric motors.





CHAPTER IX

LONDON, Ontario
St. Paul's Cathedral

J. Michael Simpson

n 1853 a ring of six bells, cast by Charles & George Mears, was
installed in this tower. The only evidence that change ringing took place
here is to be found in a set of rinsers' rules datins from 1870 and

signed by a G. Bawden. These rules are identical, to the letter, to the rules
fbund in Trivitt Memorial Church, Exeter, Ontario. (See Fig. 4 on page
56). In each instance rule two states that "Every young Ringer shall pay 25
cents the firsttime he rings any changes." Again rule four reads: "Each

ringer shall attend at the Belfry at 8 o'clcrck p.m. every Monday throughout
the year (unless a different time is appointed at the last ringing night) for
the purpose of improving themselves in Change Ringing." No further
reports of change ringing during the years have been found.

It is reasonable to suppose that there were still some changeringers
in London in 1890 when the ringers of Exeter, apparently, copied their
rules. However, in 1883 the London Free Press reported:

The new machinery fbr ringing of the chimes at St. Paul's Church has been completed,
afier a great deal of labor, and proves most efficient. The sexton, Mr. Pinnell, is in
charge of ringing the bells which may be heard on Sundays and during practice hours,
gruring forth the melulies which are so familiar and pleasing to Londoners and attractive
to the strangers within our gates. This duty, which until lately, required six persons to
perfbrm after the most primitive mode, is now done by the sexton alone, by means of an
ingenious zlrrangement of ropes, pulleys and springs connected by a wooden ftamework.

The six Mears trells were removed from the tower in l90l when a new Gillett & Johnston chime
tlf ten bells was given by the Meredith family, prominent in London, Ontario, in memory of John
Walsingham Cooke Meredith, who drowned, along with 300 other persons on May 24, 1881, when a
pleasure steamer capsized. The ten bells were recast in 1935 by Gillett & Johnston into a chime of eleven.

Five of the old Mears bells were removed to St. Catherines, Ontario, and no trace of them can
now be found. T\e lnndon Evening Free Press of January 31, 1949 tells the story of the remaining bell:

A BELL, almost 100 years old and long unused will ring again. The old bell, soon to ring
fbr services in a new chapel was cast by C. & G. Mears Founders of London, England,
especially fbr St. Paul's Cathedral here, three [five] years after the cathedral was rebuilt
in 1848 [8461, and was bought by shillings and pence by public subscription.

One of the original six bells it was replaced about 1901 with the present Meredith
memorial bells and removed to Woodland Cemetery to toll for funerals, but was never
[rarely] used. The other five bells were taken to St. Catherines to be used there. Now



green with age and minus iLs clapper, the 600-pounder has been brought back to be
installed in the small tower on Cronyn Hall for services in the new St. Aidan Chapel.

The bell, repaired, will be hung in a rocking mounting which will allow it to ring freely,
not as a bell being tolled. It is approximately 30 inches high and 30 inches across the
throat and is made of a special bell metal, two parts copper and one part'tin.



CHAPTER X

NEW WBSTMINSTER, British Columbia
Holy Trinity Cathedrall

Alan F. Ellis

l-lanada's oldest "ringable" peal of bells is the octave at Holy Trinity

t Cathedral, Quebec City (Mears 1830). The second oldest ring is
\./ also in Quebec CiS/ at the former St. Matthew's Church and now

known as the BibliothEque St. Jean (library) (Warners 1885). What is not
well known to the majority of ringers is that there was an additional ring of
eight bells. These were not as old as those at Holy Trinity but yet older than
those of St. Matthew. Unfortunately, all but one were destroyed in the
great fire of 1898.

The site of the capital of British Columbia was chosen in 1859.
When Queen Victoria was asked to name the new capital, she named it

after Westminster, London. Hence it became New Westminster. It is still called the Royal City, even
today, because it was named by Her Majesty.

The construction of the first church commenced in 1860, with the corner stone being laid on May
22, 18ffi and the dedication taking place on December 2, 1860. It was a wooden church capable of seating
300 people. The first Rector of Holy Trinity was the Rev. John Sheepshanks, who later became Bishop
of Norwich. His first rectory was nothing but a log shack, not even a cabin, and measured 7 ft by l0 ft.

Bishop Hills, formerly Vicar of Great Yarmouth, was consecrated in Westminster Abbey on
February 24, 1859, and became the first Bishop of British Columbia, with his See City being Victoria,
Vancouver Island. At that time Vancouver Island was a separate colony and not part of British Columbia.
It wasn't until November 19, 1866 that Vancouver Island amalgamated with British Columbia, which in
turn became a Province of Canada on July 20th, 1871, four years after Confederation. He had been
promised a peal of bells for his Cathedral by Miss Angela (later Baroness) Burdett-Coutts of l-ondon. Miss
Burdeu-Couus was a philanthropis of wealthy lineage and had already given a peal of bells in 1850 to St.
Stephen, Rochester Row, Westminster. The peal she had cast for Bishop Hills in September 1861, also
by Mears, wa.s a sister peal. Records from the Whitechapel Bell Foundry show that the same gauges were
used, although with slightly different settings, for each peal. The weight of the Rochester Row bells was
listed, at the time, as a tenor of 24 cw 0 qtrs 18lbs in D, whereas the peal for Bishop Hills had a tenor
of 25 cwt 2 qtrs 8 lbs. She also donated a peal of bells to St. Stephen's, Carlisle.

Now, you say, how could a peal of bells, which were cast and dedicated to St. Stephen, arrive
at the church of the Holy Trinity, in New Westminster? Did Miss Burdett-Coutm order them with that
inscription with the hope that Bishop Hills would name the new cathedral after St. Stephen or was it
something else? Nobody has recorded this little, but important detail. The British Columbian newspaper
of May 14, 1862, repofted the following:

'This article first appeared nThe Clapper, Vol. 19, No. 3, Summer 7992.

? ?



HANDSOME PRESENT

Mlss Burdeu-Coutls has presented to the Episcopal Church of this ciry a handsome peal
of bells, conslsting of eight, the largest of which weighs upwards of 2,'700 lbs. They cost
in England $8,000 and will be a great acquisition to our city. They have just arrived in
Victor ia,  V.I .

At the time of their arrival there was no church or cathedral dedicated to St. Stephen, in either
Victtrria or in New Westminster.

The inscription on the bells read as follows :

Presented to
The Cathedral Church of St. Stephen,
New Westminster, British Columbia
by Angela Georgina Burdett-Coutls,

A . D .  l 8 6 l

The word "Wlvlom" appears on ttre opposite side of the remaining bell. What words were given
to the other seven bells has only recently been determined.2 The Rev. D.W. Duthie, in his book Bishop
in the Rough reported his observations of the bells' arrival in Victoria:

Abut tltis time we heard in the Victoria, V.1., newspaper of a beautiful peal of bells for
the Bishop's church at Victoria, given by Miss (afterwartls Lady) Burdett-Coutts. And
in due time the arrival of the ship with the bells was chroniclecl. I happened to be in
Vicbria at the time, and meeting my good tiiend Mr. Holbrook, who also chanced to be
down there, we agreed to go on board the vessel and have a look at them. Accordingly
we went on board, iurd, the hatches being open, we looked down and saw one or two of
the bells being uncovered. I climbed down into the hold and read the inscription on the
tenor bell, and I remembered well the shout of delight with which I called up to Mr.
Holbrook, who was looking down from the deck above, to tell him that the inscription
was for the Church of St. Stephen, New Westminster. There was always a good deal of
rivalry and jealclusy between Victoria and New Westminster, and we knew that every
effort would be made by the people of Victoria to retain the bells there. With regard to
this fine peal of bells, it is true that our church was not dedicated in the name of St.
Stephen, yet the crucial point, we thought, was the place, and as they were inscribecl
'New Westminster' we believed and maintained that of right they were ours.

The fight was on! Bishop Hills wanted them for his church, Christ Church in Victoria, but the
bells said New Westminster. However, there was no St. Stephen's in New Westminster. In fact there was
no cathedral in New Westminster, because Holy Trinity did not become the cathedral church of the
Diocese of New Westminster until October 14th, 1892. New Westminster became a Diocese of its own
in 1879, when the former single Diocese of British Columbia was split into three. Bishop Hills retained
the Diocese of British Columbia, Christ Church, Victoria, eventually becoming the Cathedral.

The Reverend Mr. Duthie continued:

'Sce Editor's Notes at the end of the chapter



We took measures accordingly, and got up a public meeting and began a movement for
the erection of a bell tower, and memorialized the Bishop. And, in short, we showed
ourselves so unirnimous and insistent that we gained our point, and in a few weeks' time
(actually three years!!) the bells were deposited on the banks of the Frazer (Fraser)
River.

The British Colunbiannewspaper, on May 21,l862,recorded the discussions as follows:

THE PEAL OF BELLS.

We noticed last week the arrival at Victoria of a handsome peal of eight bells, being a
present fiom Mlss Burdett-Coutls to the Episcopal Church of this city. It now appears that
upon each bell is stamped 'St. Stephen's Cathedral, New Westminster, British
Columbia'; and ttrat the Bishop, takirg advantage of a mistake in the name of the edifice,
has detained the bells in Victoria until he can negotiate the donor for a transf-er of the
terms of the gift, and expropriate the coveted peal to St. John's Church, Victoria.
Whether Miss Coutls will allow herself to be bamboozled by the Bishop into compliance
with such an extraordinary proposal, and thereby, in a sense, break faith with British
Columbia, remains to be seen. We scarcely think, however, she will permit herself to be
placed in so false and silly a pcrsition, simply to gratiff the greed of a Bishop. We do not
know what sort of stuff our Episcopalian friends here are made of, but judge they must
be composed of very different metal from most men if they submit tamely to such
high-handed and unfair procedure even in their Bishop. Even had no locality been
indicated by the donor, surely the capital of British Columbia would have a stronger
claim than the town of Victoria. But when, as is the case, the locality is most distinctly
named, we do think it is in exceeding bad taste for that dignitary to interfere fbr the
purpose of gratifliing his own ambition at the expense of justice and the people of this
colony. The adherents of the Church of England in this city and Colony ought to take a
respectful and decided stand, and, by immediate action, counteract the Bishop's
representations, or misrepresentations, to Miss Coutts. Bishop Hills would do well to
avoid that which he is already strongly suspected of, i.e. becoming too much localized
in his views and feelings, else it may be found necessary to have his name changed ftom
'GEORGE COLUMBIA'to 'GEORGE VICTORIA' and procure a new Bishop fbr this
Colony.

That was surely telling him!

Eventually, Bishop Hills relented and permitted the bells to go to Holy Trinity, hence bells
dedicated to St. Stephen wound up at the Holy Trinity church in New Westminster! Nowhere is it recorded
as to what Miss Burdeu-Coutts had to say about all this, but presumably, she was not happy that the bells
did not go to a cathedral dedicated to St. Stephen! On June 21, 1862, The British Columbian newspaper
carried a letter to the editor:

Sir, It may interest your readers to know that the Church Committee of Holy Trinity met
yesterday to take into consideration the Bishop's proposition respecting the chime of
bells, and that the following was the result of the meeting viz:

Resolved - That plans and specifications for a Bell Tower be at once obtained by
a committee, such committee to consist of Messrs. Armstrong, Crease and Manson.



Resolved - That a committee be named to commence collecting subscriptions at
once.

The committee nominated fbr such a purpose being Messrs. Crease, Holbrook,
Armstrons and Brown.

Your ohed't serv't. A.T. Bushby.
New Westminster, BC, 18th June 1862.

The collection of funds fbr a bell tower had obviously commenced once the bells were finally
awarded to Holy Trinigr, but when they arrived, the tower was Still not complete. The planned 100 ft. high
wtxxlen tower needed a strong foundation and to this end the schooner Alphabrought 70 tons of stone from
Salt Spring Island for the foundation, as reported inThe Bitish Columbian on June 3, 1865.

Altltough the bells arrived in Victoria in 1862, it was not until July I I , 1865, that they were finally
shipped on to New Westminster. Newspaper records indicate that the steamer Enterprise left Victoria with
them on Saturday July 8th and that it arrived in New Westminster on July 11, a journey of three days at
that time, but which today takes a few hours on a ferry. After all the squabbling of 1862, there was not
a single mention of the bells being shipped to New Westminster in the Victoria newspapers! The New
Westminster newspaper, The British Columbian, on July 13, 1865, recorded the event:

The Bells presented to the New Westminster Cathedral by Miss Coutls, came up by the
steamer on Tuesday, and are now lying on Pioneer Wharf. The belfry is progressing
favourably, and will soon be ready for their reception.

Even though the tower was incomplete, the bells must have been hung promptly, because it was
reg)ned that the bells were first rung on August 4, 1865, a short three weeks after their arrival. After only
firur weeks of the bells being hung in their new home, the little wooden Church of the Holy Trinity burned
down crn September 5th, 1865. "Fire! Holy Trinity Destroyed. 7:54 pm 915165," read the headlines of The
Biish Colwnbian the next day. Careless smoking was listed as the most probable cause! The wood tower
and the bells came through this incident unscathed, thanks to the Hyack Fire Brigade and their early fire
engine! Numerous cards of thanks were published in the local newspaper The Bitish Columbian atthe
time tlranking the fire engine company for saving the tower and the bells.

"On December 17th, 1867, the bells given by Miss Burdett-Coutts sounded forth the joyful
invitation to the Service of Consecratit)n, " 

[of the rebuilt church] reads a quote from the book entitled The
Merutin of a Cathedral - A Century of Christian Acivity. This little booklet, written by the Rev. Canon
Leslie T.H. Pearson, then Rector of Holy Trinity, and published in 1959, includes many details of the
history of the towers and bells and from which I quote with the kind permission of the Parish of Holy
Trinity.

Overall, there is little history of the ringing which occurred atHoly Trinity. Canon Pearson's
book notes that a Bell Ringers Club was formed and that Pte. Alfred R. House, R.E., was hired as the
bell instructor at a salary of f10.00 per month. "A 'Merry Peal' for Anthony Musgrove, Governor, was
rung on September 7th, 1869," reads a sentence inthe History of New Westminster 1859-1871 , by M. L.
McDonald, a thesis published in 1947. But merry peals were not to last, because at the Easter 1875
meeting of the church wardens, it was recommended t}at the bells no longer be rung but only be tolled
due to the tower being unsafe. The lofty wooden tower was built too quickly for such a weight of bells,
as the peal totalled over 103 cwt. It is unclear why Canon Pearson's booklet indicates a total weight of 9
tons, whereas 103 cwt amounts to but 5 tons!



Sad to relate, it was only once more that the bells pealed forth, which was upon the occasion of
trrrd Duft'erin's visit to New Westminster in 1876. The bells were lowered ffom the tower in early 1877
and stored in a wooden shed adjacent to the church. The tower was pulled down in 1880. The tower had
the last word, because it took three teams of horses to pull it down! Records, including photographs, show
that the tenor was hung in a small scaffolding-type framework at the rear of the church during January
1878 and that it was there at the time of the sreat fre.

A second baffle for the bells occured when, in 1883, it was rumoured that the new Bishop, Bishop
Sillitoe, wanted to give the stored bells to St. James' Church, Granville. (This tower now houses a 42 cwt
Taylor 8, cast in 1938 and hung on I-beams).

This false rumour immediately resulted in new interest for building a new stone bell tower, the
corner stone of which was laid on April 10, 1886. But this new tower was never completed and the bells
never hung in it. Stone was expensive and the tower had only been partially constructed when the great
fire changed the course of evenLs.

This occurred on September 10, 1898, when sparks from a steamer on the Fraser River ignited
the rmf of a warehouse. The fire spread up the hill and consumed the entire east side of the new city. It
consumed the newly built church and partially constructed bell tower, except for the stonework, and the
shed housing the bells. The partially built new tower remains but, unfortunately, the bells were not in the
new stone tower but had been stored in a wooden hut on the church property. Needless to say, the hut
burned and the heat cracked and distorted the seven bells, as a result they were broken up and most of the
metal sold for scrap. So ended the peal of bells given by Miss Burdett-Coutts and hung for ringing at the
Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, New Westminster.

But the story does not quite end here, because the church was rebuilt in 1899, using the stone
work of the church and partial tower. The tower was completed with a brick top and the remaining bell
is now hung in the tower - but not for ringing!

One very interesting item of note is that the bell which remains is not the original tenor, as
mentioned, as it is far too small. Ithas a diameter of only 35-ll4 in., which, according to the records,
makes it the third bell of the octave, having a weight of 8 cwt 2 qtrs 8 lbs. Its note is B, according to the
church's organ, and therefore the peal was in the Key of D, identical to that of St. Stephen's, Rochester
Row.

The remaining bell is hung in a rudimentary wooden "A" frame, which is 4-ll2 ft wide and 7 ft
high, with simple bearings and no stay. The wheel is also a rudimentary affair and a single heavy rope
exists but has no sally. The bell certainly cannot be rung but it is chimable and it is tolled on special
occasions. An electronic carillon exists for other occasions! The bell's inscription is as previously noted.
It is strange to be looking at a bell which says St. Stephen and yet you know you are in Holy Trinity!

There are various pieces of bell metal remaining, two by the church, two by the local New
Wesnninster museum and reportedly there are others held by older families of the city, but they give no
clue as to which bell or bells they are from. In addition to the clapper in the remaining bell, there are six
original clappers, five in the tower and one in the church hall. Where the eighth clapper went is not
known, because the logical place, the New westminster museum, does not have it!!



Ediror's Notes

Details of the bells of Holv Trinitv. New Westminster:

Treble
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifrh
Sixtlr
Seventh
Tenor

Cwt Qtrs Lbs
6 2 2 2
7 t 1 8
8 3 2
9 2 3
1 l  3  0
1 4 0 2
1 8 0 1 0
24 0 18

Total Weight 100 2 1

Ttxal Cost f820 l3s 2d (F.O.B. Tilbury)

Each bell carried the inscrintion:

C. & G. MEARS FOUNDERS, LONDON 1861

and on the waist, from treble to tenor, a quotation from the Book of Revelation, Ch. 7, v. 12:

BLESSING
GLORY
WISDOM
THANKSGIVING
HONOUR
POWER
MIGHT

and on the Tenor:

BE UNTO OUR GOD FOR EVER AND EVER. AMEN
HALLELUJAH



CHAPTER XI

BURLINGTON, New Jersey
St. Marv

Robert T. Mead

aint Mary's Parish, BurlinSon, New Jersey was founded in 1702 as the
first mission of the newly formed, London-based, Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parls (SPG). There are presently

existing two church buildings - the Old Church (1703) and the New Church
(1854).

In a letter to the SPG, John Talbot, the first rector, repors to the
Society that they very much need Books of Common Prayer and they would
like to have some bells, "I don't mean a Ring of Bells in a Steeple, for idle
fellows to make a vain jangling, but one good bell in the Church, that the

people may know when to come together to worship God. " There is record of contributions being received
firr a bell and apparently a bell was gotten quite early and then a new bell, possibly a recasting of the
original, was hung in 1769 - this bell is still in place in the Old Church.

ln 1832, the Rev. George Washington Doane, then rector of Trinity Church, Boston was elected
the second Bishop of New Jersey and selected Burlington, rather than Newark, as his place of residence.
Folbwing the death in July 1833 of the Rev. Doctor Charles Henry Wharton, then rector of St. Mary's
Church, Bishop Doane was offered the rectorship of the parish in addition to his duties as Bishop. He
accepted the invitation on October l, 1833. The parish grew and the Old Church was enlarged several
timqs when on Easter Day 1846 Bishop Doane called for the erection of a new church to be his cathedral.
He engaged Richard Upjohn as architect. It was expected that the new church would cost $20,000, of
which Bishop Doane had obtained subscriptions amounting to $12,875, with the pledge that he would make
the amount $15,000, and expressed the hope that the Vestry would devise the means of raising the
remaining $5,000. The cornerstone was taid on November l7, 1846 and the construction continued until
1854 with the consecration held on Thursday, August l0 of that year. Bishop Doane died on April 27 ,
1859 at which time there was still some debt remaining on the New Church.

In March 1864, it was announced that if the congregation would pay off the balance of the debt,
$1,600, a chime of bells would be given to the Church along with an endowment "to pay the ringers
forever." The donors were Misses Margaret S. and Mary Mcllvaine who had also contributed very
generously to the building of the New Church. The debt was settled and negotiations were begun by the
Rev. Eugene Augustus Hoffman,r who had recently resigned as rector of St. Mary's and accepted a call
in Brooklyn, NY. He dealt with a representative for the Mcllvaine family, James H. Castle Esq. of
Philadelphia. It was determined that the tower and steeple (with the bell chamber 18' 6" square and 16'
6" htgh) as requested by Bishop Doane and built by Upjohn was designed for a chime of bells and needed
no alteration. In August 1864 they were nearly ready to decide upon a proposal from the Messrs. Meneely

LLut.. to become Rector of St. Mark's, Philadelphia.
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(West Troy Bell Foundry, N! but by October, the Rev. Mr. Hoffman was having second thoughts about
purchasin_q American bells. In a letter to Castle, Hoftman writes:

Since our last interview with Mr. Meneely, I have been thinking over his statemenls, and
must say that after careful consideration and examination of some of the best English
authorities, my judgement is that you will do a great deal better to order the bells from
England. My reasons for this, (apart from the fact that Mr. Meneely, according to his
own confession, is simply an experimenter in the matter of chimes...) Meneely's hells
are made on the American principle of auempting to make good things cheaper than they
can be obtained from abroad. In some things this will answer, but in all matters of art,
(of which bell tounding is one,) it generally ends in failure.

He goes on to quote the Hon. E.B. Denison, reported to be the highest English authority on bells, in
saying, "The desire of modern bell founders to produce grand effects cheaply, has led them to pretend that
they can imitate the tones of large heavy bells by smaller thin ones." Hoffman also quotes Denison a^s
saying "No peal of ten can be a really fine one with a tenor of less than two tons; nor a peal of eight with
less tlran 25 cwt. The trebles should run from 7 to 5 cwt, below which no bell ever sounds well in a peal. "

Hoftman goes on to note that Meneely's proposal calls for fbur of the eight bells below the weight given
by Denison. Hoffman goes on to recommend that:

...a peal of eight bells, weighing 10,000 lbs., can be had from Mears, in London, with
all the hangings and frame complete, delivered on board ship fbr about 700 pounds
sterling. The fieight, insurance and hanging, (which could be done at a trifling cost hy
:ury goul mechanic,) would not add much to the price...and all added up would not make
the cost any more than Meneely's peal.

The amount given for the bells was about $10,000.

Mr. Castle ordered the bells fiom George Mears & Co., Whitechapel, London in his letter of
November 22, l&6/.. Unfortunately Margaret S. Mcllvaine had now died and would mrt hear the bells she
and her sister were giving. Mr. Castle writes:

...the bells are to be perfectly sound, and in tone and tune as perf'ect as you can possibly
make them. We have at Christ Church, in this city (Philadelphia), a peal of 8 bells, cast
at your foundry in1754, by Lester & Pack, and we shall consider ourselves fornrnate,
if the peal now ordered...should prove equally as satisfactory.

Mr. Hofftnan had listed several specifications, some of which were that the bells were to hang on the same
level, not one above another, that they be made on the Doncaster pattern, and that there be a chiming
apparatus. Hoffman had suggestions on the composition of the bell metal and the thickness of the sound
bow. He notes that it is unfortunate that the bells will have to be rung from the floor of the church (with
a draft of 42 feet) "but at present this cannot be obviated."

Mears & Co. acknowledged the order on December 8, 1864 and said in part, "Attention shall be
paid to your instructions - but we think you had better leave to our judgement and experience the exact
proportion of tin and copper and thickness of sound bow and we will promise you a first rate peal of
bells...." There were letters back and forth about the composition of the metal and the thickness of the
bow, with Hoffrnan standing by his recommendations. Mears finally said:



If you allow us to make your new bells as we think best, we will guarantee you a fine
peal- You shall name any person you please to hear them before they are senr away or
paid for. More than this we cannot say. If, however, you prefer it, we will make them
according to the plan recommended by Mr. Hoffinan, but in that case we cannot
guarantee the quality, as we do not approve either the metal or form. With every respecr
to the gentleman, we must repeat that we are the most experienced bell founders in the
world, and altho' we do not write books, deliver lectures, or puff ourselves in other
ways, we believe we know our business both theoretically and practically.

On December 8, 1865 (one year later) Mears writes to Castle in philadelphia saying:

We are very sorry there has been so much delay...we have so much difficulty finding
gmrrJ workmen. The bells will sail from London to New York on December 22. We are
happy to say a ltner peal of belts never left this foundry. They have been so universally
admired fie last 2 or 3 months, for the bells have been ready that time, we are sorry to
krsc t iem.

The ship Cella arrived in New York after a voyage of 30 days, tluring which time terrible weatier was
encountered, one officer swept away and drowned and the ship nearly swamped. The bells arrived in
Burlington via lhe rail line fiom New York on February I6, 1866. Mr. Hoffman was in Burlhgton wifi
Richard Upjohn on March 19, 1866 to look at the bells and wrote to J.H. Castle congratulating him on"having secured so fine a peal. The bells are beautifully made, of excellent tone and tune and nothing
could be beuer than the hangrng. I do not hesitate to say, lhat they are the finest peal in this country.. The
bells were installed in the tower and remained silent until Easter, "when they will usher in that glorious
day. "

It was realized early on ttrat the draft would make rirging tlifficult, and the architect was requested
to draw a plan for a "light metal fiame" with rings to keep ttre ropes fiom swaying. This design, if eu.,
completed, has not been found nor was there evidence that it was ever installed. Apparently ringing of
some kintl was tried, there is a list of the names of 19 men2 who rang a peal (almost certainty a diffeient
understanding of "a peal" than is in use today) on christmas Eve 1866. It seems that full circle ringing
was not carried on for very long, most likely because of the great difficulfy caused by tle long unguidetl
draft.

The chiming (Ellacombe) apparatus was to be located in the vestry room according to writings
of fte time, but is actually located at a level above the bells antl probably has always been frere. There
is a record of competition for the position of "Chimer. " Ellwood P. Hancock won the competition and was
elestetl Chimer for a term of six months at a salary of $200 per annum on May 21, lg66.It is appointerl
lhat the chimes be rung before services and on Christmas Eve, New year's Eve, weddings, fi.merals etc.
Chiming (hymn playing) has continued since 1866, but firll circle rlrgrng died out quite quickly.

In the late 1980s, the then rector, the Rev. James J. Greene, was called upon by members of the
Norlh American Guild of Change Ringers to discuss the possibility of reactivating change ringing at St.
Mary's- This group was led by Richard Parsons whose father had grown up in nurf ingtbn, and Richard

'The 
names l isted are: El lwood P. Hancock, E.B. Grubb, Jr.,  Henry B. Grubb, charles B. Hervin, Edward L.Hewin, william D. Hewin, George w. Hewin, Jr., craig Moffat, Thomas Lee, J. Mortimer Barclay, cbarles M. Engle,

Camille A' Baquet, Ledyard vanRenesselaer, Henry H. Douglas, A. Lardner Brown, John w. Buc-kman, Hugtr NIorris,
George w' caldwell, and the Rev. william Allen Johnson. Families bearing many of these names still live il the area.
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was aware of the bells when he had come to Burlington in his childhood to visit relatives. Richard
remembered this, and when he became interested in change ringing in Raleigh he thought it would be
interesting to ring these bells, and so began our program to fit our bells for both chiming and change
ringing. Father Greene invited a group of parishioners who might be interested, including the present
chimers, to meet with representatives of NAG. We had up until that time understood that it was either
chiming or change ringing but not both; it was explained that with just a little rdsetting of the chiming
hammers and the sliders we could do both. Because of what I call "benign neglect" just about everything
was still in place - wheels, stays, clappers and most sliders, but there were no ropes and no rope guicles.
The church had suffered a very serious fre in 1976, but the steeple and bells were only minimally
involved. Our problems were that we had a ring of eight fairly heavy bells (ZZ cwt tenor) on a 120-plus-
year-old wooden frame with plain bearings and a 42 foot draft, tle ropes falling in a poor circle in the
middle of the crossing of the church.

Before we began to work on the bells, we engaged an engineer to tell us whether the tower was
strong enough to support eight swinging bells; the answer was tlat trere was plenty of weight of the
steeple above to dampen the motion and that the foundations could carry rhe weight.

In May 1990, three members of the parish began weekly rrips to Sr. Marrin-in-the-Fielcls,
(lhestnut Flill for lessons before any ringing was possibre on our bells.

We had several work days when many members of the Guild came to help us assess what was
needed. We ordered ropes that proved to be a problem because of their stretchiness with such great length.
What an interesting sight it was to see the heavy wooden chancel chairs suspended from the ropes in tie
middle of the crossing in the hope they would stretch out, but this didn't happen. On a weekend in mid
October 1991, at our first real work session, we tightened the bells on their headstocks, installed ropes and
made everything ready for the flrst attempt at full circle ringing. What a surprise it was to even the most
experierrced ringers how difficult and nearly impossible it was to raise a bell. The bungee-like ropes, the
unguided length of the ropes and the dirty bearings were serious problems. Arrangements were made for
the Church of the Advent in Boston and the National Cathedral to send to us discardetl sallies ancl bottom
ends which we spliced to pre-stretched upper manmade ropes. This helped tremendously. The orher
addition, without which ringing woultl have been nearly impossible, *is a double level rope guide
suspended in approximately equal thirds between the floor and the ceiling. The rope guides were intende6
to be temporary while we pursu'bd the possibilities of making our bells ringable again. Neither rhe ringers
nor especially the congregation were happy with the way these horizontal guides hung across tlre beautiful
Gothic arches of our building, in very plain sight of everyone in the church.

There was a lot of motion of the frame when we frst tried to ring the bells, and the next priorify
was to tighten ttre frame with corner braces and vertical tie rods. Again we were helped by Guild members
and some of the work was contracted to a local builder who had worked on the church after the fire. We
have consulted with Linda Woodford and Eayre & Smift. We have recently added some steel "strapping"
to beter corulec't the bell frame to the foundation members. Each of rlrese modifications has made the bell
handling easier.

Our fnst real attempt to ring at least rounds in front of the congregation was on All Saints Day
1992 (the 290th AffIiversary of the Parish), we were joined by the St. Martin's Ringers. On February 20,
1993, we put out a call for interested individuats to come for a demonstration and first lesson on our bells.
About 12 people came but as expected very few stuck with it.

At the end of January 1995 Fr. Green retired and for his efforrs in restoring change ringing to
Burlington he was elected to the Honor Roll of the North American Guild. In January 1996, our new



rector arrived, the Rev. J. Connor Haynes. Fr. Haynes has not only been a supporter of change ringing
but immediately began learnirg to nng himself, and was later joined by his wife. In adclition, he has taken
the lead m organizing work parties to install new pulleys which allow the ropes to fall in a much improvetl
rope circle. Now we can move on to the item which most greatly concerns the congregation, the rope
guides. We hope to design two metal grudes that will be more in keeping with the church architecnre than
the rough guides made of 2x4s that we have lived with (as temporary) for about five years. It is our hope
to have the guides raised to the ceiling by an electric motor when not in use. Lastly, we have loose
gudgeon plates and hoops on several bells tlrat will need to be addressed. Every step we have taken so far
has improved the handling of the belts and of course, as time goes by, our abilities improve also. Chiming
is still the primary service ringing, but the change ringers practice regularly and perform occasionally.





CHAPTER XII

PHILADELPIIIA, Pennsylvanial
St. Mark

A. Thomas Miller

t-f-lh. afternoon of Monday, october ll,1875 was coor and cloudy as tlre
t vestry members of st. Mark's church, philadelphia, converged on sixth

r- and l-ocust Snees to meet at rhe olfice of Mr. Richard R. Mongomery,
Rector's warden. seven of the twelve vestrymen were able to attend the 3:00
p.m. meeting togetlrer with Dr. Hoffman, rector of st. Mark's. The Reverend
Eugene Augustus Hoffrnan had been rector of st. Mark's for six years. Dr.
Holfrnan was an imposing man wift a wide fbrehead, straight, broad nose and
a salrand-pepper beard. He was a man of broad interesls ancl durins his tenure
many spiritual and material changes occurred at St. Mark's.

The purchase and irstallation of bells for the bell tower were now a priority item for $e energetic
Dr. lloffman. The church building had been completed in 1849 antl consecrated in 1850. At that time the
tower had only been finished to the first story. In l85l two members of the congregation hatl offeretl to
pay fcrr the completion of tlre tower and spire. The work was completetl in 1852. For twenty-three years
the completed tower had awaited t}e installation of the bells for which it hatl been built

The object of the special vesn-y meetirg on that cloudy October afternoon in 1875 was to consi<ler
the purchase of bells for the tower. A bell fund had been started in 1869, Dr. Hoffrnan's fpst year as
rector' Mr. Montgomery reported that $4,000 was in hand, enough to purchase four of rhe eight bells
pl:umed for the tower. The vestry resolved to purchase the four bells. An orcler was placed with the bell
foundry of Mears and Stainbank, fite famous Whitechapel bell foundry, in Lonclon. The order to Mears
not only included the casting of the four bells, but also four sets of change-ringing fittings, an oak bell
frame and chime hammers. It was only appropriate that the tower of a church built in the Gothic
appearance of an early English parish church should have a peal of English bells which were set up for
English change ringing.

At the time there were a number of ringers living in and arounrl philadelphia who kept the
tradition alive by ringtng changes in the area's church towers, most notably St. Mary's, Burlingon, New
Jersey; St. Peter's, Philadelphia and Christ Church, Philadelphia where fte famous "iingorg-rnrtch. which
lasted three hours, fifteen minutes was held on Sunday, June 9, 1g50.

St. Mark's vestry next gatlrered after the beginning of the new year on Ttesday, January 4, lg76
at 8:00 p'm' Following the usual business the subject of the bells was covered. A letter had been received
addressed to the Rector, Warders and Vestry of St. Mark's and signed by twenty-one neighbors living in
the vicinity of the church. This lener was put forward for consideration. ihe neigtrUors had heard rhat the
bells for the tower had been ordered and requested that the plarn for hangrrg rhe bells not go forward.
They stated that Ore ringing of any bells would be a shock to the nervous systems of sick persons and

'Thjs article first appeared nThe Clnpper Vol. 15, No. 3, Summer 19gg.
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young children, would reduce the property values of those living near the church and might cause the
church tower and spire to collapse causing great loss of life.

The vestry authorized Mr. Montgomery, the Rector's Warden, to reply that tlre bells had been
ordered and that the vestry had decided to irstall them in the church tower. This reply was tluly composed
and sent by Mr. Samuel Wagner, Jr., Secretary to the vestry, on Friday of that shme week.

The block of Locust Street between l6th and lTth Streets was quiet and serene, paved in
cobblestones and flanked on either side by brick sidewalks laid in a herringbone pattern. The dominating
feature of the block was the spire of St. Mark's Church and the brownstone church iself. An iron fence
separated the sidewalk from the church's garden and young trees spaced about ten feet apart lined the
curbside. The block had been developed during the decade before the Civil War as an exclusive
neighborhood. In tlie words of one of the residens, the neighborhood:

...has always been considered a very attractive one for isbeauty, for isgeneral quiet
and its fieedom fiom places of traffic of every kind, and its attractiveness was enhanced
by is nearness to St. Mark's Church, whose fine architecnre and tasteful grounds, and
seclusion from all disrurbing sights or sound, induced tlre hope that the desirableness of
this particular localiry for a residence would be maintained.

This same neighbor stated that his residence, built in 1856, had cost him over $50,000: a sum which will
be brought into perspective when it is understood that a workingman of the time earned less than $l ,000
per year.

The neighborhood was inhabited by wealthy professionals and businessmen who were used to
getting their own way. To maintain the "comparatively noiseless" quality of the street these rich and
pnwerful people had mounted a "resolute opposition" to the running of "railway cars' on l,ocust Street,
causing the laying of railway track on the sixteen hundred block of Locust Street to be abandoned- The
street cars which would have passed down tie street were propelled not by electricity, but by horses. A"noiseless" street indeed!

The people of St. Mark's were likewise wealthy, influential people who, like the opponents to the
bells were used to having their own way. The brownstone-lined block of Locust Street was about to
become a banlefield for these refined Victorian ladies and gentlemen.

Meanwhile, in l-ondon, the casting of the bells was proceeding. About the middle of May, 1876
this process was completed. The four bells with a total weight of 5,563 pounds were crated for shipment
along with the fiuirgs and bell frame made of heavy oak beams. The bells were shipped from London to
Liverpool and hoised upon the stearnship lllinois which departed on May 25, 1876 with its cargo and 274
passengers.

After an uneventful voyage of nine days and ,rin.t..n hours the lllinoisnudged into the pier of
Peter Wright and Sons on the Philadelphia waterfront. It was Sunday, Pentecost Sunday by the Church's
calendar, June 4, 1876. The passengers debarked, clearing customs and going their various ways. The
cargo was unloaded and claimed by its various owners after proper customs duties had been paid. The
bells were probably warehoused with Wright and Sons until their installation in the tower during the week
of June 19 - 23. George Hewitt, an architect with offices at 310 Chestnut Street, was engaged by the
church to oversee the installation of the bells. The actual installation was done by Adam A. Catanach, a
carpenter and master builder, who lived at 1523 Christian Street. Timbers were installed in the tower and
flooring laid. The bell-fiame of English oak was haulel up into the tower in pieces and assembled. Finally,



the four bronze bells were uncrated and carefully raised into the tower to be mounted in the frame. The
neighbors must have looked on with dismay as the carter brought the bells and Mr. Catanach and his
workmen unloaded them and manhandled them into the tower.

The Spring and Summer of 1876 was an exciting time for rhe city of philadelphia. The Centennial
Exposition had opened in Fairmount Park on May 10. President Grant opened the exposition which
covered 236 acres. Over 200,000 people had crowded the exposition on its flrst day, and in the following
five months almost l0 million visitors would have seen the fair. The ciry was crowded and bustling with
tourisls. Locust Street appeared to slumber on in iE isolation, the two, three and four-story brownstone
houses casting their shadows across the brick sidewalks into the cobblestone street.

The Philadelphta Evening Bullein for Saturday, June 24, 1 876 contained a short article tucked
in with the religious notices and church news:

During the past week four of a peal of eight bells have been placed in the tower of St.
Mark's Church. These bells have a very rich musical tone, and were cast by the old
English firm of Mears and Stainbank.... These bells will be fnst tested this afternoon ar
half-past 6 o'clock, at which time the 'changes' will be rung accor<ling to the old style,
which has been preserved since tlre fifteenth century in ttre Church of England.

It was a clear warm day wiilt the wind fiom tlre south and rlre temperature in the low g0s. William
Brown, an English-born watchmaker, had been the bell-ringer at St, Stephen's Church for fifleen years.
Brown had arrived at St. Mark's that afternoon with three other bell-ringers to test ring the bells. Brown
had been intrqJuced to Dr. rloffinan, St. Mark's rector, earlier in the week by Frederiik Widdows - also
English-born - who had the care of the chime of bells at the Centennial Exposition. According to
Widdows, Brown's ringers were from Kensington, no cloubt fiientts who had rung with Brown before and
probably, like Brown, English-born. Widdows walked up Locust Street on that pleasant evening and en-
countered Dr' lloffman and a Mr. Wells, of the Evening Bultetin. Brown and his band of ringers
proceeded to ring the bells, and Widdows reported, "...the bells were very well rung, reminding rne of
English bell-ringing.. .. "

The bells were first rung for Divine Service on the next day, Sunday June 25. St. Mark's scherlule
of Sunday worship included services at 7:00 a.m., l0:30 a.m., 4:00 p.m. anO 7:30 p.m. The bells were
rung for a half hour before each of these services. As a side note, this day, June 25, lgzo, ir also known
for a more spectacular event in American History, the Battle of the Littli Bighorn, which was underway
at the very moment St. Mark's people were gathering for their l0:30 a.m. service.

The next day, MacGregor J. Mitcheson, Esq., attorney for the aggrieved neighbors, himself a
resident of 1608 l-ocust Strect and a pew-holder of St. Mark's wrote fiom his office at 52g Walnut Street:

I have been requested to ascertain whether it is your purpose to continue the ringing of
your church-bells between 6 and 7 a.m.? Upon Sunday last they startled some persons
from sound sleep, bringing on violent headache, &c., utterly preventing religious
observance of the day by them at least....Trusting that rhe nuisanci complaiied of was
an inadvertence that will not be repeated, I am

Yours, resp'y,
M.J. Mitcheson

The Centennial summer ended and the Exposition itsetf closed on october 10. Just one week
earlier the vestry had met. At this October 3 meeting the rector reported on the arrival of the bells and
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informed the vestry that the cost for the
disbursements broken down as follows:

f,nst bells amounted to $4,980,05 with the receiptsand

Receipts

Sunday donations
Concert given by the Choir
Mrs. J. E. Thomson for memorial
Sunday School contributions
Sains Days offerings

Disbursements

Printing Circulars
Peter Wright & Sons, fieight
Dury
Mears and Stainbank
Miscellaneous
Adam Catanach for hanging bells

329.00
l  16 .83

1,000.00
1,106.42
2.427.80 $4,980.05

$4,980.05

1.00
r 3 3 . 1 3

1 ,169 .21
3,229.36

36.90
405.45

The Rector also reported lhat, "It is earnestly hoped tlrat the $2,000 still required to purchase four
more bells and complete the peal, may be confributed before long. " Mr. Mitcheson's letter of June 26 was
also laid on the table for consideration by the vestry.

In late October $e son of Mr. George L, Harrison, one of the complaining neighbors, called on
Dr. Hoffman, '...in reference to his father's alleged nervous condition, and objected to the chiming of
the bells for the seven o'clock morning service.... " He said that even the expectation of the bells ringing
kept his father awake all night. On November 3, Mr. Harrison's physician, S. Weir Mitchell, who was
also a popular author of the time, wrote to Mr. Thomas H. Kirtley, a member of St. Mark's vestry,
reporting fiat some of his patients were "driven wild" by the early bells. The next day this note was shown
to Dr. Iloffman who directed t}e early ringing to be discontinued.

A special meeting of tlib vestry was scheduled for 4:00 p.m. November 6 where a petition signed
by 48 neighbors was presented by John S. Newbold, a member of the vestry. A letter signed by 14
physicians was also presentd. The neighbors' petition asked that the belts be discontinued "excepting for
a single seryice.' The doctor's petition asked that the bells "early,' "frequent" and "prolonged' ringing
be discontinued because it was "...prejudicial to the health of some and to the discomfort of many of the
residens.... " The Rector told the ves!ry about Dr. Mirchell's note and his decision to discontinue the early
bells. Feeling that the early ringing was lhe problem and since it had been already discontinued, the vestry
decided to state tlreir righs as to the regulation of the bells but also to consider cases of special need. They
resolved, "That while the vestry entirely denies the right of the residents...to regulate the...ringing of the
bells..., they feel confident that the corporation (of St. Mark's)...wilI always be ready...to hear and
consider any special appeal that may be made for stopping the ringing of the bells in any specified case
of illness. " The next day, November 7 , Mr. Newbold, the presenter of the neighbors' petition, resigned
from St. Mark's vestry. The day following, Mr. Edward S. Buckley also resigned from the vestry.

Shortly thereafter a circular was printed by the complaining neighbors alleging to contain all
correspondence in the matter, but failing to include the conesponderrce of Dr. Mitchell and Dr. Hoffrnan's
reply discontinuing the early bells. Copies of the circular were leaked to the newspapers making it appear
that St. Mark's Church was ignoring the pleas of doctors on behalf of their delicate patients. The press



was outraged and St. Mark's was severely criticized for still ringing the early bells which in actual fact
had been discontinued for several weeks.

It was then that the neighbors instituted proceedings to file suit to stop the ringing of the bells. A
bill for injunction was filed with the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas on January Z, l87i to restrain
the ringing of the bells. During January and February depositions were taken from residents near the
church, medical and scientific experts, real estate exper8, tlreological professors, clergy of other churches
with bells, the sexton of St. Mark's, professional bell ringers, and residents near other churches having
bel ls.

Of the residents it was ascertained that there were 98 houses in the area bounded by Walnut Street
on the north, Spruce Sfteet on the south, Sixteenth Street on lhe east, and Seventeenth Sueet on the west.
A summary of affidavits was made as follows:

Whole nunber of dwellins houses

In this square frere are complaints

Of owners and tenants who swear that
they are annoyed

Total

Of persons who say they are not
annuyed (including those who are
positively gratified)

Of those making no affidavits on
either side. but who are neutral

Sh of the 47 supporters later made second affidavits on behalf of the complainants modiffing their
first testimony and if these were stricken from the f,rst list the final total would be:

For complainants

For defendants

Neutral

Stricken out

Total

Medical and scientific experts testified for both sides about the harmfirl (or harmless) effects of
sound waves upon the nervous system. Included in this array of experts was the prominent philadelphia
surgeon, Dr. D. Hayes Agnew who, four years later, would attend to the sufferings of president James
Garfield, felled by an assassin's bullet. (Dr. Agnew testified for the complainants.)

Real estate experts testified to the reduction of (or enhancement of) properry values of residences
in the vicinity of a church with bells. Theologians testified that bells are not a necessary part of Cfuistian

98

20

29

47

22

29

41

22

98



worship (or have been used to call Christian people to worship from the earliest times). professional bell-
ringers testified to the loud, discordant sound (or to the sweet, soft sound) of St. Mark's bells.

Enough testimony was taken to fill a book 491 pages long. A map of tle area around the church
was drawn, color coded as to the location of the complainants. The color coding was contested as
inaccurate by the atorneys for the church. A scale model of the neighborhood five feet five inches by four
feet one inch and a half was built of wood. The measurements of the model were disparaged by the
church's attomeys. Map model and reams of testimony all converged on the courtroom of presiding Judge
Hare and Associate Judge Mitchell together with P. Pemberton Morris and George W. Biddte, lawyeis
for St. Mark's, and William Henry Rawle and R.C. McMurtrie for the complainants.

The argumen8 were made by each of the auorneys in the best oratorical style of that day of great
oratorical styles. Mr. Rawle began his argument by saying, "I will try to condense what I have to say
within the smallest possible compass. " He then proceeded with a speech which hlls almost sixty pages of
closely typeset text in the printed report. The closing arguments completed, Judge Hare decreed as
follows:

And now, tlis twenty-fourth day of February, A.D. 1871 , this cause came on to be heard
on a motion for a special injunction, and was argued by counsel. Whereupon, in
consideration thereof, it is ordered and decreed that upon security being entered in the
sum of one thousand dollars, an injunction issue, restricting ttre tlefendants from ringing
the bells of St. Mark's Church or otherwise using the same so as to cause nuisance or
annoyance, by sound or noise, to tie complainants, or any of them, wifirin their
respective houses.

'l-hree days later in a letter, Dr. Hoffman, rector of St. Mark's wrote:

The injunction which was granted on Saturday last against the ringing of St. Mark's bells
is the tirst time in the history of Christenttom that a church has been enjoined fcrr availing
itself of ils ancient and time-honored custom of announcing iB services by the ringing of
bells.... The authorities of St. Mark's Church, believing that this injunction is an invasion
of their legal righs, if not the beginning of a crusade against all church bells, have, under
rle advice of counsel,'taken an appeal to the supreme court against it.

In June, 1877 the Supreme Court of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania affirmed the lower
court's decree, but modified it to allow the bells to be rung on Sundays for two minutes at thirry minutes
before the beginning of divine worship and the smallest belt to be mng alone for five minutes before. This
rlnglng was limited to the usual tlree clivine services on Sunday, forenoon, afternoon and evenins and did
not include early morning services.

In January, 1878 a further modification was made.to permit the bells to be rung under ftre same
conditiorn as pertained to Sundays on the following days: Washingon's Birthday, fourm of fUy, first day
of the year, sixth of January (Feast of the Epiphany), Ash Wednesday, Good Friday, Ascension Day, fnit
of November (All Saints Day), Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and at weddings and funerals. This
limited injunction is still in force at this writing.

In spite of the injunaion the church went ahead with plans to purchase and install four more bells
to complete the set of eight. In April, 1878 Mears and Stainbank crated and shipped from their London
foundry an additional four bells with a combined weight of 2,923 pounds.



When the bells arrived in Philadelphia a new timber structure was built higher in the tower at fte
base of the spire. The four bells already mounted in the English bell frame were remounted in this new
strucnre and the four new bells were winched up the tower to join their counterparts. The bells were
mounted with three bells hanging above five. This was probably done to elevate the bells furrher from the
street to soften the sound. To this day the original English change-ringing bell frame remains in rhe tower
with the marks upon it where the frst four bells had been originally mounted.

It appears that traditional change nngmg was done at St. Mark's for a very short time in 1876 antl
then only with the four heavier bells which were first mounted in the English change-ringing bell frzrme.
Wtren lhe four lighter bells joined their heavier mates rhe entire peal of bells was mounted in the new
timber structure higher in the steeple and from that time until this it has not been possible to ring changes
on them.

The neighborhood of St. Mark's today is far different than it was in i 876. A few of the
browrstone houses in which the neighbors lived are still standing across the street from fte church and are
now no longer residences, but professional offices or shops. The spire of St- Mark's, which dominated
the 1876 skyline of the block, is now clwarfed by office and apartment towers. The quiet street which
couldn't even bear the sound of a horsedrawn sffeet car now carries automobiles, vans and trucks. In lhe
caverns below, commuter trains rumble.

The spire of St, Mark's continues to point expectantJy heavenwartl as it has since it was first built.
Inside four tons of bronze bear mute testimony to evenls over a century old. 'fhe principals of that long-
ilgo controversy are all gone from the scene, but the bells remain. From time to time, pulled by faithlhl
hands, they awaken from their slumber and sing forth with clear voices their oltl song.

Editor's Note
In the edition of The Clapper following the one in which this article appeared the following letter

was published:

I am writing to say how much I enjoyed Tom Miller's article on the Bells at St.
Mark's. As a current member of St. Mark's I knew of the controversy in the last century,
but enjoyed reading the details.

I would like to bring this article up-to-date by saying that there is now an active
group of bell ringers at St. Mark's and the belts are rung before and after Sunday
services and whenever possible before tlre early mass on Tuesday mornings. Recently w!
have fined new ropes with royal blue sallies from England, and have moved the bell
rlnglng chamber up one floor to decrease the distance between the ringers and the belfry.
As part of the long-range plan for St. Mark's we have high hopes that rhe bells can be re-
hung for change rlngmg and possibly moved back to the original belfry.

Audrey E. Evans

llistress of St. Mark's Bells





CHAPTER XIII

TO anyone who has sailed down the St. Lawrence River, the first sight of euebec City
and the green copper turrets of the ChAteau Frontenac, mounting the hill towar4s thl
Heighls of Abraham, is turforgenable. Close to the ChAteau is the Anglican Cathedral and
further up St. John Steet St. Matthew's Church, both noted in the guide book as having
bells hurg for ringing. There has been some activity at the Cathedral, but rhe eisht at St.
Matthew's have merely been chimed.

The first Sunday in Advent may therefore be considered as a great occasion,
when the back six of St. Mauhew's rang out in rounds ttrough the already snow-covered
streets of the city. (Probably the first time in 25 years.) This is largely 6ue to the
enftusiasm of Mrs. kslie Pickles (better known as Gladys Jaret to her fiiends in Kent
county), who came to live in kvis, euebec, last year. The Archdeacon of euebec has
always been most anxious that the bells should be rung, and was delighted to discover a
keen ringer. Before Gladys' trip home to England this summer, the bells were inspected
and found to be in fairly good order, with only two stays missing. Mr. Duggan, who
faithfully chimes every sunday, was the onry one able to handle a bell.

Gladys and Mr. Duggan started to teach a few weeks ago, with three learners
(irrcluding Mr. kslie Pickles), and such was the standard reached after the few lessons
that, with the help of a visitor from Montreal, the bells were raised and rung in rounds
before a Sunday morning service. The Archdeacon himself is keen to learn and there are
prospects of more recruits.

It will not be an easy task as Gladys is the only one with knowledge of change-
rlnglr8, but it will be a wonderfi.rl achievement to have set the towers of eastern Canada

QUEBEC CITY, Province of Quebec
La Bibliothbque de St. Jean

(Previously St. Matthew)

J. Michael Simpson

his building is now a library, though previously it was a church
dedicated to St. Matrhew. The bells, a fine sounding 15 cwt ring of g,
were cast by Warners in 1885, and are the only ringing peal to come

out of this foundry to North America.

There seem to be few records of ringing here. The earliest is in the
form of a set of "Ringers' Ru-les" drawn up when the bells were new. These
have been fr:rmed and are now hanging in the ringing chamber of Holy Trinity
cathedral. They suggest that originally the band was strong enough to enable
a roster to be drawn up of the ringers responsible for each service.

The next reporas of ringing here appear in the following letter to The
Ringing World of December 2t , 1956



ringing once again. The Cathedral band have also had a revival of enthusiasm and are
starting a fortnightly practice, although the bells are not in good condition and neecl a
thorough overhaul. However, continuez ) somer, et bonne chance, Quebec! A.B.

Eight monlhs later the same correspondent was again writing to The Ringing World in the
following terms:

Readers will recall that justbefore Christmas six of the bells of St. Matthew's Church,
Quebec, rang out for the first time after nearly 25 years. Sunday, May l9th, was the first
occasion when all eight were rung in call changes for morning service. This was made
possible by Professor Taylor, originally an Oxford ringer, who drove 150 miles from
Bishop's University, Lennoxville, Quebec, to help the band. It is, perhaps, not every
enthusiast who will leave home before six in the morning and come such a distance to
ring for a mere half hour! However, with six St. Matthew's ringers and one visitor from
Montreal, it was a most enjoyable gathering.

Regular practices are maintained at Quebec, and the local band, with Mrs.
Pickles' guidance, are making very good progress.

It is marvellous to be home again, but any ringers going over to Canada will have
a great reception in Quebec antl Victoria! I hope many will at least spend a hoiiday there.

Audrey Bailey
Welwyn Garden City

Tony Collins visited here in 1961 and reported, in a letter to The Ringing World, that the bells
uere "in perfect working order." Another report, from the same source to the Central Council in 1966,
claimed "St. Matthew's Quebec, have been keptgoing as well [as Holy Trinity Cathetlrall. 'There has
subsequentJy been considerable deterioration in the condition of this peal.

Since 1970 this tower has been included in the roster of monttrly meetings of what has since
become the New England District of the North American Guild. Once a year, almost without exception,
on lhe US Memorial Day weekend, ringers from the New England Area, often joined by otlers from
further afield, travel here for nvo days of ringing. Bill Jackson, organiser of the frst visit, remembers that
there was no band here in 1910. The bells were then in poor condition and considerable work harl to be
carried out before they could be made ringable. These were the days before this church was closed and
Bill recollects lhat, at least once, the parishioners laid on a social event for the visiting ringers.



CHAPTER XTV

TRIVITT MEMORIAL (Angtican) CHURCH and
PRECIOUS BLOOD (Roman Cathotic) MISSION

Ke,"in Love, & J. Michael Simnson

n 1890, the McShane Bell Foundry of Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A., cast
a ring six bells (plus four more for chiming only) for the Trivitt Memorial
church in Exeter, ontario, canada. Exeter is the third largest town in

Huron county with a population of 5,5@. A single donor, Thomas lrivitt, built
the church, convinced that there wourd be a "wonderfd 

revival,' if people were
shown what the church truly is. Accordingly, he built his church with seating
for 600 people. tlaving great wearth and no chiklren to spend it on, Mr. Trivitt
spared no expense in the construction of the church and the provision of stained
glass windows, a pipe organ, and a ring of bells.

The bells hang in a 70 foot high tower, with the belfry floor 45 feet
above ground level. Built in 1888, rhe tower was specifically disigned for r}e
bells which were irntalled two years later. The Victorian engineers took
elaborate precaulions to resist the dynamic forces produced by belliinging. .lhe

tower walls are up to three feet thick of solicl masonry, with interlocking brick work to bind togerher rle
whole structure. The tower is seventeen feet square ou8ide, not including the substantial double buttresses
at each corner' The result of all this is the tower is absolutely rigid cluring bellringing with no detectable
tlscillation at all. The sound openings of the tower consist of triple iouur., in each wlt or the belfry. These
louvres arc ten feethigh and start at the belfry floor. Havingiucn large openings at the same level as the
trlls resulls in a guXI release of sound. rne iop of the louvies is 55 feet above ground level, higher than
buildings, trees, or any'thing else in town that could cast a sound shadow. The tower is rhe highest building
in Exeter, so sound is well distributed throughout he town,

the ringing equipment shows Italian influence. In order to reduce the dynamic forces generatetl
by tlre bells, each is mounted veronese style in a cleeply arched headstock so that the axis of rotation is
one quarter of the way down the bell. This results in a slower period of rotation. As with all Veronese
equipment, stays and sliders have been omitted. The design of rhi ringing equipment is the only evidence
of lt'alian influence anywhere in the church. The historical record or meiingers' activities shows that the
bells have always been rung according to the English style of change-ringing and not ltalian ,concerto,
style' This leads to the conclusion that there may have been Italian influenie it rr,. rouo,try, but never at
the church itself- The bells rotate on plain bearings, except for the tenor, which rotates on a cylindrical
roller bearing' This is presumably a precursor to the ball bearing. The roller bearing is effective in
reducing the muscle-power required for full-circte ringing of the tenor.

From 1890 to 1914 the hells were regularty rung to changes. The bell-ringers'guild was very
active, and records exist of the members and tlreir activiiies. we suspect rhat Thomas Trivitt may have
firnnciaily errcouraged English ringers to move to Exeter, but there are no historical documents to prove
this' what we have records for anil do know is that rhe fnst peal was successlilly rung in lhe tower on
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July l ,  1894.I  The last of  his t i fe 's
goals achieved, Mr. Trivitt tlren
died on July 18, 1894. He and his
wife, Elizabeth, are buried under
the high altar of the church he
built. A change-ringers'guild was
formed immediately and the Rules
and Regulations to be observed by
the ringers formed part of the
service leaf'let used at the
inauguration of the bells (see Fig.
5). Rules were also drawn up for
use of the chiming apparatus prior
to Sunday services and at otler
times (see Fig. 6. on page 57), and
rules outl ining responsibilities (see
Fig. 7 on page 57). Change rrging
mrlst also have flourished, as by the
year 1900 the bell ropes had worn
out and new ones were ordered in
time for Easter. Among all the
change ringlng was what appears to
be the first full peal to be rung in
Canada, 5040 of Plain Bob Minor,
in about four hours, rung on July l,
1895. This precedes the Vancouver
peal by 16 years.

After the outbreak of war
in 1914, the ringers went to serve
their country and sustained such
heavy casualties that the art of
bellringing was lost. The local
militia, the Fluron Regiment,
experienced heavy casualties at

Arras and a glorious, but costly, victory at Vimy Ridge. The Colours of the Regiment now hang in the
chancel. After tlre war, the bells continued to be used by chiming them with Ellacombe chiming apparatus,
which has remaired in use to this very day.

Sirrce 1973, the church has been shared wirh the Roman Catholic congregation of Precious Blood
Mission. On Sunday mornings, the Roman Catholic service is at 9:00 a.m. and the Anglican service is at
ll:00 a.m. The current band of ringers is ecumenical, with membership explicitly open to all who are
called by God to gloriff Him through bellringing as an act of religious worship.

'The North American Guild is of tie opinion that ftrrther investigation is required to ensure rhat this is a tme peal,
before it can be accepted. Therefore, at the time of this writing, the Vancouver peal, rung in 1911, is recognized as being
the first oeal in Canada. Ed.



In 1996, God called a group of people to revive the art of bellringing. At first there was some
concern about the safety of full-circle ringing. However, we were privileged to have a visit from Alan
Flughes of the Whitechapel Bell Foundry in June, 1997 . Mr. Hughes was able to tell us rlrat it is perfectly
safe to ring all our bells ltll-circle, we have been practising ever since.

At the time of writing (1998) there are eleven ringers. We taught ourselves individual bell
handling by reading books on change ringing available at the local library, and much practice. In March,
1998' Christine Andreae, an experierrced ringer and founder member of the North American Guild, joined
us. Chris is now our instructor. Currently we are learning to ring rounds and can ring two bells correctly
in sequence. We will keep adding bells until we are ringing all six.

T}IB BELLS

Weight
in Pounds

2019
I 340
9t0
880
-540
480
400
300
210
220

I\{usical
Note

F
C

B b
C
D
E b
E
F
G

I\Iusical
Capability

Ringing, Chiming
Ringing, Chiming
Ringing, Chiming
Ringirg, Chiming
Ringing, Chiming
Ringing, Chiming
Chiming only
Chiming only
Chiming only
Chiming only

The strikc note of each bell is in perfect tune. For the largesthells, the hum note (one octave below
strike) and a minor third harmonic are also in tune. As the bells become smaller, the harmonics
become more and more out of tune- Ihe four small chiming bells sound very "clangy" as tleir har-
monics are (at best) only approximately in tune.

Keep Town time. Tbirty minutes before Servico
tle grort bell willbe rung for flve minutee, ihen
the Cbrmes will play until flve minutes before the
\our of comnrlencing service. Tho great Bell will
tben toll until tho hour, finishing:.witU fdur noter
down the scale beginlng with lhe highest. For
Funerals thc great Bell will toll three strokes for
l femqle, and sjr lor a male. After a pause tho
age of the deceased will be recorded in the tins
of twenty beate to the minute. Ihen aftei apeure
the tolling will be continued in belf minute itrok-
es, For floly Days, 

'Weddings, 
National Festivals

or holidays tb-e Bells r-nay be either chimed oirung'.
The great_Be)l may also be used at a Tocsin by tf,e
Sgx.ton 9n ho-lidays the tower will be in charge
of the Ladies of the Cluild.

rop-es,- wires, levers or any appliance connected
with the PeaI or Chimes, erceit the Ringers or
Chinrers when on duty or at prictice.
^ I'he RinEers must see tbat the sir Ehglish hung
Bells are disconnected with tbe Climini aDDarat.
us before e rope is touched. fmSUOS-T dnfg_e
FIRST DIIry'of the rlADen "f tn" illf.lcEis,

The Chimer must take cpre to disconnect the
slx Bells of the Peal beforc leaving the Chirninsi
chamber.

Rules for Church Service. il0 IG

Fig. 5

. - The Public may be idnitted tq tbs if,\r"r,rr"aa.
the glidaqce of the officers of lbd chirich, who
a lone have kevs-one n8,ve .Eeya-

No person shall be allowed to lnterfere with the

Fig. 6





CHAPTER XV

BOSTON, Massachusetts
Church of the Advent

J. lllichoel Simpson

flhere is a singular lack of information regarding the installation of rhese

I bells which were cast by Mears and srainbank in 1900. They were given
r in memory of catherine codman by Richartl cotlman. Dr. Arthur

Nichols visited England in 1896 antl had toured the foundry while the bells were
being cast. It is not known if, previously, he had been involved with this
project, though it would seem very probable.

Advent bells were opened on october i, 1900 and were rung by
members of the old colony Guild. The band consisterJ of Dr. Nichols, his
daughter Margaret, Frank R.P. Staples, James Mallion, william shipp, Henry
Aston, samuel Batchelder, and Frank J. skinner. prior to this service the
ringers held practices on the bells with tied clappers, so that they would make

no sound. Tradition in some quarters has it tlat a new ring of bells shoull not be heartl until after the
ceremony of dedication. On the big day the bells were raised antl then the clappers were loosecl. Margaret
Shurcliff described how each person stood by their bell waiting for the signat to start ringing. This was
givenbyf l ickingonandoff theelectr ic l ight.  Astheypul le<toff . ther ingeriheardt ieirbel lsforthef i rst
time. Apparently chaos followed. There was a terrific clashing as the ringers were too bewildered to
control their bells and sort themselves out. "Stand" called the conducto. -d .urntually silence reigned.
Nichols st€gested that there was some nervousness on behalf of some of the learners ,.,. .which made the
performance (like Greek verbs) largely defective or irregular. " Later a John Wilkinson came into the
ringing chamber and with his help the band was able ro ring a touch of Grandsire Doubles,

It was not long bgfore the ringers were forced to stop ringing regularly due to complaints foom
the neighbours. Dr. Nichols did admit that, since lhe tower was so low, the sound of the bells echoing
around the adjacent buildings created an "unquestionable nuisance.' It seems, however, lhat some rlngmg
did continue, though maintenance appears to have been non-existent. By 1914, after only l4 years in the
tower, the bells were going very badly and were ready for rehanging. Dr. Nichols raised the $195.00
necessary to carry out this work, most of which, if not all, undoubteclly came fiom Miss Katherine
Codman. Around the same time the belfry louvres were covered wirh openlng shutters, which seeme4 to
prove satisfactory, and Sunday Service ringing was able to resume. Thii waslust as well, as by this time
rrngmg at Christ Church had been severely curtailed. The overhaul was not satisfactory as a 1etter n qhe
Ringing Wora of Januuy 22,1915 suggests. Up until this time all reports going to The Ringing Worldhad
been submitted by Dr- Nichols and all had seemed very positiv". ttris-l.tt r, by its tone, comes fiom
another, unidentified, pen. It reads in part:

Members of the Boston (Mass.) Guild, having obtained permission, rang at the Church
of the Advent, Boston. on Christmas Eve.

These bells have recently been overhauletl, and prior to this had not been rung
for some years. When Dr. A.H. Nichols returned to America after havins become



interested h change-ringing while in England, he obtained one or two English ringers in
the locality and several "green" hands, to ring on this peal of bells, with the result that
permission was refused for the bells to be rung again. At, last, however, arrangements
were made to once more ring the bells, but with the material in and around Boston, it is
still very difficult to get good striking.

The condition of the rops helped to make ringing hard work when the band met
there on Christmas Eve, and only rounds were rung. On Christmas morning, however,
the ringers met again in the same tower, and a very well struck 120 of Grandsire Doubles
was rung by: J. Goodhead l, E.E. Randall (Conductor) 2, W. Bashford 3, P.J. Allfrey 4,
J.F. Laker 5, R. Newton 6. On theThursday evening Mrs. MargaretH. Shurcliffand
D.F. Gibbons also rang, in addition to the above.

After that more attention was given to the bells, presumably by Daniel Gibbons, an employee of the bell
foundry, so that on January 24,1915, when the Guild paid anotler visit here, everyone commented on
the improvement.

By the middle of 1918, ringers were getting very scarce in Boston. Many had enlisted in the army
while otiers had moved out of the city to obtain better paying jobs. From rhis time on things get a little
confusing and contradictory. In the July 26, l9l8 Ringing World Dr. Nichols writes that a well struck
quarter of Grandsire was rung in celebration of the capture of Jerusalem. He does not mention whether
this was on tower or handbells. On September 6, his letter states; "It is encouraging that ladies are
manning the ropes in such numbers," but then goes on to name only one, Mrs. Shurcliff. A month later
Richard Newton writes; "No tower bell ringing has been done for over twelve months."

The Advent bells were rung for the Armistice in 1918, though the good Doctor's records show
that he rang at Christ Church at that time. A letter from Alexander Matthews, dated November 21, l92l
states tltat although all towers in the Boston area were available for ringing, there was none going on in
the city. There were only six ringers living within the district and, on occasions, tlrey woukl all visit
Groton School and, with tle assistance of Mr. Sturgis and Mr. Farr, they were able to ring a touch on
eight. tlowever, joined by three ringers fiom Groton, they were able to ring at Advent for an hour for the
Christmas Eve Carol Service. The band on this occasion consisted of the two Mr. Sturgis's and Mr.
Zabnor, from Groton and MeSsrs AJlfrey, Newton, Bashford, Goodhead, Laker and Matthews, all that
was left of the Boston Guild. By this time Allfrey had moved out of rhe city and, to be present on this
crcasion, as well as at the Perkins lrxtitute on January 2, 1y22, he had to make the round trip of 100 miles
twice. The Christmas Eve ringing here was the first since 1918.

Dr. Nicholspassedaway, attheage of 82, onJanuary 9,1922, andthebel lswererunghalf-
muffled on the following Sunday morning. His achievemenls in the promotion of change rlnging were truly
remarkable, but alas, his long held ambition to have a peal rung in the Boston area did not come to
fulfilment until 55 years after his death.

On August 10, 1y23, ttre Boston Guild members, now numbering eight, nrrned out to rhg half-
muffled on the death of President Harding.

February 6, ly24 was the day of the funeral of President Woodrow Wilson, and the bells were
rung fully muffled, exceptthat the tenor was open on one side. The ringing consisted of two extenls of
Grandsire Doubles followed by a120 of Plain Bob Minor. This latter exrent they also dedicated to the
memory of James W. Washbrook, of Manchester, who was one of the great, if not the greatest ringer of
his dav.



The biggest group of ringers for many years assembled in Boston on July 10, 1926. They rang
in all three available towers, Hingham, Perkins and finally at Advent. The group included: J. Oldham
@ngland), E. Randall (New York), A.E. Weatherby (Montreal), G.R. Hansen (Everett), Warren Sturgis
(Groton), and fiom Boston: Miss Alice Shurcliff, R. Newon, G. Goodhead, W. Bashford, J. Laker and
Tony Price.

By l929all ringing in Boston seems to have ceased, and the Boston Guild was reduced to four
people only (Newton, Henson, Goodhead and Bashford). Groton School was left carrying the flag in the
United States, although this situation was not to last for long.

There is then a space of 34 years before any more references to the Church of the Advent are
found in the pages of The Ringtng World. The issue of May 24, 1963 contairs a brief report from Alan
Durfee stating that, after more than 30 years of silence,l the top five bells were rung for service on
Sunday, April 28. Rtngtng ceased after about ten minutes due to a broken support on the fiflh. The ringers
on that occasion were, in addition to AIan, David and Alice Dickinson, who learned to ring in Cambridge,
UK, and Chris Angell and S. Parkman Shaw who learned at Groton School. It was hopetl that enough
ringers could be found to start regular ringing in September. Further brief reports occurred, but all
suggested that the bells were being chimed.

It was not until after the formation of the North American Guikl that the bells were finally restoretl
to a ringable condition.

1

This would seem to be incorrect, as the report 
'n 

The Ringing World n 1952 recording the death of Warren S.
Srurgis suggested, he had done his bit to keep change ringing alive in Boston and had arranged ringing every Christmas Eve
from 1935 unti l  1951.

6 t





CHAPTER XVI

GROTON, Massachusetts
Groton School Chapel

J. Michael Sirnpson

r. Endicott Peabody, then headmaster of Groton School, spearheaded
the campaign to fund the school chapel. The target amount was
reached in May 1899. Walter Webb, a parent of one of the pupils,

offered bells for the chapel tower and suggested a chime fiom clinton Meneely
of Troy, N.Y. Initially this proposal was accepted by Bishop Gardiner,
chairman of the chapel committee. Dr. Nichols knew both the bishop and Dr.
Peatndy, but it is unclear who contacted whom fust, however, it seems Nichols
provided advice. He had crossed swords with Clinton Meneely in the past and
this time he won the day, no doubt driven on by his determination to
reintroduce change ringing to North America. Mr. webb agreed to go along
with the proposal, though until his dying day, which occurred before the belrs
were installed in 1900, he seemed doubtful that he had made the correct
decision. change ringers the world over must certainly feel that he did, because
their art became firmly established as a part of school life for many years. In

fact Groton was one of only two towers, the other being Kent School, that had an active band of ringers
continuously from the early years up until the present revival which commenced in the late 1960s.

The bells were opened on November 30, 1900, Thanksgiving Day, by members of the Old Colony
Guild fiom Boston- The ringers were: William Aston, James Mallion, William Shipp, William Shipp Jnr.,
Mirs Margaret Nichols, Frank R.P. Staples, John Wilkinson and Frank J. Skinner. The only method rung
was Grandsire Doubles with 7-6-8 covering.

In the early yeaJs, a ringer, who was also a gardener, came out fiom Englancl to apply his
experience both looking after the school grounds and also teaching some of the boys change ringing. He
also inspired one of the masters, Warren Sturgis, who went on to become a most enthusiastic ringer.

Dr. Nichols and the Boston Guild made numerous visis out to Groton. but in rhe earlv davs no
peal or quarter peal attemps were repofted.

On November 27 , 1913, to mark the thirteenth anniversary of the installation, the Boston Guild
attempted a peal of Grandsire Triples, with P.J. Allfrey conducting. After an hour of good striking, one
of the ringers failed to hear a Bob called, and the result was the Guild's third failure to achieve a peal.
Nichols commented that he felt it would be a marvel if a peal was ever concluded "in this noisy ringing
chamber," as the conductor would require strong lungs reinforced by a megaphone. They were somewhat
more successful on Easter Day, l9l4 when they brought round the first half of Holt's ten-part peal of
Grandsire. This was not reported as a failed peal attempt, so it may be assumed that they rang a half peal
by intention.

Tha*sgiving Day, November 25,1914 saw another visit by the Boston Guild. There was general
rlnglng in the morning before a service in the chapel. In the afternoon yet another attempt was made for



a peal of Grandsire Triples. This time the band was: S. Warren Sturgis 1, P.J. Allfrey (Conductor) 2, W.
B:tshford 3, J.F. Laker 4, J. Gotxlhead 5, E.E. Randall 6, R. NewtonT, L. Adams 8. Again this was not
successful as, after 50 minutes ringing, a trip occurred which could not be corrected.

Almost l2 months later, on Sunday, October 28,1915, E.E. Randall conducted a quarter taken
from Holt's Original peal. Though he had previously been in a peal attempt, this #as the flrst quarter for
S. Warren Sturgis.

There is now a gap of nearly 20 yeus without any reports appearing. Then on July 9, 1933 there
was a report of a quarter of Grandsire Triples, which was mng by four members of ttre otd Boston Guild,
Newton, Bashford, Laker and Henson, who were joined by both S. Warren and Warren Sturgis from the
school. From Kent School came Isaac Attwater, the instructor there, who was the conductor, and Albert
D. Bosson. The last named was a student who was showing great promise and this was his first quarter
peal. He had started learning the previous September and in that short space of time had learned enough
to ring in this attempt. He could also ring l-2-3-4 on handbells to either a course of Grandsire Doubles
or Triples. On Sunday, March 31, 1935 yet one more attempt was made to ring the elusive peal of
Grandsire Triples. The band for this was the same as the previous quarter, except that S.W. Wheelock
replaced Richard Newton. Again the attempt was lost around the half'-way mark, but they did succeetl in
ringing a quarter. They concluded the day by ringing a course of Grandsire Caters and a touch each of
Grandsire Triples and Plain Bob Minor on handbells. They all parted with the hope of making anorher peal
attempt, but this time at Kent School. No report of that event can be found.

By March 14, 1941, in a letter to Ihe Ringing World S. Warren Sturgis wrote that there were now
only four change ringers, in addition to himself, living in the Boston Area, but that they were able to ring,
with some regularity, at Groton. The others were Richard Newton, James Laker, William Bashford antl
Joseph Gcntlhead. Warren Sturgis passed away on Aprrl24,1952, at the age of 84, at his home in Boston.
In a tribute, the editor of The Ringing World wrote: "After the death of Dr. A.H. Nichols, Mr. Sturgis
did his best to keep alive the interest in tower-bell ringing, and as recently as Christmas Eve arranged for
a group to meet at the Advent Church in Boston. " He is said to have done this every Christmas since he
retired in 193-5.

Now another long gap appears and then, in the September 22, 196l Ringing World, Russell Young
wrote that in the previous school term the students had rung a quarter peal of Stedman Triples. No details
of the band were given. Russell also reported that funds were now to hand to enable their bells to be
renrrned to Whitechapel to be recast into a peal of ten. This work was completed and the new ring installecl
in the tower by November of the following year. Agairt, in ilre issue of July 3, 1964 he reported on two
more quarters, also of Stedman Doubles, rung ttre previous May. One, .on May 3, was conducted by Frank
Price from tlre third, the remainder of the band were all students ringing their frst quarter peal. A few
days later the other quarter consisted of six students all ringing their first quarter, and was conducted by
Russell Young who was not ringing a bell.

At rhe 1963 meeting of the Central Council Mr. John Mayne reponed that "Mr. Russell Young
was a ffequent visitor to tlre United Kingdom and had twice brought over parties of boys from the school.
The bells had been rehung and augmented to ten. The boys had now mng a quarter of Stedman Doubles. "

At the same meeting Mr. Stan Mason confirmed that ttre boys could ring Stedman Doubles and could
manage plain hunt on ten. He went on " . . . if they could keep together they would be a very fine band, but
Mr. Russell Young has the problem of recruiting new boys every year. "

A similar report to the Council at their meeting in 1964 painted an even rosier picture. The band
was then reported to be very strong with about 25 to 30 ringers including both boys and masters. In the



previous year they had recorded a quarter of Stedman Triples and four of doubles. In addition to Stedman,
Erin and plain hunting were also in their repertoire. They had also paid a visit to Washington Cathedral.

The old eight bells were never rung to a peal, but less than two years after the recasting, the band
that rang the dedicatory peal at the National Episcopal Cathedral in Washington, DC rang William Pye's
5,040 Cambridge Surprise Royal, being the frst peal of Royal in North Anrerica. this was followed in
December 1965 by a peal of Double Norwich Court Bob Major, conducted by Pat Cannon. Thatband
consisted of seven ringers renrrning home fiom a visit to Australia, plus one of the students of the school,
Warren Morley II, who rang the treble to his first peal. This was quite an achievement, since Warren had
never previously rung more than a quarter of Stedman Doubles and had never struck a blow in Double
Norwich.

A peal, accepted retroactively as being the first peal for the North American Guild of Change
Ringers, was rung on August 3, 1968, 5024 Plain Bob Major. The time taken was three hours and eight
minutes and was rung by: Richard Ingram l, Ruth Gay 2, Alan Durfee (First Peal) 3, David Ingram 4,
Derek Sawyer -5, Geoffrey Davies (Conductor) 6, Eric Robers 7, Richard S. Dirksen 8.

The Ringing WorM of September 12, 1969 feanues a report by Bill Jackson, which was concluded
the next week. The report is entitled "The Second North American Tour" which covered four New
England towers, Kent, Smith, Groton and Hingham. White at Groton the group was joined by 83 year oltl
James Laker, one of the first, and the last surviving member of the old Boston Guiltt. He originated in
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, and emigrated to Boston in May 1913. He was a member of the band that matle
the fust peal auempt, in that same year, at Christ Church, Boston. By this time he was living on the Cape
Cod peninsula where he had started a handbell group, and he was accompanied by two members of that
group, who were probably watching tower bells for the frst time. This event seems to be the only
recorded meeting between present day North American ringers and any member of the pre-war Boston
Gui ld.

During the late 1960s and early 70s Groton received many visits ffom members of the Toronto
handbell group who were often joined by Geoff and Elizabeth Davies fiom Boston. Also, ringers from
the new tower at Smitlt College were able to participate in many of these sessions.





CHAPTER XVII

VANCOUVER, British Columbia
Holy Rosary Cathedral

J. Michael Simpson

he Cathedral Church of the Holy Rosary, Vancouver contains the
oldest ring of bells on the west coast and these have a very
interesting history that dates back to the year 1900. In that year an

order was placed with tlre flrm of Paccard et FrBres of Savoie, France for a
chime of seven bells, the heaviest of which weighed over 4600 lbs but they
were not tuned to a diatonic scale. upon installation they were found to be
extremely noisy and the locals complained that they were out of tune. A
gentleman by the name of Alfred c. Limpus, who was the son of an English
clergyman, but was not himself a ringer, somehow managed to persuade the

i{ appropriate authorities that these bells should be sent to England to be recast
1 and hung for change ringing. That he should have achieved this boggles rhe

mind when one considers that he had to convince all the parties concerned to
allow their brand new bells to be shipped, as ballast, rountl the Cape, to a

Protestant country, to be melted down, recast and retuned, ancl shipped back again, also as ballast I
believe. Limpus wrote a report to The Ringing World in August 1916 in which he mentions all tlre
problems that he had to overcome. The recasting was carried out by the Castle Green Foundry, of
Llewellins and James, located in Avonmouth, Bristol, in 1906, and they made no charge for this except
that they retained the surplus bell metal (a fairly considerable amount) as compensation for their services.
Bells numbered one, two, three (the three heaviest) and number seven, the smallest, were melted down
and the metal used to cast the fiont five of the present ring. Bells eight, seven and six of the present ring
are numbers four, five and six of the seven original French betls. (The numbering for bells in a chime is
the reverse of that used for change ringing bells.) The tenor weighs 1680 lbs and is in the key of F.

Upon return to V-.ouurr, the bells were temporarily detained by Canadian Customs in an
attempt to collect import dufy, but Mr. Limpus had the right connections and he contacted the local
Member of P:fliament who, in turn, arranged for a. special Order in Council to be passed by the Federal
Government. This allowed for church bells to be included on the Duty Free list and, as a result, the bells
were soon released.

The task of rehanging the bells seerns to have been something of a record as is reported by Limpus
in his article in Ihe Rtnging World:

The bells and fiame were hoisted into the bell chamber one morning, and at one o'clock
that day the conrador and his crew of five, set to work to put the whole together. It was
done under my directions and by five o'clock that same evening they were ready for
ringing. I believe that in iself is a record in bell hanging, and was due to the perfect
fiuittg by the founders to the measurements I had given. I do not believe any founder has
ever been called upon to perform a similar feat of splicing to foreign bells, for they iue
of quite a different contour to our own.



What is also remarkable is that to this day there is no evidence of tuning on the three French bells.

Alter the rehanging, Limpus finally learned to handle a bell himself and seems to have gathered
together a relatively competent band of expatriated Englishmen. The fust quarter peal in Canada was rung,
for Divine Service, on Sunday October 17,1909. Alfied Limpus rang the treble and George Foster
conducted from the fifth. The other ringers were E. Coppen, F. Bressey, R. Cirrier, J. Maskel, J.B.
Cherry and F. Kellaway. This was followed, less than two years later by the first peal rung on the bells
and in Canada.rGrandsire Triples, Holt's Original, was rung on July l, 1911 for the British Columbia
Association of Change Ringers, in two hours and 59 minutes and was conducted by George W. Foster.
The peal was rung to commemorate the coronation of King George V and was the first peal rung in what
was then called the Dominion of Canada and the second peal rung on the North American continent.
Alfted Limpts rang the treble, George Foster, the second and the remaincler of tie band were, in order:
Frank Bressey, Gilbert Pearce, William Warner, Matthew Barrefi, Reginald Carrier and Farrington Jones.

Little is known about the British Columbia Association of Change Ringers. No records have
survived and only two references to it can be found. The first reference is on the peal board which hangs
in the Holy Rosary nngrng chamber. The last refereru:e to tlre society is in an article n the Ringing World,
in August 1916, written by Alfred Limpus, describing his efforts in having change-ringing bells installed
in 1906 and going on to tell the story of the peal. He refers to himself as being the secretary of the sociefy,
but calls it by an incorrect name, i.e. the British Columbia Change Ringers' Association. Neither Zhe
Ringing World nor The Bell News and Ringers' RecorrJ made any reference to a society in their peal
columns. From this it is reasonable to suppose the sociery was not active for very long. As its founcler
members were all expatriated Englishmen, it is likely that it was intended to be a territorial type
association, and membership was to be open to all ringers resident in the province.

Soon after the peal, Vancouver gained two new ringers, Alan R. MacDonald, a member of the
Middlesex Association and a Mr. W. Judd fiom Pritwell, Essex. These newcomers enabletl the band to
ring the fnst touch of 168 Stedman Triples in Canada, if not in North America, in early October, l9l I .
The r ingers were: A.C. Limpus l ,  G.W. Foster 2, F.N. Bressey 3, W.Judd 4, G. pearce 5, A.R.
MacDonald (Conductor) 6, R.J. Carrier 7, F. Jones 8. The band was now also capable of ringing plain
Bob and Kent Major, Kent and Oxford Treble Bob Minor, and Grandsire Triples. A quarter peal,,rung
on March l, l9l4 was Plain Bob Major and, again, was undoubtedly the first in the method in North
America. The ringers were Limpus, Judd, Carrier, F. Taylor, Pearce, M. Bennett, A. Thomson, and the
conductor, G.W. Foster.

World War I broke out in August, 1914, and by year's end five members had enlisted in 0re
armed services and two of these had been posted overseas. However, though considerably weakened, the
band was still able to muster eight to ring in the New Year in customary fashion. They were obviously
following, with keen interest, the progress of the ringers in the eastern States, as Limpus, sending in a
report of the New Year's ringing to The Ringing world, conclucled with the paragraph:

I am glad to see things in the ringing way looking so encouraging in Boston, Mass., antl
hope that they may soon score a peal there. It would be interesting to know if there is any
ringing done for service there, especially at Christ Church, on that fine old ring.

Noise complains surfaced early in 1915 and the remedy was found to be bricking up the louvres
on three sides fiom top to botlom. On the fourth side the louvres are lower than the church roof and these

'See footnote on page 56.



were partially blocked with wood, but this was done more as a protection from the elements than as a
vrund control measure. It was found that this had the effect of lowerins the sound level in the vicinitv of
the church, but the bells could still be heard well at a distance.

By September 1920 frve of the ringers who had joined the services, including Alfred Limpus, had
returned home. They lost no time in attempting to regain their old form as, by that time, they had made
two unsuccessful peal attempts. In each case the band was similar to the 1911 peal band, except that
Carrier and Pearce were replaced by A. Watts and J. Dunaway. The ever hopeful Mr. Limpus writes:
"We are getring a much-needed set of ropes on which we hope to ring the first peal of Stedman away from
the British Isles. " Another peal was attempted the next year and this was occasioned by a visit from a Mr.
Charles Willshire. He originated from Guildford, Surrey, but was then living in Montreal. Grandsire
Triples was the method and this had been going well for over an hour and a quarter, when Father O'Boyle
entered the ringing chamber and requested that ringing cease due to illness in the hotel across the street.
In addition to Willshire the other members of the band were: Limpus, Foster, Jones, John Parkinson,
William Sampson, John Dearlove and Herbert Whiteman. The last four named seem to be relatively new
to the tower. They were able to score a quarter peal on Sunday, April 23, 1927. Again the method was
Grandsire Triples and the ringers were, in order: A. King, A.C. Limpus, Geo Roberts, Alfred P.
Goddard, Jack Powell, W. Sampson, John Parkinson (C) and Farrington Jones.

A regtrt to The Ringing World of March 19, 1926 said that the previous New Year was rung in
according to the usual custom of ringers. Many letters and phone calls were received by the Vancouver
Szn, amongst them being this one, by an unknown lady:

We are now listening to bells nngrng in the New Year, and it is lovely. It is the first time
I have heard a peal of bells since I came to Canada nearly 14 years ago. At my home
town, Newbury, England, one of the churches there had a pearl of bells and they were
played exactly as those bells were played the Holy Rosary Pro-Cathedral. Thank the
bellringers for giving us so much pleasure.

That was by no means the only compliment received. The broadcast was heard from places as far apart
as High Prairie, Alberta and San Francisco, California. Ernest Ponting from Sacramento wrote "...not

having heard the real church chimes since leaving ttre otd country, now over 17 years, it brought that little
tear of remembrance.... ""and W.A. Dexter, of Almedo, California, "...would you please acknowledge
reception of the swing chimes from the Pro-Cathedral Holy Rosary ushering in the New Year. Of all the
celebrations we heard vours was the finest.... "

Christ Church Cathedral, Victoria records show that seven Vancouver ringers attended the
dedication of those bells in July of 1936. This number might have been larger but for the fact that one of
the two Pitmans was involved in an automobile accident with a train two days before the dedication. He
obviously survived this traumatic experience as his name does recur in a later document. In 1939 three
members moved to Victoria, which was a big loss to the band. However, they were still able to muster
a firll company of eight. On June 16 of ttrat year two of the wanderers returned temporarily, bringing with
them J.E. Hutchins of the Victoria band. This enabled them to ring a quarter of Grandsire Triples. The
RirEers were: A.C. Limpus 1, W. Sampson 2, R. Pitman 3, F. Hird 4, T. Silvester 5, J. Watts 6, A.B.
Lomas (Conductor) 7, J.E. Hutchins 8.

A photo taken in the 1940s shows 15 ringers. By ttris time only two of the l9l I peal band, namely
Limpus and Bressey, still seemed to be around. l95l was the Golden Jubilee of the Cathedral and a
txnklet published at that time lists a band of ten ringers. Of the peal band apparently only Limpus was still



active. It is in thi^s bcxrklet that the names of both Pinnans appear. Alfied Limpus died in 1952 and the bells
were silent for five years.

Next, there arrived in the city one Anthony J.M. Collins, a ringer from the county of Surrey in
ErElzurd. Tony's first concern, after finding himself employment, was to get the bells ringing again, and
in this was assisted by Ted Lee. In August of 1957 he appealed for volunteers and 24 people responded.
The fust task was to clean up and repair the ravages of five years of neglect, but soon, with a nucleus of
several ringers from the "Old Country," plus some 20 learners the bells were going again. On New Year's
Eve in 1957 the previously traditional radio broadcast of Ringing In the New Year was resumed, and less
than a month later the bells were ringing again to welcome the Queen Mother to the ciry. 1958 was the
centennial year of the Province of British Columbia and, in connection with this event, in July of that year
the bells were nng to welcome H.R.H. Princess Margaret. During this time ringing continued regularly
fbr Sunday Services and for practices on Tuesday evenings.

On July 13, 1958 a plaque, made out of solid English oak, was hung in the ringing chamber. It
was unveiled by Mr Limpus' eldest daughter, who had travelled up from California for this express
purpose, in the presence of the Rector of the Cathedral and the ringers. The plaque reads:

This records that solely
through the inspiration of

ALFRED CLAUDE LIMPUS
1868 - 1952

The bells in this tower were
hung

for change ringing.
Si monumentum requiris

aures Prcebe

The increased activity in the tower was soon evident in the columns of The Ringing World.
Reports appeared in this publication covering the exchange of visits between Holy Rosary and both
Victoria and Mission. The tower also became popular with visiting ringers. Mrs. Frances Bodie, who was
tower secretary during the early sixties, placed an advertisement concerning the times of ringing in The
Ringing World, and six months later followed this up with a letter reporting on eight different ringing
visitors who had called in for a pull.

In March of l97l the bells were rung to mark the wedding of Pierre E. Trudeau, Prime Minister
of Canada, to Margaret Sinclair of Vancouver. This was acknowledged by a letter from the Prime
Minister's office.

August 1973 saw the second peal on these bells. Wilf Williams and his band, who were touring
North America, rang the first peal of Spliced Surprise Major outside of the British Isles. Since the
formation of the Guild, and also due to the increase in the number of touring bands from the UK, several
other peals have now been rung here, but this is recent (and recorded) history.



CHAPTER XVIII

CHCAGO, Illinois
University of Chicago, Mitchell Tower

Roberl Gruen &
J. Michael Simpson

n 1907 Dr. A. Nichols of Boston discovered that the University of Chicago was
considering the installation of some bells as a memorial to Alice Freeman
Palmer, the University of Chicago's (and the world's) first Dean of Women. He

contacted Professor J. Lawrence Laughlin of the University to suggest that these
should be hung for change ringing. Professor Laughlin subsequently travelled to
Boston in June of that year and was taken by Nichols to Groton School in order that
he might see the type of bells being proposed, and he was treated to a demonstration
of ringing by the boys of the school. He was obviously convinced that change-
nnging bells would be more appropriate ttran a chime, and must have wasted no time
in placing the order as a year later, on June 9, 1908, the bells were dedicated. They
had not been hung in the tower at that time, but were set up in the grounds of the
University for all to see. Dr. Nichols and his daughter Margaret Shurcliff were
invited to be special guests at the dedication, but had to decline as Margaret was
neanng the end of her second pregnancy and Dr. Nichols did not wish to go alone.

It seems that he was never able to arrange a visit to Chicago in order to see or ring the bells.

One of the strongest supporters of bringing bells to Chicago was A. Alonzo Stagg, the coach of
the University of Chicago football team, who were perennial Big Ten champions at that time. He wrote
of his desire to have the bells chime the Alma Mater at his team's curfew as a further way of inspiring
them!

The Bell No,vs of May 2, 1908 carried a letter ffom Dr. Nichols which invited interested English
ringers to emigrate to Chiiago. Another leuer from him in the June 6 edition states: "...[the mail] brought
fifteen favourable responses by the fust English mail, and six more have reached me, including one from
Canada. Some of these letters came from men of the highest reputation as experienced conductors and
instructors. " Soon a six bell band was active. The first mention of ringing the bells appeared n the Bell
News January 2,1909. On November 21, 1908 a720 of Plain Bob Minor was rung by Benjamin Read,
Bertie Cowling, Norman C. Wakefield, Frederick R. Barraclough, Francis J. Rumens and George
Banaclough (Conductor). On the same occasion they also rang a plain course of Kent Treble Bob Minor.
The Bell News dated September 24,l9l0 reports on the frst Annual Meeting of the Chicago Guild which
was held on September 5, 1910. All of the above ringers, except Frederick Barraclough, who was quite
likely not a resident of the United States, and Bertie Cowling, joined the new society. Other members were
J. Worthington, F. Pates, w. whitaker, T. Cartwright , T. Smith and H. Skitt. All the above, except J.
Worthirgton, but including Bertie Cowling, were resident in Chicago. Initially this must have been quite
a sfrong band. The Alice Palmer ring of ten was, "by kind permission of the chimes committee, " put at
the disposal of the ringers, and the meetirg concluded with a vote of ftanks to that committee. The article
being quoted inthe Bell Ns"s continued:



Owing tu the structure on which the bells are placed the 'go' of the tenors are not what
they should be to make ringing either practicable or good, and until some alterations can
be made, it is advisable not to ring them. Consequently the ringing was confined to six,
the striking throughout being of the best. The first 720 of Kent Treble Bob Minor was
rung on the bells, fbllowed by 360 Plain Bob, Mr. T. Smith taking part, this being his
first touch since leaving England over 20 years ago. Other methods followdd, the ringing
in the tower finishing at 6 p.m. A social evening fbllowed, touches of Grandsire Caters,
Grandsire Triples, Kent Treble Bob Major and Plain Bob being rung on handbells,
'Caller Herrin' finally bringing to a close a successful and enjoyable meeting, and one
which is hoped will be the forerunner of many others in a country were [.ric] such things
as ringing meetings are as yet unknown.

Initially, there seems to have been considerable confusion, not only about the primary use of the
bells, but also of the terminology involved. Apparently the workers who were preparing the tower, in
advance of the arrival of the bellhangers, asked where the "chime" should be placed. The information they
got was appropriate to "chiming" and that the bells should be irstalled on a level with the louvres, so a
timber platform was constructed to raise the bells to that level. It is movement of this platform, which is
attached to the tower only at the platfbrm's base, that contributes substantially to the difficult "go" of the
bells.

Change ringing seems to have been discontinued about l9l0 or '11 and not for an unfamiliar
reason. A letter in the possession of the president's secretary states: "We have never been able to do much
change-ringing owing to the nervousness of our neighbours. " An example of this nervousness comes in
a letter fiom a student:

It is between 3 and 4 o'clock in the afternmrn of a 'sane' Fourth of July, zurd I find myself
thrust to the ragged edge of dementia by the insane ding-dongings of those everlasting
bells. If I were a self-respecting student, I should proceed at once to organise an
expedition to drag them down fiom the belfry the next dark night and make 'versunkene

Gkrcke' of them all in the bottom of Lake Michigan.

After that all change ringing ceased, and tune ringing on the Ellacombe hammers took over.

Nearly 50 years later, two more English ringers moved to the city to work at the Argonne
National Laboratory. They recruited a small band of ringers. Progress was slow and both of these people
returned to England before their snrdents could ring changes. However, the band did not fall apart, change
ringing continued, and many beginners were introduced to the exercise. Some of the people recruited
around that time are still members of the band. Instruction in change ringing was only available fiom
books. Bob Gruen recalls his frst ringing trip to England in these words:

...our first nngtng stop was in Lincoln, where we met the Reverend J. Walter Froggatt,
who met us for an introductory ring at St. Mary le Wigford, a four. He took l-2, and
Laura and I the 3 and 4 each. Chaos ensued, until he stopped and explained to us that
ringers don't pull off immediately into changes but ring rounds for a bit first. We in
Chicago had been starting the frst change at the backsfoke after pulling off! He took us
to two other towers for their practices, and then to tea with one of the local societies. We
rang at a number of other towers on that vacation, and returned to Chicago with our new
knowledge of how the English actually do things.



CHAPTER XIX

MONTREAL, Province of Quebec
St. Patrick's Cathedral

Susan Benzon (Re.search in Montreal) &
J. Michael Simoson

he ten bells were hung in this tower in l9l0 and were cast by Mears and
Stainbank, and were the second peal of change ringing bells installed in the
City. They were dedicated on Sunday September 11, 1910 The tenor, in rhe

key of E, weighs 2266lbs.It would seem that there is nothing in the church archives
relating to bell ringing. However, it is known that two weeks after the dedication
service, on Sunday, September 25, a complete 720 of Grandsire Doubles was rung
here, before High Mass, by: H. Whiteman l, A.H. Burgess 2,1.F. Pearson 3, J.
Merrick 4, D.S. Bell 5, W. Livermore 6. This carried a footnote: "Rung by a party
of Englishmen." Who they were is unclear. In the 3rd edition of rhe Directory of
Church Bell Ringers, published in September I 93 I , the nar-ne of J. Merrick occurs
with a Montreal address and J.F. Pearson is listed at being last heard of in Canada.
Change ringing probably occurred here for a very few years soon after the bells
were hung. Mr. Ernest Weatherby moved to Montreal from Quebec City, sometime
after 1910 and, according to The Ringing World of July 9, 1971, set about
organizing a band there. It seems most likely that this was the Montreal tower

concerned. He returned to England at about the time of the outbreak of World War I, in 1914, and for
how long afier that change ringing continued to be practised here is not known.

Tony Collins reported to The Ringing World of August 9, 1963 that he had inspected the bells in
196l and his recollection was that five of them were complete with wheels, ropes and stays. The other five
had been motorized with massive electric chain drives.

As part of the research for this chapter, a more recent inspection of the tower and bells was
carried out in October 1996 by Susan Benzon, of Victoria. The bells still hang in their original frame,
which is very rusty. This is not surprising, since they are open to the weather and only protected by wire
screening to keep out birds. All the wheels have been removed, and though some of the bells still have
stays, others have been broken and some completely removed. Some or all of them are now fixed by a
metal bracket screwed into the wooden headstocks and bolted to the frame, so that they cannot be swung.
Susan was also able to speak with the Sacristan, Charles Brocklehurst, who has been employed at the
church for 20 years. He said that he had no knowledge that change rrnging had ever occurred here, but
only individuals rirging one bell at a time. The last bellringer died in 1925. However, he said that in about
1988 there was a convention of 'would-be" Montreal bellringers, "including a team from England," who
met at McGill University. They visited the tower and rang "about five" bells with ropes. The other bells,
havlng been motorized, could not be rung. He thought that this meeting was designed to get ringing going
again in Montreal. He then went on the explain that in l99l the bells were "computerized" and are now
rung electronically, and the chain drives, seen by Tony Collins, have been removed. Apparently the tower
used to rock while the bells were being rung. These days they are chimed and only for weddings and
special occasions.



In the west end of the church there are four plaques giving information about the bells. Plaques
Nos. I and 4 eive details of the individual bells as follows:

Plaque One
The Chimes of St. Patrick's

Father Quinlivan's Bell
"John, Martin, Thomas"
from Mr. Martin Fagan

In Memory of his Beloved Wife
C Sharp 812 lbs.

The Seminary Bell
"Charles, George, Frederick"

Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Ryan
D Sharp 705 lbs.

The Congress Bell
"Our Lady of the Blessed Sacrament"

Mr. J.T. Davis,  Donor
Note E 674 lbs.

The Choir Bell
"Cecilia, Margaret, Mary"

Presented by The Choir
F Sharp 582 lbs.

The Children's Bell
"Aloysius, Francis, De La Salle"

Presented by The Children
G Sharp 516 lbs.

Plaque Four
The Chimes of.St. Patrick's

The Historic Bell
"Charlotte"

Restored by the Parishioners
Note E 2250 lbs.

The Pope's Bell
"Pins. Edward. Vincent"
Mr. T.F. Smith Donor

F Sharp 1615 lbs.

The Archbishop's Bell
"Paul, Gerald, James"

Gift of Mrs. M.A. McCrory
In Memory of her Daughter May

G Sharp 1244lbs.

The Holy Name Bell
Blessed be His Holy Name

from
"The Holy Name Society"

N o t e A l l 0 0 l b s .

Father Dowd's Bell
"Patrick, Andrew, Cornelius"

A Gift of Mrs. M.P. Ryan
Note B 951 lbs.

Plaque Two
The Chimes of St. Patrick's
To Commemorate the restoration and solemn dedication of the Historic Bell, Charlotte.
Cast in the Whitechapel Foundry London, England, A.D. 1774; first placed in Notre
Dame, and presented to St. Patrick's, A.D. 1840,
Charlose, injured, was recast at Whitechapel, blessed with the Holy Name Bell, in this
Church Dec. l3th. 1908. and restored to the tower.
"Vox Populi, Vox Dei"



Plaque Three
The Chimes of St. Patrick's
As a perpetual memorial of the XXI International Eucharistic Congress at Montreal,
Sept. 7-ll, A.D. 1910, and in lasting remembrance of the Solemn Congress Mass, and
the presence of the Cardinal Legate in St. Patrick's Church, Sept. 10, was erected a
Chime of Bells, blessed with imposing liturgical rites, May 15, 1910, by the Most Rev.
Paul Bruchesi, Archbishop of Montreal.

It would appear fiom the wordirE of Plaque Two that "Charlotfe," the tenor, and the "Holy Name
Bell" were cast in 1908, two years before the rest of the peal. "Charlotte" is also referred to as the
"Historic Bell. " A pamphlet in the church gives something of her history: "Among the bells is the famous
old 'Charkrue' which used to hang in fie belfi:y of the former parish of Notre Dame, demolished in 1843.
This old bell was ca.st in 1174 lby Thomas Lesterl. " The church of Notre Dame no longer exisLs. It used
to stand adjacent to the site now occupied by the Cathedral of the same name. The present "Charlotte"

must have been reca;t in 1908 using the metal from the old bell. There is no record of whether the "Holy

Name Bell, " cast at the same time, was a new bell or the recasting of an older one.





CHAPTER XX

HINGHAM, Massachusetts
Memorial Tower

Daniel H. Cushinp

he Hingham Memorial Bell Tower is the fulfillment of a dream of
touis Craig Cornish, minister of the First Parish in Hingham, which
is housed in the Old Ship Meeting house, built by Hingham's earliest

settlers in 1681. Cornish was an ardent anglophile and a man of considerable
tenacity. In 1906, Cornish visited England and made a pilgrimage to ihe town
of Hingham in Norfolk where most of the early settlers came from. While in
England, he was seduced by the sound of church bells. Upon his return, he
proposed to the parish council that a set of bells be bought for the church.
Unitarians not being particularly attracted to such high church trappings as
bells, and the design of the wmden meeting house not being particularly suited
to the addition of a tower, his suggestion was vetoed. He countered with the
idea of building a free standing campanile a respectful distance from the
meeting house. The council again refused to fund the project.

Not to be deterred, The Rev. Mr. Cornish approached the Town
Selectmen in 1908 with the idea of buildins a bell tower to serve as a

memorial to the early settlers of the town on the occasion of the 275th anniversary of iLs settlement. He
suggested that "the strongest recommendation for this form of memorial is its capacity to serve this and
coming generations. Such a memorial to sturdy men should not be dumb. It should speak. " The town
fathers agreed that it was a worthy cause, and endorsed the idea, but made it clear that it could not be built
with public funds. Cornish considered that a victory and went to work. He convinced the parish council
to offer land adjacent to the meeting house as a site for the tower, and he convinced the selectmen to
endorse a semi-public comr,nittee to raise the necessary funds through public subscription, and oversee the
construction. The committee consisted of people active in town affairs, descendants of the early settlers,
and the Cxrvernor of Massachusetts, John D. [-ong, originally from Hingham. It also included descendants
of the early settlers who had moved away, such as Charlemagne Tower who had been ambassador to
Germany, and was living in Washington.

Over 1600 people conffibuted. Clubs and organizations raised money, school children bought
bricks for five cents and signed them. ( have had the unhappy job of explaining to many of them that their
signatures were covered in mortar.) The town of Hingham, England contributed a cornerstone for the
tower. Known as the Hirgham Stone, and believed to have been brought to old Hingham by druids, it had
stood in the town square for 700 years and was used to help riders mount their horses. The stone was
presented to the town by James Bryce, British Ambassador, in a ceremony in the Hingham Armory.
Governor Long accepted it on behalf of the town.

By 1910, $16,000 dollars had been raised, and construction began. The bells were dedicated on
November 25, l9l2 in a ceremony held in the Old Ship meeting house. The bells were each rung in turn
and ttre inscription on each bell was read by the Rev. L.C. Cornish followed by a dedicatory response read
by the congregation. Following the dedication, the bells were mng throughout the day by a band arranged



by Arthur Nichols. Although his correspondence does not reveal the names of the ringers, he notes that
he had "sent to England tbr two more expert ringers." Nichols also cites that the ringers "...have taken
a _qreat liking to the Hingham Bells, as being especially musical and easy to ring."

There are eleven bells in the tower, ten hung for change ringing and one, a flat, to facilitate
chiming. The treble bell weighs 515 lb. and the tenor weighs2,203lb. The bells, which originally cost
$ I , 100, are copies of bells in Hingham, England and its environs which the settlers would have heard
befbre leaving for America in 1635. Therefbre, they bear two inscriptions. The l9l2 inscriptions are as
fbllows:

l. I recall fbrgotten days before the settlers came.
2. I ring the memory of the founders of this free plantation.
3. I ring their courage.
4. I ring their toil.
5. I ring fteir perseverance.
6. I ring their love of freedom.
7. I ring their love of truth.
8. I ring their faith in God.
9. I say unto you that many prophels and righteous men have desired to see (hose things

that ye see and have not seen them and to hear those things that ye hear and have not
heard them.
10. I charge you: remember your heritage.
I l. I prophesy the time when the earth shzrll be full of the knowledge of god as the waters
cover the sea.

The Tower is a freestanding campanile, with four levels. It is constructed of poured concrete, steel
and brick with a granite foundation. The foyer, known as the memorial room, contains the Hingham stone.
Three tablets list some of the early settlers, the inscriptions on the bells and the names of the committee
members who built the tower. On the next level is the Peter Hobart room, named for the flrst minister to
the early settlers. Furnished in cypress paneling and Elizabethan antiques donated by the Rev. Mr.
Cornish , it was used for meetings of the trustees as well as a retreat for the minister of the first parish.
By 1933, the elemenls had rotted the cypress, and the furnishings were put on loan to the old meeting
house. The ringing chamber is on the third level, and the belfry is on the fourth.

There are records of several bands of local ringers forming throughout the years. Both change
ringing and chiming continued throughout the 20s and 30s, but as interest in change ringing died out in
the area, the interest in chiming tunes on the bells increased in Hingham. Several groups raised funds for
the upkeep of the tower and it has nearly always been in use or looked after. In the 1950s, Mary Niles and
her husband Louville, both of whom chimed the bells, fbrmed the Hingham Memorial Bell Tower
Associates. Amy Howard, long an advocate of the bell tower, and Ebed Ripley, son of one of the original
trustees, arranged a publicity campaign and formed a regular band of chimers. By 1954, there were 28
members.

It was in 1967 that David Gifford, organist at the Old Ship meeting house, and his friend Gene
Gardner ttxrk an interest in the bells and restored them to change ringing. Gene, a mechanical engineer,
set about overhauling the bells. He corresponded with Alan Hughes at the Whitechapel Foundry, who
supplied him with information on ringing and a few contacts, including Russell Young at Groton. His
practical introduction to rrrgrrg happened by pure chance. He was in the belfry, fitting new stays onto the
bells when a man poked his head through the hatch. "Do you know how to ring?" Gene bellowed. The
man, Tudor Mtlrris, replied that he did, and upon hearing that Gene could not, offered to teach him.



Although he had lived in Hingham for two years, Mr. Morris was due to return to his native England in
two weeks time. He taught Gene and David along with Ebed Ripley, David's wife Irene and children
Ralph and Ann.

There wa,s a regular bzud ringing plain hunt on six bells by the time I joined them in 1970. Geoff
Davies would visit fiom Lexington on occasion fbr some welcome instruction. That year, my sister
Margaret learned to ring at Smith College, zurd joined the Hingham band during the summer months. The
summers:rlso brought Liz Davies and Nancy Lewis for the weekly practice as we learned Bob Doubles.
Julianne Bohanon and Penny Hull joined the band the following year. In 1972, the bells were the center
of the Town's celebration of the end of the war in Vietnam. The band rang call changes well into the
night, as townspeople came up in shifts to watch. The lawn in front of the tower was crowded with people
calling for more! The Wilffed Williarns tour attempted a quarter peal on the bells in 1913 on the ocsasion
of Julianne's marriage to David Mehegan. Unfortunately, the sixth bell got the best of a venerable ringer
(who shall remain nameless) and the quarter was lost.

The present band performs regularly for weddings, and enjoys a local appreciation among some
of the younger couples who live in the vicinity of the tower. Pete Shaw and John Hopey chime tunes at
least once a week, and cln weekends during the holidays. The town and the local historical society show
an ongoing interest in preserving both the tower and promoting change ringing in Hingham. We look
forward to creating a joyful noise well into the next century.





CHAPTER XXI

WATBRTOWI\, Massachusetts
Perkins Institute for the Blind

J. Michael Sirnnson

flrobably the most interesting part of the history of these bells, which were

Hi^tutt.d in the year 1913, occurred before they were cast. In Febru4ry
I 1910, Sarah C. Wheelwright, a neighbour of Dr. Nichols, made an offer
to Harvard University to supply bells for their Memorial Hall. Dr. Nichols had
many years previously thought of hstalling bells in this magnificent tower. This
time he finally got around to making an inspection and discovered that, despite
its impressive exterior, it was nothing more than a shell and, furthermore, it
doubled as a chimney for the refectory below. Harvard rejected the offer from
Mrs. Wheelwright.

That same year plans were unveiled for a new Custom House, including
a 400 fcrot tower, overlooking Boston Harbour. Nichols had already approached
Peabody & Sterns, the architects, and suggested installing bells. He envisioned
a ring duplicating the famous Bow Bells of London, which could be rung by

Harvard studenls, who had learned to ring at Groton. Her offer to Harvard having been rejected, Mrs.
Wheelwright was only too pleased to offer bells to the United States Government for the new Custom
House. She had the right connections as her cousin, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, drafted and sponsored
a bill of acceptance, providing for a ring of twelve, endowed in perpetuity for maintenance. Most people
connected with this project assumed that the bill would pass. So it did, in the Senate on April 5, 1910.
Likewise, everyone expected that it would pass with equal ease through the House of Representatives, but
Clinton Meneely, the bell founder from Troy, N.Y, who had feuded with Nichols in the past, was made
aware of what was going on, and he also had many good connections in the right places. First he sent a
bid for an American chime to Mrs. Wheelwright. He also successfully lobbied against the bill, and it went
into committee.

Meneely himself appeared before the House Ways and Means Committee on April 20, 1910.
Public speaking appears not to have been his forte, and also he had not prepared himself for questioning.
He made the point that there should be American bells in a building owned by the U.S. Government. He
also accused Nichols of advertising English bells, as well as acting as an agent for Mears and Stainbank.
Nothing could have been further from the truth. Dr. Nichols always paid his own out-of-pocket expenses,
and tltough Alfred Hughes, from the foundry, frequently offered to reimburse him, he was always refused.
An hour and forty-five minutes later the chairman asked if there was anything further. Meneely replied,
"Nothing further except that you put in 'American-made' bells. " "That has already been taken down half
a dozen times," was the curt reply.

Charles D. Hilles, Secretary of the Ways and Means Committee, wrote to Mary C. Wheelwright,
Sarah Wheelwright's daughter, in May of 1910, concerning the bill. It seemed that Meneely's testimony
had some effect and he felt that it was likely that the House would require that the bidding be limited to
American foundries. The very next day Nichols drafted a letter for Mrs. Wheelwright's signature, saylng
that the offer would be withdrawn if the bells could not be made in England. Though Henry Cabot Lodge
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wrote to his cousin, saying how surprised he was at the opposition to this bill, the matter did not end there.
Next the matter of noise was raised by Samuel McCall, the chairman of the committee, and he f'elt that
this might be a deciding tactor in the deliberations. Nichols then began drafting a letter dealing with this
subject and, although McCall seemed to think that it would not be necessary for Dr. Nichols to appear
befirre the committee, the gurd doctor had other opinions and on May 31, 1910 he stood before them, with
a I5 fixx tall blueprint to assist in making his case. He assured the congressmen that the tower would be
safb and the noise level low and pleasing to the ear. It seemed that his presentation was well received and
he was told by the chairman that, if the bill passed, it would be due to his statement.

Nichols returned to Boston, Congress recessed for the summer, and Mrs.Wheelwright left for
crxrler climes. The Boston Herald, on June 3, seemed to feel that the bill would not pass. Others suggested
that there was ill feeling within the House because the bill was introduced first to the Senate. Sarah
Wheelwright at frrst seemed amused that Meneely had suggested that Nichols was a paid agent of Mears
and Stainbank, and by other remarks he had made to the committee. But by autumn she had experienced
a change of hezrt and decided to withdraw her offer. She wrote to Nichols: "I never wish to be bothered
with the subject again. I am too old to push against the indifference of my fellow creatures as I felt last
winter. I think that you will agree with me and that it will be a relief to you as well. "

However, hefore the end of that sarne year, she had once again had a change of heart, and wrote
to Nichols concerning the new Perkins Institute for the Blind which was to be constructed on the estate of
Josiah Stickney in Watertown. She was the granddaughter of Thomas Handasyd Perkins for whom the
school was named. The Perkins authorities accepted her offer of a ring of bells, and Dr. Nichols
immediately set to work helping the architects plan for the stress of heavy swinging bells. These were
destined to be the last new ring of bells with which he had any connection.

Early in December 1912, the bells arrived in the Port of Boston, and Dr. Nichols found himself
having to attend 0re Custom House (though not the new Custom House for which the bells had originally
been intended), ttt try and get them admiued without duty berng levied upon them. In this it appears he was
successful, as on December 11,l9l2 they arrived at Perkins. Initially they were placed in the school
museum where the students were permitred to touch them and to read their inscriptions with their fingers.
Nanrally this caused much excitement, not just among the students, but also among many of the teachers.
By January 21, l9l3 installation was complete and Dr. Nichols went on a tour of inspection. Each bell
was tested for its handling and sound, and he professed himself pleased with the effect saying: "...the

superior environment, large open arches, and capacious belfry and ringing chamber render this ring an
ideal one firr change ringing."

The official opening of the bells was on March 8, l9l3 and they were rung by a band from Groton
School, augmented by Dan Gibbons, from the foundry, and three locals.

Around tltis time, Dr. Nichols had been adding footnotes to many of his repors to The Ringing
World suggesting that any English ringers who were thinking of emigrating would find a warm welcome
and, probably, employment in Boston. It seems he was having some success in this. A meeting on May
9, 1913 was held in thls tower to welcome Richard Newton who had arrived the day before. He had been
a member of the Manchester Police Force and a ringer at Manchester Town Hall. He was well known for
rlngrng heavy bells, and had amassed a total of 82 peals. He was to become a pillar of the Boston ringing
community for many years. The same edition of The Ringing World that carried the news of this meeting
also reported a quarter peal of Double Norwich rung at St. Peter's Church, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, as
a farewell to S. (Jack) Perkins who was leaving the next day for Boston, in the company of Mr. J. Laker
liom the same band. The first outing of the newly formed Boston Guild was held on May 23, and included
ringing here. All three of the new arrivals, together with Allfrey and George Moore, joined in a720 of
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Kent T.B. Minor conducted by William Bashford. Things were looking up in the Boston area and, in fact,
change ringing was becoming quite widely known, so much so that the Guild was invited, the following
month, to give a practical demonstration of the art to the Boston Society of Architects. Watertown was
selected as the venue fbr this. As Dr. Nichols put it:

A full turn out of the society afforded a rare opporfuniry of illustrating to an intelligent
and appreciative audience, not only the scientific character and superiority of change
ringing, but also of directing attention to our reasonable requirements in the design and
equipment of bell towers.

On Stmday, Oclober 15, 1915 the Boston Guild rang the first quarter peal on the bells. As usual
tlris wa^s Grandsire Triples and wa.s rung by: A. Matthews (First Quarter) l, H. Petts 2, J.F. Laker 3, W.
Bashfirrd 4, J. Goodhead 5, E.E. Randall 6, P.J. Allfrey (Conductor) 7, R. Newton 8.

In an article a f'ew years later in a Perkins' publication, Anna Fish Gardner extolled the virtues
of the ring: "The Wheelwright bells fill an important niche among our treasured possessions, and their
clear tones would be missed if they should be silenced. " One could ponder upon the reasons why she made
such a statement. Could someone have already suggested that they should no longer be rung?

This was quite probably the case as, almost as soon as the bells were installed, school officials
were complaining about the deafening sound in the courtyard. Nichols experimented with wooden plugs.
These were rejected as a failure even though he discovered a variety of wood, known as hornbeam or
ironwtxrd, that did not powder under the impact. In 1916, leather muffles were tried with a little more
success, but subsequently some of the louvres were boarded up, reducing the noise level in the school
courtyard by ahout 30 per cent.

Members of the Boston Guild continued to make periodic visits here over the years but, by the
entl of World War I ringing was at a very low ebb in the Boston area, due principally to ringers moving
out of town seeking better employment.

On Janu:ry 2, 1922 three Groton ringers, together with five others from the area, met here and
enjoyed ahut an hour's ringing. Then on Sunday, February 10, 1924 members of the Boston Guild, which
had now increased to about seven, together with Warren S. Sturgis of Groton, rang half-muffled touches
of Grandsire Triples in memory of James W. Washbrook, a well known ringer from Manchester.





CHAPTER XXII

KENT, Connecticut
Kent School Chapel

Thomas W. Holcombe &
J. Michael Simpson

A t Kent School, set in the picturesque southern Berkshire hills on the

A west bank of the Housatonic River, against a rugged, steeply wooded
L lback-drop - known locally as Mt. Algo - rises the fielclstone,
slate-roofed mass of St. Joseph's Chapel, in the Norman style. The matching
belltower, standing tall on the rise close behind it, is connected by a short
cloister as befis the School's monastic origins in 1906. At the time of iLs
construction, in 1931, a set of ten bells cast by Mears and Stainbank of the
Whitechapel Bellfoundry in E. London was hung in the traditional English
manner, for change ringing.

The above paragraph was written by Tom Holcombe, who is now in
charge of the ringing. This tower now has the distinction of holding the longest,
continuous and unbroken, record of change ringing in North America. The

remainder of Tom's article follows:

To the best of my knowledge, at this time I I 93 I I the only change-ringing to be heard in
all of America, outside of distant British Columbia, was at Groton School in neighboring
Ma.ssachusetts, where there was a distinguished tradition of ringing by the students of the
Guild. Their impressive achievements are commemorated on the plaques that have graced
the walls of their Chapel tower ringing chamber ever since. The donor of Kent's bells,
Frank Humphreys, was ttre head of the 'Fathers' Association' for the School at the time;
he was a wealthy investment banker in New York City, whose work had taken him to
England frequently, and had turned him into something of an Anglophile. His pride in
Kent School seems to have led him to provide a ring of more and heavier bells than at
Groton. So it was that Kent got a 24 cwt. 'ten', despite the fact that there was not a soul
within a hundred miles who had any idea how to ring them. It was necessary to hire
someone from England to train the boys to ring, so, on the recommendation of people at
Whitechapel, the headmaster Father Sill hired a gentlemen, Isaac Attwater, who is said
to have been in 'the food service' in London, to come and reside at the school and teach
the boys to rmg. The surdenc in those days had much more free time than they do today,
and a lot fewer competing distractions, so he was able to get them ringing 'rounds' in a
few months, progressing, after a few years, to Grandsire Triples, which I assume they
rang on the back eight. To the best of my knowledge, they rang only the bells to which
they were assigned and only that method - t have found no evidence that they ever rang
Plain Bob Minor or Major, for instance, which is a bit surprising, much less Stedman,
or, what would have been most appropriate - Kent Treble Bob. In any case, what they
did ring they may have rung fairly well, as they practised and performed it every day
after chapel, I believe.



In the late '30s Attwater retired back to London, and the boys were left to
perpetuate the tradition on their own, which they did fairly well for quite some time until
ttrey lost their ability to ring triples, and had to content themselves with covered doubles
on the fiont six. Over the years they lost what originally must have been a reasonably
correct ringirE technique, as one concludes from the way the "old boys" ring when they
come back to School reunions.

They apparently left the bells up most of the time, as they rang them so often,
zrnd they left the chiming hammers in place, too, as over the years some small chips were
knocked out of the edges of some of the bells, presumably when they were swung in
damp weather when the ropes to the 'Ellacombe' apparatus downstairs had shrunk.
Luckily, the damage is inaudible except in the case of the tenor, which still has a faint
'buzz' to it which seems to have mysteriously improved since '79, when I first started
ringing at the School.

During the late '40s and the '50s a Math teacher at the School, Bill Howard,
devekrpred an interest in change-ringing and became Faculty Advisor to the student Guild;
he musthave done considerable research into change-ringing, as towards the end of his
time in that capacity he conducted some quarter peals of Grandsire Doubles and Plain
Bob Minor, as commemorated by plaques that survive on the walls of the ringing
ch:rmber to ttris day. Whether these quarters were technically 'correct' by strict English
standards or not, I have often wondered, but the band was certainly trying. When I
myself became involved at the time of the Annual General Meeting of the North
Ameriuur Guild of Change-Ringers at Kent in the summer of '79, the student band was
fairly able; they were ringing Grandsire Doubles, Plain Bob Minor and Stedman
Doubles, and it took them, Don Trumpler and others quite some time before I was able
to do the same.

Since that time the student band has had its ups and downs: the best achieved as
a group was touches of original conducted by John Carr, and more recently a group
ringrng simple touches of Stedman several years ago, but all of those students have since
graduated. We have occasionally had gifted ringers who, through ringing elsewhere with
me, progressed to Canibridge Minor (my daughter Melissa) and Stedman Triples (Andrea
Marshall), but this was highly unusual, and back at a time when the ringing in Brewster
and Boston was much more fiequent than it regrettably is today. And so it is we struggle
on - but it sure isn't easy.

The editor of The Ringing World at the time obviously appreciated the significance of the
installation of these bells in relation to the future of change ringing in North America as, in the August 22,
1930 edition, the following news item appeared:

A NEW PEAL FOR AMERICA
CHANGE RINGING TO BE TAUGHT AT KENT SCHOOL

A peal of ten bells hung for ringing is to be installed at Kent School, Connecticut, USA.
The bells, which have a tenor of 25 cwt., are to be cast at the Whitechapel Foundry, and,
all being well, will be opened on June lst, next.

school.
When they have been erected ringing is to be taught and be an institution at the



The scheme originated, we understand, through the donor, who wished to present
wme trells to the school in the event of the proposed chapel tower being built. When on
a visit to England, he heard bells being 'rung' and was very much impressed by their
effect.

He also heard about the Oxford and Cambridge Universify Guilds, and decided
that if he did give ttre bells 'change ringing' should, if possible, be made an institution at
the school.

Just about this time, his son, who is a student at the school, was one of those
saved fiom an accident at sea and the donor decided to give the bells as a thankoffering.

This gift and the circumstances under which the bells are to be installed will, we
hope, lead to a revival of the art in America.

The same edition of the paper also carried a front page editorial on tle subject:

The art of change ringing, which has had a precarious existence in America, is likely to
receive new impetus from a gift being made to the Kent School, Connecticut, USA.
Messrs. Mears and Stainbank have in hand a ring of ten bells, with a tenor of 25 cwt.,
which are to be hung in ttre new chapel tower, and an interesting and encouraging feature
about the provision of the new bells is that change ringing is to be taught and is to be an
institution at the school, so that there is a chance of ringing in America being at last set
on a firmer basis, with a regular supply of ringers, who, it may be hoped, will go out
from the school and become 'missionaries' of the art.

We believe that this is the first time it has ever seriously been proposed that the
art and science of rirEing should be made officially part of a school curriculum, and the
influence which it may have is not unlikely to have an important effect. The various
efforts made in ttre past to get change nngtng to take root on the American continent have
all had very disappointing results. The late Dr. Nichols, of Boston, did his utmost to
encourage the practice in the towers in and around his own city, and not very long befbre
his death he got around him a number of ringers from England in a further attempt to
establish the art in the States. He founded the Boston Guild - of which his daughter is still
the President - but the members are so few and widely scattered that practice is seldom,
if ever, possible. Mr Warren Sturgis, of Groton School, has also vatiantly endeavoured
to keep the flag flying, but the task has been a difficult and, for the most part,
disappointing one.

The proposal at Kent School seems to offer greater possibilities. If the students
can be interested in the art while at school a certain proportion, at any rate, may be
expected to take away with them a love of ringing, and sow the seed in other places.
There is always the stumbling block of distance, but let us hope that the students after
their campanological 'course' will be able to raise in their own districts sufficient interest
to get more bells installed. It is something, at all events, to know that at Kent School it
is not only the bells that are to be provided. If change ringing is to be taught in rhe
school, and made part of the training of the sfudents, in the same way that they now
indulge in sports - the Kent crew did very well at Henley this summer - there is the
assurance that a supply of ringers will be kept up for this particular ring of bells. And it



does not seem too much to hope that in course of time the art may spread far beyond the
schocil, and become in America a really healthy gro*th at last.

It is gcnd to note that some, if not all, of the hopes and aspirations of The Ringing World editor
seem t0 have been fulfilled.

In the January 22, 1960 edition of The Ringing World it was reported that Kent tower had hosted
ten members of the Bell Ringers' Guild from Groton School, for the weekend of December 5, 1959.

When Groton arrived, the bells were muted so that the ringers would be able to get the
feel of the trells without rnging open. Then the Kent band proceeded to demonstrate their
skill of eight bells, ringing plain hunt on eight bells and Grandsire Triples. The Groton
band also rang on the Saturday night. The two bands combined for Sunday ringing to ring
all of Kent's ten bells. This was the first time for over two years the ten bells had been
rung.

This regrrt also conf-irms that these two schools were the only institutions in the United States to
be carrying on change ringing at that time. It is nice to see that, although in the earlier years there may
have been some rivalry between Kent and Groton, as time went on, co-operation existed between the two.

At the 1963 Central Council meeting John Mayne reported that there was "a considerable amount
of ringing at Kent School. "



CHAPTER XXIII

VICTORIA, British Columbia
Christ Church Cathedral

J. Michnel Simoson

he Anglican diocese of British Columbia has had its cathedral in the City
of Victoria since iS formation in the latter half of the l9th century. In
those early days the diocese covered an area equivalent to the present

province, but now it covers only Vancouver Island and the southern Gulf
Islands. The original cathedral was a small wooden structure and this burned
down in a few short years. Rumour has it that a Roman Catholic priest had been
seen in the vicinity at the time!! Other rumours suggest that this priest was
responsible for saving the Bevington organ from the ravages of the fire. This
organ now resides in the Lady Chapel of the present Cathedral and is still used
on occasions. The burned out ruin was quickly replaced by another wooden, but

larger, church which was further extended several times. Both these buildings were located one block west
of the present cathedral on land where the Law Courts now stand. Before the turn of the century plans
were already being drafted for a new large stone cathedral and the foundation stone for this, the present
cathedral, wa^s laid in September l926by Bishop Winnington-Ingram. He was Lord Bishop of t-ondon and
alm President of the British Columbia and Yukon Church Aid Society. He and Bishop Schofield were the
two persons who contributed the most effort in the fund raising for this project. Subsequently, the north
west tower was to be named the Winnington-Ingram tower in order to commemorate for all time the
connection between the Church in the far west of Canada and Arthur Foley, Lord Bishop of London. The
buttress between the two north west doors bears a shield on which are sculptured the arms of the Dioceses
of Columbia and llndon. Another well known person was connected with the construction of this tower.
In September 1929, the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill, Chancellor of the Exchequer in the IJK government,
renowned for his abilities with bricks and mortar, was invited to lay a stone during the early stages of the
building of the tower. The stone can be seen to this day. It is located on the south wall of the tower, about
six metres above the ground, and is identified by a small round monogram which appears to be "GV,"

probably meant to acknowledge H.M. King George V, the reigning monarch at the time. Construction of
the Cathedral proceeded through the depression years of the 1930s but, perhaps, not at the speed originally
hoped for.

Mary Geraldine Mozley, wife of Canon J.K. Mozley, of St. Paul's in London, England, wished
to commemorate the memory of her bro(her, Capt. Charles R. Nutt, who had been killed on Vancouver
Island, in a train accident, in 1914. She kindly offered to donate a peal of six bells to the new Cathedrat.
Two additional neble bells were the gift of Ada Teresa Matson in memory of her husband and son, John
Samuel Henry and John Robert Meredith Matson. All eight bells were cast in April 1936 by Mears and
Stainbank in I-ondon. After assembly of the whole installation on the premises of the foundry a ceremony
of naming of the bells, described in The Ringing World of May l, 1936, as "unique in bell founding
history," was conducted by Bishop Winnington-Ingram on Monday, April27 . This event was held in the
erecting shop of the foundry where chairs had been placed and a temporary platform constructed. The
event was arranged by the British Columbia and Yukon Church Aid Society and many distinguished guests
were invited.



The clergy and others officially associated with the ceremony assembled at the Parish Church of
St. Mary Matfelon, Whitechapel, whose bells were being rung, in honour of the occasion, by employees
of the foundry. The dignitaries moved in procession from the church to the foundry. This was led by the
verger and cross bearer, followed by the choir of St. Margaret's, Westminster. Next came Mr. A.A.
t{ughes of the foundry and Canon Perkins and the Rev. E.P. Laycock of the Society. Then came the
Blshop of Colchester, tollowed by the Bishop of l-ondon together with his Chaplain, leading those persons
who were acrually to name the bells.

On arrival at the fbundry a hymn was sung, followed by intercessions and prayers and the l50th
psalm. Afier a prayer for the departed who are commemorated by the bells, the naming ceremony
commenced. First, Vincent Massey, High Commissioner for the Dominion of Canada, named the tenor
bell "King George V" and then struck three blows by pulling a rope attached to the chiming hammer. This
procedure wa.s followed for each bell. The seventh was given the name of "Queen Mary" by Mr. W.A.
McAdam; the sixth was named "Charles Raymond" by Mrs. Mary Mozley; the fifth, "Edward of
Westminster" by Archdeacon Storr; the fourth, "Paul of London, England" by Canon Mozley; the third,
Our Lady, St. Mary" by Mrs. N.K. Woods, Central President of the Mothers' Union; the second, "John

Samuel Henry Matson" by Mrs. I.H. Perrin; and the treble, "John Robert Meredith Matson" by Miss
E.M. Tien, a friend of Mrs. Mozley. Each struck three blows upon the bell named.

Having blessed the bells, the Bishop of London then gave a short address in which he included
an amusing anecdote.lHe recalled thatwhenhe was inVictoria in 1931, he was asked if he woulcl like
the tower to be built in his name and he readily agreed. However, he had to make a retraction when he
firund that he wis expected to finance this himself!! This unfortunate situation was resolved by Miss Tien,
namer of the treble bell, who, with friends, raised the necessary money for the Bishop. As the company
left the foundry, Mr. J. Thomas chimed a course of Grandsire Triples on the bells. Tea was then served
in the St. Mary's Parish Hall, during which the Bishop took the opportunity of presenting to Mrs. Mozley,
on behalf of the founders, a suitably mounted model of the sixth bell, cast by herself from the same me[al
as that from which the original was cast. The bells were ready for shipment by the middle of May. The
total cost of the whole peal including the frame, all fittings, chiming apparatus and packaging, freight and
insurance amounted to f 1,585-2-0. Construction of the north west tower, which was to house the bells,
had progressed only to the level of the bell chamber floor, so when the bells arrived in Victoria in June
of 1936, they were hung in the open air and a wooden shed was constructed to shield them from the
elemenls. Due to the economic'Conditions of the late 1930s and the second World War, the upper portion
of the tower was not completed until 1957.

It is reported that when the bells arrived in town they were displayed in front of the Cathedral.
On seeing this members of the Women's Guild, always keen on raising money for one good cause or
another, erected a screen around the bells. The public were then asked for the princely sum of 25 cents
to view the new bells.

The work of hanging the bells was under[aken by Yarrows Ltd, a firm of ship builders. The
General Manager of this company was E.W. Izard. He, like Alfred Limpus in Vancouver, was also the
son of an English clergyman, but he had learned to ring before coming to Canada. He supervised the
installation and among the crew employed on the job was Mr. Izard's older son Arthur, working on his
frst job, but working without pay he tells us. Arthur is still to be found, in the tower, ringing these bells.

'Much of the text of the address by Bishop \ffinnington-lngram will be found at the cn<l of this chapter.
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The service of dedication of the new bells was a major event in the ciry of Victoria. Sunday, July
12, 1936 was the chosen date and that mornirE turned out to be very wet. Providence, however, was kind
:urd the rain ceased about noon and by the time of the service it was a beautiful July day. Every seat in the
Cathedral w:x filled, hundreds of others listened outside, iurd thousands tuned in their radios for coverage
of the event. The service was conducted by the Dean, the Very Rev. C.S. Quainton and the dedication
was performed by the Rt. Rev. H.E. Sexton. A great effort had been made to locate capable ringers
throughout Victoria and Vancouver Island. All told 16 ringers from the Island were on hand, most of
whom had not seen or held a bell rope for 25 or 30 years. A contingent of seven ringers came over from
Vemcouver and two other visitors were also present. In the days prior to the service of dedication practices
had been held on tied bells, and also the clappers had been tied when the bells were pulled up, and then
unlashed, befbre the service. Eight ringers, E.W. Izard, R. Carrier, A.C. Melhuish, T. Guest, H.
Lingham, J.E. Hutchins, A. Trotman, and A.E. Weatherby, all, except Mr. Weatherby, being from the
Island, were selected to ring during the service. At last the appropriate moment arrived and the signal was
given to start the nnglng. After about 2tlz minutes of rounds,"Stand" was called and miraculously all betls
stocxl. Before the conclusion of the service, muffies were fitted to the bells and they were rung again, this
time in memory of H.M. King George V and Bishop Schofield, Bishop of Columbia, who both had
recently died, and also in memory of Capt. Nutt and both members of the Malson family. Ringing
continued throughout the evening until 9.30 p.m., stopping only fbr evensong. So ended what had been
a very memorable, and emotional, day for many residents of the city. A full account of the dedication can
be found inThe Ringing World of August 7, 1936.It seems that it also reawakened an interest in ringing
firr many of those present, some of whom had not rung for many years. Mr. A. Trotman was certainly
one of these as, two years later, he was recorded as having rung his first peal, Plain Bob Major, at k)ng
Crendon, England.

Initially, Mr. Izard assumed the position of Tower Captain, a position he hetd for many years.
Ltrcally he was often referred to as a "Master Ringer, " and his love of bells and ringing was well known
throughout the area. However, on one occasion it nearly got him into trouble. As General Manager of
Yarrows Ltd, the shipbuilders, he was often brought into contact with naval officers. On one such
trccasion, on meeting a newly appointed very senior officer who was not aware, as yet, of Pop's devotion
to ringirg, he znked the gentleman if he would like to "visit the bells" one day. Surprised at the hesitation
and evasiveness of the reply to his invitation, Pop realized that his offer had been quite misinterpreted!!

These days Mr. Izard is frequently referred to as "Pop." Within his family he was known as"Wick," but when his two eldest sons got married, he suggested that his new daughters-in-law should call
him "Pop." In the early times discipline in ttre tower was quite strict and the atmosphere decidedly formal.
Most of the other ringers were addressed by ttreir last names only. This, of course, did not apply to Pop"s
two offspring, Arthur and Margaret, who both learned to ring very early on. They began to call their
father "Pop" and slowly this name seems to have caught on among other people until the present time
when it has become the most usual way of referring to this gentleman. Margaret was undoubtedly the first
Canadian born female ringer. Pop, who was elected an Honorary Life Member of the North American
Guild of Change Ringers, died in June 1978.

The first quarter peal on the bells, 1260 Grandsire Triples, was rung on February 28, 1939, and
was a birthday compliment to the conduclor. The ringers were Edward W. Izard, Margaret Izard, Alfred
Melhuish, Reginald [ane, W. Sampson, Arthur King, Andrew Lomas (Conductor) and, on the tenor, John
Hutchins. This was the frst quarter for the ringers of two, four and eight. Arttrur lzard did not score his
first quarter until almost three months after his sister. This was also Grandsire Triples conducted by
Andrew Lomas.



Alfied Melhuish, who rang the third in this first quarter peal, was a ringer with some 50 years
experience and also he was the Verger at the Cathedral. He always had one eye on the clock during
Sunday service ringing, as he was worried that it might not finish on time so that he could descend the 7l
steps fiom the ringing chamber, don his robes and take his place in the procession at the beginning of the
service. One Sunday his worst f-ears were realized. The conclusion of the ringing did not leave him any
spare time. He rushed down the stairs, put on his robes, picked up his verger's staff and took his place
in the prtrcession ahead of the Dean and clergy. Unfortunately his haste was so great that he grabbed the
brass candle-snuffer instead of his staff and with this in his hand marched solemnly in. much to the
bewildered amusement of the congregation!

Since installation these bells have been in continuous use, ringing for services, practices, and also
to commemorate many events, both ecclesiastical and secular in nature. Throughout the years ringing for
rryalty has been very popular. Rrr instance, in May 1937, they were rung at7.30 a.m. for the Coronation
of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. This early start was to allow the bells to be heard, live, opening
a Commonwealth-wide radio broadcast, timed to coincide with the renrn of their Majesties to Buckingham
Palace. Two years later, May 28 and 29, 1939 the bells were rung to welcome the new King and Queen
to Victoria and this generated a special message of thanks to the ringers from the King. The Ringing World
account of this event suggests that the bells hardly stopped ringing while their Majesties were in town:

[The hells] were rung as the Steamer Pincess Marguerite came in sight of Victoria and
continued until the royal party arrived at Government House. Amplifiers were placed
around the city, connected to the belfry microphone. On Tuesday morning ringing started
befbre their Majesties left Government House and continued at intervals all day. At 2
p.m. they were broadca.stbefore and after the King's speech over C.B.C. and American
Network. The ringing continued until 9 p.m., but in spite of so much ringing every
bellringer saw the King and Queen at least once.

On another occasion, the birth of Prince Charles, these bells were undoubtedly the first in the
world to be rung. H.R.H. chose to enter the world late in the evening, too late for any bells in England
to be rung, but here in Victoria it was only early afternoon and the Cathedral bells were ringing within
half an hour of the announcement. They continued ringing throughout the evening and concluded with a
quarter peal of Gr:udsire Triples. The treble ringer was Jeff White, now more frequently associated with
the Holy Rosary Cathedral in Vancouver, ringing his first quarter. Another quafter, on September 72,
1950 includes the names of Mary Emmerton, now Mary Barlow, and Tom Arkell, both are still active
members of the band. In fact this quarter was rung as a farewell to both of them. It was not long,
however, before they were back, as both of their names also appear in two quarters rung in August of the
tbllowing year.

The band at this time still consisted mainly of the original members, and by now some of these
gentlemen were getting a little elderly. Mary was attracted to the tower by an appeal for recruits in the
pzrish leaflet. However, she found herself to be only the second Canadian female to learn to ring, not only
in this tower, but also, it may be assumed, in the country. She received great help and cheerful
encouragement from Margaret lzard, who had been the lone female in the band for over ten years. It does
appear that members of the fairer sex were not as welcome in the belfry as ladies are today. In fact it
seems that none of the learners of that time, male or female, was exactly greeted with open arms.
Mistakes in the ringing were marked with audible sighing and "inaudible" groaning, to such an extent that
the learners made sure that they did not make the same mistake again. It is suggested that this had the
effect of getting the beginners along much faster than seems to be the case these days!! Another familiar
Victoria name appeared for the first time in the quarter peal record in February 1960. Dr. Alan Batten
had moved here in September 1959 and has been a member of the band ever since. He likes to tell the
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story of hls first visit to the tower. He climbed the sevenqr odd steps to the ringing chamber one Sunday
evening after ringhg had commenced for Evensong. Seven ringers were ringing seven of the eight bells,
and Alan immediately sat down, expecting ringing to cease in short order so that he could make the brurd
up to full strength. This was not the case and, even though this was not a quarter peal attempt, the seven
bells continued to ring right up to service time. Sometime later Alan was told, "Oh, we knew you were
a ringer il.s srx)n as you walked in!" On August 26, 1960, another quarter, as.usual of Grandsire Triples,
was rung by a bud containing three generations of the Izard family. In addition to Pop and Arthur, three
of Pop'sgrandsons, Edward A., John, and Ian were also in the band. Prior to 1973 a total of 2l quarter
peals were rutg in this tower. All but one of these quarters were of Grandsire Triples. The one exception
was on January 10, 1967 when Arthur Izard called Stedman Triples. The treble on this occasion was rung
by Bernie Crook, who also still rings here. Since that time, and up to the end of 1999, the tower bral of
quarter peals rung has increased to 104.

The ecumenical movement has been alive and well in Victoria for many years. As long ago as
1939 half muffled ringing took place to mark the death of Pope Pius XI. The tragic death of President John
Kennedy of the United States was similarly marked. The death of Neville Chamberlain, Prime Minister
of Great Britain when war was declared in 1939, was also marked by half muffled ringing. The records
note "probably the only muffled ringing in the Empire at this time." (The ringing of church bells was
banned in the United Kingdom during the war.)

New Year's Eve ringing has been a tradition since 1936. Only one year (1965166) was missed
when it was feared that excessive cold might damage the bells. For a number of years after the war this
ringing was carried live on a local radio station.

In 1960 the British Columbia government inaugurated a new ferry service between Vancouver
Island and the mainland, which reduced the travelling time between Victoria and Vancouver considerably.
It did not take long for the Vancouver ringers to make use of this service, and on July 30 of that year they
made a visit to this city. The Ringing WorMof September 16, 19CI named five of the Vancouver band who
joined the locals here in ringing Grandsire, Stedman Triples and Bob Major. Two weeks later six of the
Victoria band, along with some other visiting ringers, made a return visit, and met up with some
Vancouver ringers to ring on the ten bells at the Benedictine Monastery in Mission Ciqr.

Victoria has never been known as a peal nnglng tower. The first peal was rung in 1945, Grandsire
Triples (Parker's 12prt), to mark the birttrday of Sir Winston Churchill, and also as a welcome to British
prisoners of war who passed through Victoria on their way home from the Far East. The peal was
conducted by E.F. Salmons from the seventh. He was servtng in the Royal Navy and was in town awaiting
his ship. The other ringers were, inorder: Doug Boniface, Margaretlzard, ErnestWeatherby, Arthur
King, E.W. Izard, Andy B. Lomas, with Edward Lake on the Tenor. It seems that these were all local
ringers, except for Edward Weatherby, who had learned to ring at Market Drayton in Shropshire, UK.
He was for many years a resident of l-os Angeles. The only other references to him in the tower records
are in a couple of quarter peals rung in September 1945 immediately prior to the peal, and also as a
member of the band who rang on the day ttrat the bells were opened in July 1936. He died in Los Angeles
in Jzrnuary l97l atthe age of 100 years.' No further peals were rung on these bells until the Wilf Williams
touring party arrived n 1973. They rang two peals here, the second one containing three local ringers.
Since that time, and up to the time of writing in 1999, the total number of peals on the bells has climbed
to  18 .

2See Appendix VI



This tower has always been able to maintain a strong band. Study of the quarter peals records
shows that, although there has always been a fair proportion of the band who learned to ring outside
Canada, training of local people has continued from day one until the present time.

A PORTION OF THE TEXT OF THE ADDRESS GIVEN BY BISHOP WINNINGTON-INGRAM AT
THE CEREMONY OF NAMING OF THE BELLS, April27, 1936

The Bishop recalled the occasion when he laid the foundation stone of the Cathedral in Victoria, and again
when he visited it in 1931 and found it a livins centre of church activitv. He then continued:

Up to that time f80,000 has been spent on the building. But then came a slight
misunderstanding. I was asked if I would like to have the tower built in my name and I
agreed with great pleasure, but when I found out they imagined I was going to build it
myself, that wa.s quite another story, especially as I had 45 churches to huild in London.
But, as usual, it was a woman who found the way out, and Miss Tien, and her friends,
set out to raise the money. Thanks to their efforls the tower was built, and then came the
question, where were the bells to come from? Again it was a woman who came to their
aid, Mrs. Mozley, with wonderful generosity, has given the six biggest bells, and other
donors have completed the peal.

What is the object of this tremendous trouble and expense? On that very hot day
when I laid the foundation stone, this Cathedral in Victoria was calling back to
Liverpool,3 six thousand miles away. It called back 'We, too, believe in God, we, too,
believe in Christ, we, tcn, love the Church.' And now that Cathedral will have a tongue
with which to say it, the beautiful tongue of the bells which we have just heard; their
sound going out into all lands and their words unto the ends of the world. There is no
more beautiful message than that of the bells. The bells named this day come from one
of the most historic fbundries in England, a foundry in which bells now over three
hundred years old were cast. What I love to think of is that long after we have passed
away, these bells that we have heard today will still be sending out the message on the
shore of the Pacific, across the Continent and the Atlantic to Liverpool Cathedral on the
one hand, uniting them in the faith of Jesus Christ, and to Japan, six thousand miles in
the other direction, telling out to the heathen of that land that the Lord is King.n The spot
where this Cathedral stands is one of the pivots of the world; they could not place a peal
of bells in a more beautifirl position. The message that will go out to Japan will say 'Here

is the Christian faittt; this is what you want in order to be happy.' And to this country will
come the message 'Here is the Christian faith, we hold it here as you do in the old
counffy.' My prayer today is that the countries on both sides of the Pacific and Atlantic
may hear and believe the message of the bells.

-'Liverpool Cathedral was the newest Cathedral in England at this time. Construction, which commenced in 1904,
was not completed until the early 1960s.

{Some readers may feel that the use of the word "heathen" is inappropriate or even offensive. These days we often
use the word to mean "ungodly" or sometimcs even "uneducated" or "uncivilized. " The accepted algnning at that time was
a person who was not Jewish, Muslim or Christian. This was the intended meaning. Sixty plus years ago Japan was a
somewhat lcss "Christian" nation than it is today. It would appear that the Bishop's prayers are being answered.



CHAPTER XXIV

MISSION CITY. British Columbia
Westminster Abbev

J. Micfurel Simpson

ission City is located in the Fraser Valley, about 60 miles ea;t
of Vancouver. On the top of a hill, just east of the city is the
Benedictine monastery known as Westminster Abbey.

Construction of the monastery was started soon after the end of World
War II. ln 1947 the Whitechapel Foundry supplied the architects with
details of a suitable chime of bells fbr a keyboard operation, but soon
afterwards the Prior, the Very Rev. Eugene Medved, O.S.B. wrote
inquiring about a ring of bells. At that time the tower was only in the

design stage, but the plans called for it to be practically free-standing to a height of 140 feet and
constructed as a concrete shell with walls only nine inches thick. To instal a ring of bells in such a
structure would pose many problems, but in due course the architecLs produced a design that satisfied the
Foundry and the order was placed in November 1949. Father Eugene was able to visit the Whitechapel
Foundry in October of the following year and witnessed some of the bells being cast. The full peal,
complete with the fiame and fittings, was shipped from Whitechapel in August 1951. The tower was not
ready at that time, so the monks erected the whole installation on the lawn and connected up the chiming
hammers and keyboard.

It was not until over six years later that, when the tower had been f-rnished and the bells installed,
they were first rung to changes. On October 26, 1957 Pop Izard and nine other members of the Victoria
band, including the two ladies, Margaret lzard and Mary Emmerton, flew over to the mainland, arriving
in time for lunch at the Monastery. In the afternoon this 2l cwt ring of ten was rung fbr the first time.
Methtxls rung included Grandsire and Stedman Triples and Plain Bob Major, with two or three cover bells
as appropriate. The architecLs took this opportunity to conduct structural tests. The bells were firetl for
their benefit, and a penny was stood on edge at the top of the tower while this was going on. There is
many a tower, on both sides of the Atlantic, of much greater mass, where this would not be possible.

These bells have been rung regularly every day by a band of monks that has been largely self
taught. In the early years considerable assistance was provided by Mr. Izard from Victoria. Tony Collins
and others from Vancouver, and Fred Westlake, who for a few years lived in the vicinity, also provitled
much help. It was during this period that a rumour began to circulate suggesting that the monks were not
permiued to nng with any of ttre lady ringers, or, in fact, even be in the ringing chamber when ladies were
present. However, it seems there was no substance to this and it just might have been nothing more than
wishful thinking on the part of a certain Vancouver ringer who shall remain nameless, and who is no
longer auached to that, or any other, tower. Mary recalls that, on one occasion, she and Margaret were
instructed to wait outside the tower while the men had a ring. After a while they got rather fed up and
finally went up the tower and, somewhat reluctantly, were given a pull. It seems that nobody had told the
monks about the ruling, as after the ringing had commenced, it was noticed that two of the brothers were
in the band. That was the end of that rumour.



lt also seems that some "long distance" theory was provided by Ernest Morris from Leicester,
UK. In early 1962 Ernest wrote to The Ringing World reporting that he had received a Christmas card
from Father Dunstan Massey of Mission. In that card Father Dunstan had written:

We are ringing Grandsire Triples with calls and have rung the plain course of Caters a
f'ew times. We are also ringing Plain Bob Minor and Major. The Father'3 are enjoying
Stedman Doubles, which we have just started. We have l7 monks in the Community
ringing. In the school we have about 20 boys ringing - 10 of them plain hunters and the
rest beginners! I owe a lot to your help in the beginning, when we knew nothing.

No peals were rung in this tower until 1973, when Wilf Williams conducted William Pye's peal
of 5,M0 Cambridge Surprise Royal in three hours and three minutes. Several other peals have been rung
since.



CHAPTER XXV

CALGARY, ALBERTA
Christ Church, Elbow Park

J. Michael Simpson

hrist Church is located in Elbow Park, a relatively affluent residential
district, just south of the downtown area. In 1912, when the
foundation stone of the church was laid, this area was close to the

southern boundary of the city. The first church wa.s a single storied structure
on the side of a small hill, but gradually, over the years, ttre building has
expanded. Now the original church forms part of the basement. The church
was furally completed in 1954 and was dedicated at the Christmas Eve service
that year by the Rt. Rev. Garrge Calvert, Bishop of Calgary. At that time the

tower contained but one rather unmusical bell. Reporrs have it ranging in size fiom an old train bell to
something approaching 700 lbs. The original plans called for the installation of a carillon, but according
to Mr. Justice E.R. (Ted) Tavender, a parishioner and also one of the flrst ringers here, this proved to
be rather too expensive and Ted was able to persuade the Rector, Canon W.H.H. Crump and other
appropriate krdies that they should invest in a set of "English pealing Bells. " Thus it came about that the
fust three bells of the ring of eight were ordered from Gillett & Johnston of Croydon and were installed
in 1955. John Nicolls, from the foundry, accompanied the bells and after they were installed gave Ted
Tavender and four other volunteers a crash course in bell handling. The lightest of these three bells, the
present sixth, was donated by Ted Tavender in memory of his father, Edward F.L. Tavender. Three more
bells were installed in 1956 and the two trebles, to complete the ring, in 1957. These two bells were
dedicated by the Bishop Calvert during the morning service on August 12, 1957 . Some, if not all of these
bells, although carrying the name of Gillett & Johnson, were actually cast by Taylor's of Loughborough
under a contract from G & J. Up to this time the few local ringers were struggling along more or less on
their own, but with a certain amount of assistance fiom a Mr. F.C. Papworth, who had learned to rlng
in England, but who had not handled a bell for 50 years.

In May 1957, Judy Midgley, a recent immigrant from England and also a ringer, travelled from
Lacombe, Alberta, where she was nursing, to Victoria and, of course, visited the Cathedral there for a
ring. While there she learned of the new bells in Calgary, just 80 miles south of Lacombe. Around the
same time, a Victoria trained ringer, Jeff White, a pilot for Canadian Pacific Airlines, was transferred
to Edmonton, 180 miles north of Calgary. On weeks when Jeff was not flying he used to drive down to
Calgary, for practice, pickittg up Judy on the way. There's dedication, a round trip of about 360 miles to
assist at a practice which must have been little more than rounds and call changes.

The fi.rll peal of eight bells was heard for the first time on Sunday, September 8, 1957 . Mr. Izard
(Pop) and his daughter Margaret flew in from Victoria for the occasion, and they were joined by Judy
Midgley and Jeff White and the local band. It is not recorded if all the local ringers were present on that
crccasion, but if they were, then the small nngrng chamber must have been very crowded, as a photograph
taken at that event shows the names of 19 local ringers plus four learners. What they lacked in experience,
they most certainly made up for in numbers.



It was not long befirre Judy Midgley moved to Calgary and took up a nursing position there.
Ringing in Cal_uzry continued to progress, but oh so slowly. Attrition must have been very high as in 1960
Judy was reporting to The Ringing World that although ringing there occurred on a fairly regular basis,
they did have a 'f-aitltful few, " most of whom had learned to nng in the previous year. Ted Clemenls, who
had previously rung in Leicester, had recently moved to the city and with his help she hoped that they
would be able to progress beyond plain hunting

Late in 1963 this scribe tmrk up residence in Calgary and was joined there somewhat later by Pat
Simpson. This made three relatively experienced ringers in the band but progress was still extremely slow.
The first quarter peal on the bells was mng on Easter Sunday, 1964. This was made possible by a visit
fiom Bill Court fiom the I-IK, who, together with the three mentioned above and one local ringer, Ted
'Iavender 

on the treble , rang 1260 Grandsire Doubles. Prior to 1972 fwe more quarters and one half peal
of doubles were mng, each containing one or more of the locally trained ringers and at least one visitor,
but it was not until 1969 that it was possible to ring a quarter without the assistance of a visiting ringer.
By that time the local band had been strengthened by the addition of Wendy Foster, from Sydney,
Australia, Pat John fiom Victoria, BC and the Rev. F.H.W. Crabb who had joined the staff at Christ
Church antl who had learned to ring in Devon, UK.

The first pealon ttre bells, doubles in two methods, was rung on April23,l966. Only one locally
trained ringer was in this band, John Musselwhite, who rang the tenor. The other ringers were Peter
Mackie and Christopher Groome, both visitors passing through town, Patricia Laycock who was living
in Calgary firr a f'ew months, and Judy Midgley and Michael Simpson of the local band. No other peals
were rung until the Wilf Williams' party scored two in 1973.

October, 1964, saw the first visit tcl the west coast by Calgary ringers. John Musselwhite, Jim
Drever, Pat and Mike Simpson made the journey overnight by car and rang at both the Holy Rosary and
Mission over ilre Thanksgiving weekend. It was almost four years later before Vancouver returned the
compliment and visited Calgary. Margaret Wheat, Sally Luttrell, John Hallett and Jeff White rented a
small aircralt and t'lew over the mountains to Calgary for a weekend's ringing. This included a quarter
of Bob Major, being the first quarter on the eight bells. The return trip to Vancouver proved to be
somewhat hair-raising. The weather deteriorated shortly after take-off and Jeff, who was the pilot, decided
to take the southern route over the mountains rather than follow the Roger's Pass. Unfortunately this did
not solve their problems and the plane was forced to land on a small disused airstrip at Towers Ranch, just
east of the Allison Pass, as the cloud base had descended below the level of the pass. Jeff was aware of
the existence of this strip, but not that it had been closed for about three years. The land had been sold and
contractors were in the process of turning it into a housing development. The surface had not been
maintained and so was very rough, and also the strip was somewhat shorter than it had been in previous
years. However, landing was accomplished without mishap and all four were able to obtain lodging at a
nearby motel. Next morning it was discovered that the runway was now too short to allow the plane to take
off again with a full load of four people, so the ladies in the party hirchhiked back to Vancouver, leaving
the men to fly back when the weather cleared. The ladies arrived back in Vancouver long before the
flyers.

Calgary is possibly one of the most isolated towers in the continent and, certainly in the days
before NAG, received relatively few visiting rirgers. It was therefore a great boost to ringing in this tower
when it was selected to host the 1974 Guild annual meeting, the first such meeting that had been held
outside of the eastern States. From that time on visitors became more frequent. The largest group, and
possibly the largest group of ringers ever to visit this side of the Atlantic, came through in 1975. This
party was organised by Morley Tobin and, if memory serves me correctly, occupied three coaches. They
passed through Calgary on a Sunday, and enough time for a group of such a size had been allocated to



them so that ringing could finish in time for Evensong, and also so that those who so wished could attend
the service. Such might have been the case if they had not arrived about a couple of hours late. In order
to allow everyone a chance to "grab the tower" all the visitors lined up on the stairs and ringing had to
be limited to a few rounds for each person. Evensong started more or less on time and many of the party
were able to attend. Christ Church at that time had, and still has, an exceedingly good choir, and although
this was not a Choral Evensong, nevertheless, in honour of the visitors, a quartet of choir members sang
an anthem during the service. This was obviously appreciated as one person was heard to remark, on
leaving the church, "I had not expected to find so much culture so far west!!"





CHAPTER XXVI

WASHINGTON. District of Columbia
National Episcopal Cathedral

Richard S. Dirksen &
Mward W. Martin

any North American ringers and others have, over the years,
watched with interest and, even perhaps, a little envy, the
development of change ringing at the National Episcopal

Cathedral. It is therefore quite appropriate that the chapter dealing with this
tower should be the most detailed in this book. It is in two sections, the first
of which, written by Eddie Martin, deals with ringing at the Cathedral. The
other, from the pen of Rick Dirksen, covers the Whitechapel Guild of the
National Cathedral School. Certainly there is some overlap between the two,
but so there is between other chapters in the book. J . M . S .

THE NATIONAL EPISCOPAL CATHEDRAL rv Mwardw. Martin

At the time of the installation of the bells of Washington Cathedral, the only ringing activity in
the USA was at Kent and at Groton. The boys of Groton were ringing fairly respectable Stedman under
the tutelage of Russell Young, a Master at the School, who was in the habit of annually taking a group of
(hem over to Europe, ostensibly to study French, but stopping off for a spot of ringing in England. I had
been a peal ringer and Sunday service ringer in Leicestershire since 1951 and knew that a carillon had
been irstalled here because I also rang at Loughborough Foundry with Ron Edwards, who actually tuned
these bells. I didn't know tlrat there was also going to be a ring of ten bells until a letter to The Times, <-tf
London, asked for public donations to pay for a select band to go over and ring the dedication peal on
them.

Money for the carillon bells had been bequeathed in the 1920s by Bessie J. Kibby and, when it
was decided also to include a ten-bell ring, donations were sought. In two weeks Dean Francis B. Sayre
raised something like $50,000. This, together with other donations, made the installation possible and, in
1963 on behalf of the Cathedral Tower Committee, agroup including the world famous carillonneur,
Ronald Barnes, and the Cathedral's associate organist and choirmaster, Richard Wayne Dirksen, visited
the two English foundries to inspect the work in progress. Mr. Dirksen was taught to handle a bell and
at a London tower rang what was affectionately termed some "Washington Surprise. "

The Gloria in Excelsis Tower stands over the Cathedral's central crossing and is 301 feet high
from the base of the soulh transept portal steps to the tips of the finials. In 1963 both sets of bells arrived
and were lowered into the tower through the roof. The actual wooden palette that carried the carillon's
Bourdon bell wzs converted into a table top and is still in use as such in the ringing chamber. Part of the
contract with Whitechapel had provided for the bell-hanger to stay on a couple of weeks to teach, and this
task fell to Harry Parkes who recorded "On Saturday October 12,1963, there was convened in the Choir



rurm of Wa;hington Cathedral the first meeting of those interested in the exercise of bell ringing. " That
moming, the first stay was broken, and as the rope disappeared through the ceiling boss, the student was
physiczrlly OK, but emotionally rattled, and it became obvious that learning to handle a bell is to be taken
seriously. Harry taught some boys from St. Albans School and some members of the Cathedral staff,
including Richard Wayne Dirksen and his eldest son, Rick, Jack Fanfani, who is of a family of stone
carvers and at the time was Assistant Clerk of the Works and therefore very'much involved in the
construction of the Cathedral, Bob McQuistan, Frank Barkeley, Perry Baldwin, Tom Brushart and John
Chalmers, who wils in charge of the Cathedral's Rare Book Library. While Harry was still here, Russell
Young brought a team of boys to test the bells, but the new ringers were soon left alone. However, by the
fbllowing February, they had scored a plain course of Grandsire Doubles, rung on the middle six, the
trebles being considered too light to control and, of course, the tenors too heavy. The Dirksens again
visited England and Rick received intensive training.

ln 1962, Ann Gardner, who had attended the National Cathedral School in sixth and seventh
grades, was living in Germany while her father studied Russian for the National Security Agency. Ann
loved the Cathedral, had read Dorothy Sayers' novel The Nine Taibrs and was already intrigued by
change rrgilU. Her best friend Rhoda Micocci was still at NCS and kept a close eye on the growth of the
tower. One day she wrote that the change-ringing bells were to be installed and that students from NCS
and St. Albans might be allowed to learn to ring. Ann's father returned to Washingon DC, and she
became a sophomore at NCS. Wayne Dirksen taught music at the school and explained change ringing
to the girls. Ann copied down plain hunt on ten on the back of a bus ticket and was hooked. He also said
that his youngest son, Mark, refbrred to special days as "Balloon days" and that Ascension Day, May 4,
1964 was going to be a very special Balloon Day. This was the day proposed for the dedication of the
tower and irs bells.

The Tower Committee had decided that a team of ringers should be invited from England for the
dedication, and the matter was handed over to Mr. Hughes of the Whitechapel Foundry. His letter to The
Times did not go down very well with many Engllsh ringers, who felt that The Ringing World should have
been his first choice for communication, but he explained that he felt he could easily get a band together,
but how was it to be financed? I believe that the eventual answer to that question came from Dean Sayre,
who again raised sufficient funds. Mr. Hughes then gave the task of selecting a band to the Secretary of
the Ancient Society of College Youths, who, not unnaturally, selected ten members of his Society. This
again upset many ringers in England who felt that the Central Council should have been involved and that
a band representative of British cathedrals should have been chosen, with each affiliated society submitting
ils own nominees. Whilst the Ancient Society of College Youths is arguably the oldest society of ringers,
it doesn't follow that its members are either the best or representative of English rrrging, and with tlreir
comparatively recent exclusionary policy towards women as members, it was felt that many a very
competent ringer was being automatically excluded. Whilst there was considerable controversy and not
a little ill feeling, the final band was announced. However, upon the irxistence of the Tower Committee,
Harry Parkes joined nine College Youths, and the dedication peal was eventually to be recorded "Non-

Association.

On May 7, along with all the ceremonies and speeches and fun activities, Wayne Dirksen's
balloons sailing skyward seemed to have a very special meaning. The ten ringers rang a quarter peal on
the bells in the afternoon and the following day scored the peal.

Despite the manner in which tttis band was put together, the ringers were actually among the finest
in the world and rang a splendid peal with the air temperature at97 degrees F. Excerpts were recorded
and later available on sale. Even so, whilst the dedication festivities had been an overwhelming success,
as the peal progressed the Cathedral telephone switchboard began to receive an increasing number of
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inquiries :rs to when the ringing was going to cease. Eventually Dean Sayre, who did not want to interrupt
the peal, made the decision to close the switchboard instead. There was also a large proportion of the
community which enjoyed the ringing, and during the following week the ten ringers were invited to
numerous parties and to give demonstrations at schools and on TV. Despite the telephone complaints, the
overall impression was of an overwhelming success and the ten ambassadors had every reason to feel
proud of the seeds they had sown.

Saturday May 9th 1964 in 3 hrs 25mins
5067 Stedman Caters

Composer David E. Parsons (#5)

Treble Peter J. Staniforth
2 John Chilcott
3 Harold N. Pitstow

4 John Freeman
5 George E. Fearn
6 Norman Chaddock
7 George W. Pipe
8 Frank C. Price
9 Wilfrid F. Moreton

Tenor Harry Parkes

- Ringing Master, Saint Martin's Cathedral, Leicester
- Captain at Saint Paul's Cathedral, London
- Ringing Master, The Collegiate Church of St. Peter

[i.e. Westminster Abbeyl
- Lincoln Cathedral
- Ringing Master, Birmingham Cathedral
- Ringing Master, Rotherham
- Ipswich
- Easthampstead
- Ringing Master, Wakefield Cathedral
- Sittingbourne

Conducted bv John Chilcott

Wayne Dirksen had envisaged establishing a band consisting of a nucleus of adults, therefore the
NCS girls had not been allowed to nng the bells immediately after the dedication and did not actually start
ringing them until September, when the next school year began. However, Alice Shurcliff lived in
Gatrgetown and arranged to teach the girls change ringing on handbells during the summer. Alice is the
daughter of Margaret Shurcliff, who with her father Dr. Nichols visited England, learned to ring and is
one of the first women to have rung a peal. I believe she actually rang five or six altogether, ringing two
of them in a day. She was one of the last female members of the Ancient Society of College Youths, and
when she returned to Boston es[ablished the flust handbell choir and was the founder of the extremely
successfi.rl Association of English Handbell Ringers. Somehow her daughter Alice taught the girls to ring
Plain Bob and Grandsire Triples, using the technique that everybody plain hunts until told to dodge - the
treble ringer shouted out when. In the Fall, Wayne Dirksen began to teach the girls how to ring tower
bells, but in the meantime arrangements had been made with Fred Price of Bournemouth to provide him
with board and lodgfuU if he would come over for four months to teach. He arrived in October and taught
almost constantly. He had his own tea pot and tea set in the belfry and taught a total of 63 students, 19
girls from NCS, 17 boys from St. Albans, 10 adults with some previous experience and 17 others from
the Cathedral staff and volunteers. The Whitechapel Foundry had donated a set of handbells and the NCS
girls continued to use these and established the "Whitechapel Guild"; Rhoda Micocci was the first Guild
Master, with Quilla Roth Vice Guild Master.

I have no information as to how the others were taught, but the NCS girls used to go over to the
Cathedral belfry in groups of four, once per week for an hour's lesson, taking turns to provide cookies
and doughnuts. Fred's technique was frst to teach how to raise a bell, thus building the student's
confidence and ability to deal with the rope should anything ever go amiss. Immediately after being able
to handle and rug in rounds, the girls were introduced to Grandsire and Plain Bob to avoid their acquiring
static ropesight fiom ringing call changes. Nevertheless, they memorized the bells to follow and actually
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struck plain courses rather well. As a farewell to Fred, they even memorized the bells of a plain course
of Stedman Caters and rang this to his delight. I have no idea how long afterwards the boys of St. Albans
continued to ring, but within four years when I flrst visited the Cathedral, they were no longer active as
a group and virnrally ceased to be a source of new recruits, whereas by that time, the Whitechapel Guild
had far outpaced all others in ability and enthusiasm.

For a while after Fred had left, there was a confused interval when the "adults" instructecl tlre
Whitechapel Guild. Of these, Rick Dirksen was by far the most advanced and the position of Cathetlral
Bell Master was created together with a small emolument, and Rick was appointed to take sole charge.
I first met him in the belfry of Leicester Cathedral and in conversation with Shirley Burton agreed that
he was potentially a remarkable ringer with a natural ear for rhythm.

Apparently the first thing that the new Bell Master discovered was that even though they rang plain
courses of Grandsire Triples and Stedman Caters, the Whitechapel Guild did so by numbers. Nevertheless,
they had already understood that to follow certain bells in the memorised sequence, one had to hold up
or cut in; a practical knowledge of plain hunt on handbells was already established, and they soon made
the transition from ringing by numbers to ringing by ropesight.

Over the next few years, several English ringers were temporarily resident in Washington and
helped considerably. One of these was Roger Bailey and on Saturday August 20,1966, in 3 hrs 15 mins,
the second peal to be rung on (he bells was scored. This was 5088 Plain Bob Major conducted by Roger
on the sixth, and included, in order, Geoffrey Dirksen, Sarah Unwin, Ann Gardner, Elizabeth Proctor,
Diana Wriggins, Christine Kelsey, and Rick Dirksen on the tenor. This was the first peal for first three
named and the first in the method fbr Rick. It was rung for The Cathedral Ringing Society. All the girls
were also Whitechapel Guild members and were in a better position than the adults to take trips to England
and benefit ffom ringing experiences there. In 1966, both Betsy Proctor and Chris Kelsey had been on
such a trip and had scored peals, including one of Stedman Triples. Ann recalls that the Whitechapel Guild
had previously worked on a quarter of Stedman Triples, losing it in a new place week after week. On the
sune day that she was accepted into Oberlin College, Ohio, the quarter was finally scored, an achievement
which definitely outweighed any college acceptance.

The next peal was rung for The Whitechapel Guild on March 21,1967 in 3 hrs 12 min, being
5040 Minor; Cambridge, Oxford, Kent, Plain Bob, and was rung by Sarah Scott, Elizabeth Proctor, Diana
Wriggins, Christine Kelsey, Sarah Irwin, and conducted by Richard S Dirksen on the tenor. This was (he
first peal rung by an all US band.

I know very little of what the "adult" band was doing, but by this time the first "generation" of
Whitechapel ringers (i.e. such as Ann and Quilla ) had left school and were at College, otherwise they
would certainly have taken part in the next truly remarkable achievement by the Cathedral Ringing
Society. This was a peal of 5040 Stedman Triples on April 29, 1967 conducted by Rick Dirksen from the
sevenlh. The other ringers were Sarah Scou, Elizabeth Proctor, Diana Wiggins, Geoffrey Davies, Sarah
Unwin, Christine Kelsey, and Geoffrey Dirksen on the tenor. This was the first peal of Stedman Triples
in North America. Geoff Dirksen is Rick's younger brother, the girls were again all Whitechapel Guild
members. One rarely sees a 5040 of Stedman Triples published n The Ringing World and for this peal to
have successfrrlly come round is a truly remarkable achievement for all, not least Rick Dirksen, and it
received special mention from the Central Council's Secretary,vernon Bottomly.

Next comes a peal of 5056 Plain Bob Major rung for the Whitechapel Guild on May 23,1968.
This was conducted by Rick liom ttre tenor and included Emily Paine, Janice Hensley, Martha Windram,



Judy Andrews, Gilbert Goodship, Ashton Applewhite, and Marjorie Barchelor. This was the first peal for
all except Gilbert Goodship, an English visitor, and the conductor.

I first visited the Cathedral in the summer of 1968, having met and fallen in love with Ann
Gardner, who was by now an undergraduate student at Oxford University, ringing and even conducting
peals with the Universiry Society. When she was in her final year at NCS, she had written a short article
on the bells and it had been published in the School's Magazine Half In Earnest. The School's Principal
had shown thls to Dezn Sayre who in nrrn had passed it on to Mr. Hughes and it was eventually published
on the front page of The Ringing World. Ann and I corresponded for a couple of years before we met.

I was very impressed by the enthusiasm and ability of the Washington ringers, particularly the
NCS girls. By this time the "adults" had reached a stage that satisfied them, and were not particularly
interested in peal rlnglng. They tended to consider practice time to be more of a social event, whereas the
girls buzzed with enthusiasm, constantly wanting to know how to ring something new. At that time, the
ringers were only allowed 15 minutes of open ringing per week and that NOT on Sundays but on Tuesday
evenings provided that it was finished by 7.30. This was nothing to do with any incompetence on their
part; the neighbourhood had complained so often that the Dean finally had no choice but to curtail the
ringlng. Nevertheless, they practised with the bells silenced. (N.B. After the Dedication peal, every peal
on the bells had been rung using silencers, and the following peal was momentous in that permission was
given for it to be rung on open bells. Sadly, all subsequent peals on the bells were rung using silencers
until July 4, 1974, when permission was once more given and with a local band then capable of ringing
London Major, a peal of London Minor was rung on the front six. After that, we have been allowed to
ring one open peal every July 4 zurd, by almost completely blocking the louvers, open peals have been
allowed more frequently since circa 1983.)

The open peal was 5040 Plain Bob Major rung on October 11, 1969 and conducted by Roger
Baldwin from the seventh. The others were Janice Hensley, Alan H. Durfee, Richard S. Dirksen,
Marjorie Batchelor, Alan F. Ellis, Derek M. Sawyer, with Martin C. Faulkes on the tenor.

John Baldwin was stationed in DC for a while and organised the first North American ringers'
trip to England where, for a tbrtnight ringers from Washington, Smith, Kent and Groton, stayed with
various English families and rang with the locals. This again added valuable experience and understanding
of what ringing is supposed to sound like.

In 1970 two more peals were rung the first being on January 3. This was Plain Bob Minor rung
by Frmk Barkley, Quilla Roth, Ann Gardner, Marjorie Batchelor, John Baldwin, conductor and Richard
S. Dirksen. The other peal was on September 26, in the same method. The band was Cecily Rock, Kit
Matthew, Penny Moriarty, William A. Theobald, Richard S. Dirksen, and Simon Humphrey the
conductor.

Open ringing after Sunday service had been re-established and indeed was possible for periods
of up to about an hour, when complains would start and threaten the future of any open ringing at all.
Durmg his stay in DC, Simon Humphrey had conducted quarters and peals on handbells together with Ann
and some of the NCS girls pretry well on a monthly basis.

Marj Barchelor was now an undergraduate at Smith College and in December, with Ann,
conducted Don and Elisabeth Trumpler's first quarter peal of Bob Major. Quilla on a trip to England
scored her fust 1280 of Superlative. I arrived in August of 1971, and became one of the regular Sunday
Service ringers. Dean Sayre officiated when Ann and I were married in Bethlehem Chapel. We bought
our own set of handbells, the Washirgton ringers having donated $100 towards this and our old friend Bill



Theobald having donated the two trebles to make it a ring of 12. We soon put these to use and established
a handhell group that scored the first peal of Double Norwich Court Bob Major on the same day that the
Canadian ringers were also atrempting a peal in the same method. We went on to study Yorkshire Major,
and Bill Jackson drove down to learn from us how to ring by place notation. He made a tape recording
to take back with him so that he could practise on thumbs.

On tower hells, for several years open quarter peals were only tolerated by the neighbourhood
if we first circulated fliers door to door, giving details of the proposed ringing.

On August 14, l97l J.J. Parker's 12 parlpeal of Grandsire Triples was rung by Maggie Fanfani,
Cecily Rock, Ann Gardner, Quilla Roth, Edward W. Martin, Richard S. Dirksen and conducted by Robert
Dennis. Jack Fanfani rang the tenor. Bob Dennis is an airline pilot, and at the time Washington, DC was
on his route.

Many quarters, if rung on tower bells, were rung with the bells silenced and comparatively few
were actually recorded in the belfry record books. Years later, when the NAGCR's Tina Stoecklin was
compiling a data base of quarter peals rung in North America, she told me that one of the first quarter
peals submiued to her from Washington actually had the footnote "l00th quarter on the bells." This lack
of records has also resulted in false interpretations of local ringers' abilities of that period in that at one
of the first AGMs it has since been stated that with ringers coming together from all over, it had been
possible to score a quarter peal of Cambridge Major. In fact, before the Guild was formed, quarters of
Surprise Major had been rung by Sunday Service ringers. Not only this, the first plain course of London
Surprise Major to be rung on this Continent, likely also to have been the first to have been rung oulside
the British Isles, had been rung at Quebec with six of the working bells having been rung by ringers from
Washinston.

Robert Dennis conducted a peal of Cambridge Minor on August 18, l97l . The other ringers were
Ann Gardner, Cecily Rock, Kit Matthew, Quilla Roth, and Edward W. Martin. This was the first peal
of Surprise on the bells.

Prior to this, such titles as the North American Guild or Association were only really flags of
convenience. There had been several attempts to formalize a society but nothing had come of any of them
Then at about the same time, Ned Childs, one of the boys of Groton School, printed a single news sheet
titled The Clapper and Marj Batchelor circulated her letter addressed "To every ringer in North America"
which proposed the formation of the North American Guild. The two actions seemed to be so sincere with
no self-glorification implied, so genuine, that some of uS met together at Smith College to work it out in
more detail, and Bill Jackson was nominated to become is first General Secretary. He used Marj's list
of addresses and told us all that the Guild now exists, and to join simply pay $l to cover cost of future
administration.

The first peal rung at Washington for the new Society was J.R. Pritchard's 5056 of Plain Bob
Major rung on December 30, 1972. The band was Rebecca A. Joyce, Mary H. Osterhause, Ann G.
Martin, Quilla Roth, David S. Brown, Marjorie Batchelor, Edward W. Martin, with Robert Dennis
conducting fiom the tenor.

David S. Brown was one of the earliest members of the adult band. He did not ring many peals
but, until ill-health set in, was a constant companion to learner and expert alike. His gentle manners
comforted and reassured each of us in turn. For many years, he and his wife Ann opened their home to
us each July 4, and the peal ringers would join everybody else at Dave's, first to gather around the TV



to listen to the sound some of us had made earlier, then to enjoy the hospitality that really defies any
description.

I must say that I have enjoyed ringing at the Cattredral and of being part of the initial driving
force. When I arrived they were ringing Stedman and Grandsire Triples and maybe half a course of
Czrnbridge Major. But with a solid foundation consisting initially of Rick, Quilla, Marj, Mary, Ann and
me, together with a constant flow of enthusiastic NCS girls, by the end of 1972Lwas calling touches of
spliced London and Bristol Major, albeit on silenced bells. Neverttreless, even though memories of the
excellent aninrde towards ringing are warm in my mind, there are two pictures that push everything else
aside: Ringing in the New Year at the Cathedral, when the belfry would be full of not only ringers, their
families and friends, but also Cathedral Staff and their families (Dr. Paul Calloway O.B.E. brought a
party up with him one year). The other has to be Dave Brown's 4th of July parties.

Ann and I were able to attend the actual Central Council Meeting held at Oxford when it was
proposed that the NAGCR be afftliated. This was by no means a foregone conclusion, in fact several
objections were raised along the lines that the NAGCR was a mere flag of convenience for peal ringers
living along the Eastern Seaboard of the United States. As visitors, we were not allowed to have any say
but had previously lobbied several members who answered these objections, notably Cyril Wratten. He
pointed out that whilst there still were comparatively few towers in North America, there were several
handbell groups established. He mentioned the peals of Yorkhire Royal and of London Surprise that I had
conducted, involving ringers from both Canada and the USA, and expressed the opinion that change
ringmg really was established and promised rapid growth in the future. In addition he pointed out that Ann
had rung some Erin Cinques at Cheltenham and had put several ringers right - this particularly went over
very well with the members and, when the Central Council voted, our affiliation was accepted but that of
two other Societies was rejected.

Even though well into the 70s, the official Guide Book to the Cathedral still informed its readers
that the bells were rung by "the Cathedral men and boys," with a few notable exceptions, the original adult
band did not last very long, and both Sunday and practice night saw far more female than male ringers
in the belfry. The new adult band consisted of so many NCS alumni that it seems very sad if not stupicl
that subsapently NCS girls have been discouraged and finally banned from ringing with the adults since
circa | 983. New recruits are difficult to fnd and keep interested. As Business Manager of the School since
1971, Rick has been in an ideal position to instruct countless numbers over the years, I must say I have
never met one whom I considered to have been badly taught. Ann was the frst American born Central
Council Representative for the NAGCR, followed by Marj Batchelor, other young ladies from the
Whitechapel Guild have since made significant contributions yet have been almost totally unrecognized
for the influential part they have played in spreading change rlnging on the North American continent.

I would not recomrnend that a Ringing Master should be appointed by the authorities, much less
that he should be paid. Change ringing is essentially a team activity and a fun activity. The team should
have the right to elect is own leadership; to say where it's going and have the fun of working together
fylng to achieve its own appointed goals. Nevertheless, alttrough Rick was paid to be in charge of ringing,
the younger members of the Cattredral Ringing Socrety quickly achieved sufficient experience so that circa
1973 the real driving force had become the actual team itself, and he was able to spend more time with
his family and pursue his other interests knowrrg that ringing at the Cathedral was of an extremely high
standard. He was still officially in charge and certainly took care of the paper work and the considerable
amount of PR. His own abilities and consistently good teaching have been reflected by his students whose
enthusiasm (at least as observed in the days of the National Cathedral Ringing Society when we all worked
together as a team) was such that we seldom met short simply because each felt that she belonged and was
needed and witttout her, the others just wouldn't be able to ring Bristol. This type of commitment is worth
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far more than tryng to set up any kind of sign-up sheet or duty roster, and is indicative of change ringing
in its healthiest state. Without such spontaneous commitment, weekly ringing can become something of
a boring chore; ringers lose interest if there is no stated goal in sight, particularly if they do not feel
essential to the team. When finally there is absolutely no concept of a team, per se, the most enthusiastic
will fall away, as hzr.s been the case over the past few years. However, in those early days at Washington
Cathedral, there wa^s a happy balance between a fun activity and a responsible servicb to the church, which
is very difficult to establish and maintain, even in the cathedrals of England where they've been at it for
over 400 years.

THE WHITECHAPEL GUILD By Richard S. Dirksen
National Cathedral School

National Cathedral School is a private school for girls, grades 4-12, associated with Washington
Cathedral. The Whitechapel Guild was founded in the Spring of 1964, when the English band, visiting the
Cathedral to dedicate the newly installed ring of ten bells, gave an assembly at the school. The band
demonstrated change ringing usrng a set of Whitechapel handbells belonging to Douglas Hughes, Director
of the Whitechapel Foundry, who was accompanying the ringers. The reaction of the girls and their
Headmistress, Katharine Lee, was so enthusiastic that Mr. Hughes gave the set to the school. A bell
ringing club was subsequently established and named in honor of the Whitechapel Foundry.

In the Fall of 1964, a retired English inn-keeper and lifelong bell ringer, Fred Price of
Bournemouth, came to the Cathedral at the invitation of Dean Francis B. Sayre to teach people how to ring
the tower bells. Girls from the Whitechapel Guild were soon recruited and quickly proved to be able
studenLs, learning bell hzutdling and call change ringing in short order. On the occasion of Fred's departure
in February, 1965, several girls joined boys fiom their brother school, St. Albans, and adult members of
the newly-formed Cathedral Rrngtng Socieqr in memorizing and ringing a plain course of Stedman Caters
in his honor.

In April of 1965, Dean Sayre appointed Richard S. Dirksen to be the Cathedral's first Bellmaster.
At the time, many adults had learned the rudiments of bell handling from Mr. Price, but few could ring
even rounds adequately. The Whitechapel girls, however, seemed well suited to establish a Sunday service
band since they had proven to tb quick learners and, given Miss ke's ardent suppoft, they had ample time
to practice as a group during the week. (The St. Albans boys' athletic program precluded them from
ringmg regularly.) Mr. Dirksen therefore used the girls as the nucleus of the fledgling Cathedral ringing
program while the adult band slowly gained depth and strength and, ffom 1965-1970, the girls rang 28
quarter peals and four firll peals, including the first peal by an exclusively American band (in four minor
methods), the first of Stedman Triples in Norttr America, and two of Plain Bob Major. From 1970 on,
the Cathedral's regular ringing was handled by the Cathedral (later Washington) Rrnging Society.

From its beginning in 1965 until ttre pres€nt time, the Whitechapel Guild has continued to flourish
as one of the most unique ringing organizations in the world in that, each year, its best ringers graduate
and are replaced by learners, with the full membership turning over every four years. Every Fall, about
15 ninth graders compete for six places in the Guild. Those selected spend the Spring months learning
bell+ontrol, call change ringing and plain hunting. In the Fall they are included with the older girls in a
team of between 15 and 18 girls. Several practices are scheduled during school hours, each with 4-5 girls
in a 40-minute class. Every girl gets to ring once or twice per week at most, but because of the proximity
of offices and classrooms, silencers ("ting-tangers") must always be used. Open ringing takes place only
on Fridays for the school's weekly chapel service in the Cathedral. Notwithstanding these fiustrating
limitations, most girls achieve the ability to ring Stedman, Plain Bob and Grandsire competently by the
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time they graduate, while some of the keener members learn to ring more advanced methods with the
Cathedral band.

During the 1970s, several Whitechapel alumnae played major roles in the early development of
North American ringing. Marjorie Batchelor Winter provided early leadership for the ringing program
at Smith College, was instrumental in drafting the constitution for the North Arnerican Guild (NAG), and,
after moving to England, served for many years as the NAG representative to the Central Council. Ann
Gardner Martin and Quilla Roth were among the first Secretary/Treasurers of the North American Guild
and, over the years, have become widely ra:ognized in the international ringing community for their skill,
accomplishments and leadership. Many others have taken paft in historic peals, both in the US and abroad.
(ln fact, the bells of Immanuel-on-the-Green, New Castle, DE, originally scheduled to be hung dead, were
converted to a ringing peal zrfter the Rector visited a Whitechapel practice in the early 1970's.) Returning
to Washington after their college years, graduates have often continued ringing as resident members of
the Cathedral band, and, to this day, virnrally every peal and quarter peal rung by a local band on the
Cathedral's bells has contained at least one Whitechapel member.

Travel has also played an important role in the Guild's history. Each year since 1967, Mr.
Dirksen has taken the girls on one or more ringing trips to towers in the US and/or tlre British Isles. To
date the Guild has rung in half the North American towers, and over 150 towers in Scotland, Ireland,
Wales, and England, including at least one in each of the English counties save Devon and Cornwall
(where they plan to nng in the summer of 1997.) It is truly hard to imagine any band that has logged more
annual travel miles on average.

During the past 30 years under Mr. Dirksen's direction, several hundred girls have been
intrtxluced to bell handlirE and more than 100 have continued to ring for all four years of high school. Of
these, more thzut 40 have scored at least one quarter peal and 23 have rung one or more full peals in tower
and hand. Considerilg especially the transient nature of the Guild, it remains one of the most remarkable
ringing organizations.





CHAPTER XXVII

NORTHAMPTON, Massachusetts
Smith College

Elisabeth Trutnpler
(with DonaW Trumpler)

mith College in Northampton, Massachusetts, was founded in 1871
as a liberal ars college for women and has remained a women's
college throughout its history. Together with nearby Mount Holyoke

College, Amherst College, the University of Massachusetls in Amherst,
and the more recently established Hampshire College, Smith College is part
of the "Five College" consortium in the Pioneer Valley along the
Connecticut River in central Massachusetls, a flourishing cultural center in
semi-rural scenic surroundings.

Change ringing came to Smith College in the 1960s through the
efforB of Alice B. Dickinson, Professor of Mathematics and later Dean of
the College. She and her husband David, also a mathematician, had
discovered change nnging through mathematical sources during the 1950s,
while they were at Penn State University. They met Margaret Shurcliff, the
daughter of Dr. Arthur Nichols of Boston, and author of the book Lively

Days: Some Memoirs of Margaret Homer Shurcliff, who taught them to ring Grandsire Doubles in hand.
After their house in State College PA, which they had built with their own hands, was tragically destroyed
by fire, Alice and David went off to England to learn how to ring tower bells in the English tradition.
While in Cambridge, they met a young American mathematician and ringer, Alan Durfee, who later
joined them in handbell ringing in the States. An account of the Dickinson's adventures of bell ringing in
Cambridgeshire appears nlhe Nnging World (isxe no. 2418), together with a report of Alice's first peal
(Plain Bob Doubles), rung.July 17, 1957 at Harston. They acquired a set of handbells from Whitechapel
and learned to rlng well enough for each of them to manage a peal of Plain Bob Minor. They acquired a
substantial personal library of ringing books and pamphlets, which was later given to the Smith College
Music Library. Both Alice and David published research articles about change ringing.

On returning to the US in 1957, they settled in Amherst MA, where David would teach at the
University of Massachusetts and Alice at Smith College. In the early 1960s Alice started a handbell
change-ringing group with some of her students. This group had the usual ups and downs, with students
leaving at graduation and new ones being recruited. The level of ringing was not high, but several quarter
peals of Minor were scored. Two ringers who had their first introduction to change ringurg during this
time continue as active NAG members: Joan Hutchinson, who was a s0.rdent, and Don Trumpler, who was
at the time teaching mathematics at Smith.

In 1966-67, Smith College planned and started building a complex of buildings to house and
provide facilities for is Theater and Dance Departments, which together with the existing Music building
wottld form a quadrangle. The handbell ringers warched ttre building activities week after week from Alice
Dickinson's office, located in "Tyler Annex,' across the street from the new center. part of the plans
called for a small tower in one corner to hold spotlights which would illuminate the courtyard. Could this



tower not be a change ringing bell tower? Mrs. Dickinson approached the then President of Smith,
Thom:rs Mendenhall, with the suggestion that the plans be modified to allow for a bell tower with change-
ruglng bells. The College already had a tradition of bells: a carillon in its main Administration building,
dating back to the l9th century. Her suggestion was approved with the proviso that all additbnal funding
be raised oulside the College's usual sources. Within two weeks the money for the bells and fittings, and
for additional work on the planned tower, was in hand, coming in part from the family of Dorothea
Carlyle (the donor of the carillon), fiom the Shurcliff family, Joan Hurchinson's family, and other people
interested in change ringing. Construction on that part of ttre building complex was suspended while the
Whitechaprel Bell Foundry was consulted, and their recommendations were incorporated into the revised
tower design. Construction then proceeded, with the tower reaching a usable state in the early spring of
1968. Eight bells, tenor 8 3/4 cwt in A, had been ordered from Whitechapel. These were the first of what
hari become the Whitechapel North American quintuplets: five essentially identical rings, the others being
atHendersonville, Brewster, Kalamazoo, and Little Rock. In May 1968, a large flat-bed truck delivered
eight cubical wooden crates containing the bells, along with smaller boxes containing fiame pieces,
wheels, fittings, and ropes. These were followed a few days later by a short, somewhat round-shouldered
Englishman with a twinkle in his eye. His first words were to ask where the nearest pub was: Bill
Theobald had arrived for the first of his many bell hanging jobs in North America! With the help of the
College physical plant personnel, Bill had the bells installed in a couple of weeks and began the business
of training a band. For about a month he left the clappers out of the bells and offered to teach anybody
who was willing to learn how to handle a full circle swinging bell. It is said that during this time he
instructetl5T people, including President Mendenhall himself', several faculty members and many students.

Naturally, members of the handbell group were among the first to receive handling lessons. In
fact, earlier that Sprirg the group had paid their frst visit to the Groton School to see tower bells in action.
I came to the tower fbr bell handling instruction at Don Trumpler's urging, having had no interest in
handbell ringmg in those early days. I was fascinated and ringing has become a lif'elong hobby for me. The
first academic year with the bells, 1968-69, unfortunately saw the only two experienced ringers, the
Dickinsors, away on sabbatical. One other somewhat experienced ringer was on campus: Rhoda Micocci,
a freshman student who had learned to ring while at the National Cathedral School, but her interest in
ringlng scxrn faded. The small group of four to six learners, which included Economics Professor George
Mair and administrator Russell Carpenter, struggled with striking rounds and call changes properly and
exploring plain hunt on four and five. The theoretical understanding was there, from having done these
and more complicated methodS on handbells, but the lack of bell control and of ropesight caused no end
of frustration. In tlre spring of 1969 there was one of the first ever gatherings of North American ringers
at Smith to have a proper tryout of the new bells. The visitors included the members of the Toronto
handbell group (John Owen, Bill Jackson, Derek Sawyer, David Ingram), Geoff Davies from Boston,
Russell Young and a group of boys ffom Groton, and Bill Howard and some boys from Kent. It was quite
an experience for the struggling locals to see and hear the bells rung properly in methods ranging up to
Cambridge and Yorkshire Surprise Major, and to be rung down expertly in peal. At one of the lowerings
in peal a stay was broken!

During the next year the Dickinsons were back, more than offsetting the loss of several of the
previous year's group due to graduation or loss of interest. Progress was still very slow, and the amount
of handbell ringing had dropped off as more time was spent in the tower.

The following three years saw a flowering of ringing at Smith. Don and I had been to England
durtng the summer of 1970 and spent some time following Bill Theobald around to practices in the London
area. That Fall Marjorie Batchelor entered Smith as a freshman. She was one of Rick Dirksen's most
promising ringing pupils at the National Cathedral School, a very capable ringer, having rung several
peals, and she had taken an interest in conducting. Her enthusiasm was infectious! In effect she took



charge of ringing activities at Smith: leading practices, organizing handbell sessions, recruiting new
learners and teaching them both tower and handbell ringing. I changed my mind about ringing handbells
due to her enthusiastic example. A handbell quarter peal of Plain Bob Royal conducted by Marj became
a milestone! Some of the learners from that era are Becky Joyce, Alice Parker, Martha Locke, Katie
Emmons, Margaret Cushing, Chris Hoppe, 16-year-old Alma Harward, young Steve Simpkin, and in
l91l after his return from Germany, l2-year-old Eric Trumpler (handbells only at that time). The quality
of ringing improved rapidly in both mediums to the grint that (sometimes with outside help) handbell peals
were rung quite regulzrly in methods up to Kent Treble Bob Royal. The first peal on the Smith tower bells
wzt^s Plain Bob Minor, rung by a lcrcal band and conducted by Marj on January 7, 1973, and was followed
soon after on March 18, 1973 by the first peal on all eight bells, Plain Bob Major, again conducted by
Marj, and included five local ringers.

In those early ringing days at Smith we were always happy to see experienced ringers as visitors
to the tower. Geoff Davies came with his family from Boston, members of the Toronto handbell group
spent many hours ringing handbells at the Trumpler or Harward house, as well as in the tower. We
arranged nngtng vlsits to Groton, Hingham (that tower had been reactivated through the efforLs of Geoff
Davies, who taught Joan Hutchirlson to handle a tower bell), the Church of the Advent (also reactivated
by Geoff Davies), the Kent School, and Quebec City; some of us even went to Washington DC to
experience ringing in the National Cathedral.

The Smith College band wa; ttre host for the first AGM of the North American Guild, held in the
home of Lynn and John Reynolds in South Amherst MA on October 28, 1912. It was at this meeting that
the NAG was first fully organized and its direction set.

The following years are rezrlly beyond the scope of this book, since they came after the formation
of NAG. Ringing continued to flourish at Smith in the years after Marj Batchelor's graduation in 1973.
Ann and Eddie Martin were active there for several years while Ann did graduate study at the University
of Massachusetts, and later Neville Withington, another graduate of the National Cathedral School, lecl
the ringing while a student at Smith. Margaret Miller, now ringing master at Kalamazoo College, started
her ringing career as a Smith student in the late seventies. Handbell peals in many different methods,
including llndon Surprise Major, Bristol Surprise Major, Spliced Surprise Major, Stedman Triples and
Caters were rung by bands consisting mainly or enthely of Smith ringers. The first peal of Surprise Major
on tower bells for the NAG was rung at Smith by a band which included seven ringers with Smith
connections. After about 1985, interest in and time available for constantly training new ringers became
scarce, and ringing there has died out. Perhaps the North American Guild's AGM in 1997 and its
associated activities can revive local interest,

Epilogue

Alice Dickinson was diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease in the mid-seventies and died in 1987.
Her name was posthumously placed on the NAG Honor Roll in 1993 after a group of Smith alumnae and
fiiends rang a peal commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Smith bells. David Dickinson passed on
in January 1997. Margaret Shurcliff's daughter Alice, also a ringer, lives in retirement in Maryland and
Massachusetts (summers). Joan Hutchinson taught mathematics at Smith for many years and is now at
MacAlester College in St. Paul, Minnesota; she is part of the Minneapolis handbell group and has given
me some valuable input for this article. Marj Batchelor married fellow-ringer Alan Winter and moved to
England; they live in Cambridge with their three sons. Don Trumpler was the Peal Secretary of the Guild
1979-1997, and I became Treasurer when the office was established in about 1984. Alan Durfee has been



teaching mathematics at Mount Holyoke College for many years, was an active member and teacher of
the Smith College band, and is now the contact person for visiting ringers who want to ring at Smith.



CHAPTER XXVIII

HOUSTON, Texas
St. Thomast

Based on lhe late Evan Pancake's
Article in the Ringing Worll of

Jarunry 3, 1975

n 1948 an American seminary student, T. Robert Ingram, was in t-ondon
covering the Lambeth Conference as a reporter for a Boston,
Massachuseus, newspaper. While he was walking across Trafalgar Square

he heard the bells of St Martin-in-the-Fields ring out. He did not know how or
what they were ringing, but he was impressed with their glorious sound and
promised himself that, if he was ever involved in the planning of a church
building, it would include a tower and bells.

In 1953 Mr. Ingram accepted a call from St. Thomas'Episcopal
Church, a new mission on the south-west side of Houston, Texas, and for all
practical purposes the die was cast - in time St. Thomas' would have a tower
and bells. Parish status was achieved in 1955, and growth continued at a rapid
pace. Plans and funding for a permanent church building were finally

completed in 1970, construction started in l97l, and a ring of eight bells (8 cwt.) was ordered from John
Taylor and Co.

The church and tower are of the Mediterranean style of architecture, which is quite appropriate
fbr the semi-tropical climate. The church building seats approximately 750 people. The church plant also
includes classrooms and related facilities for a school of over 700 students, kindergarten through high
schml (grade 12). The flee-standing tower is 17 feet square and 74 feet tall to the top of its 7-foot cross.
It consisls of a crt'rss-braced steel fiame with masonry walls, tan-coloured brick on the exterior and hollow
concrete block on the interior. The tower is located astride a cloister-like walkway, with tlre ringing room
being located up on the first floor. The bell frame is supported by the steel tower fiame and is
approximately l5 f'eet below the louvres for proper sound control. The tower was not completed when
Paul Taylor arrived fiom Itughborough to hang the bells in August, 1971, so the frame and the bells were
Iowered through the uncompleted top of the tower by a large crane.

It must be remembered that until this time no one in the parish had ever seen a ring of bells hung
for change-ringorg, and only Mr. Ingram had heard change-ringing. Thus when Paul Taylor spent about
tendaysthereinSeptember, l9Tl, forthepurposeof instruct ioninbel lhandl ing,hetrutyhadtostart
from the beginnirU. Following his departure the band almost lost their strong determination to master the
new bells. The breaking of stays was almost a routine occurrence, and the nearest ringers who could
provide any guidance were 1,400 miles away at the National Cathedral in Washington DC, altogether too
far for any direct help. They had a record of the bells of Inveraray, but this only served to emphasise how
far they had to go. Also on hand were several publications of the Central Council, including an otd copy
of The Ringing World. Unfortunately, the written material used many specialised terms unknown to any
of the members of the band. By November enough progress had been made to enable the new band to ring
rounds for several minutes upon the occasion of the laying of the cornerstone of the new church.



During the first six months of ringing the tower was not completed, and conditions in the ringing
room were quite primitive. The completion of the church building and tower in time for Easter, 1972
improved matters considerably. Because of the climate, the ringing room is, of necessiqr, air-conditioned.
Provisions are also included for communications ffom the organist to ensure that the ringing is co-ordinate
with services being held in the church, and for uping of the ringing for both study purposes and special
occasions.

While trying to improve handling and striking, the ringers made progress in ringing call changes
and plain hunting. They were assured that their handling and striking were at an acceptable level of
proticiency, although they considered that they had not made the sort of progress in three years that would
he considered normal in an English tower.

Significant help and encouragement came from three sources which deserve mention. Through
The Ringing World they learned of the annual ringing lectures at Hereford under W.F. Moreton's
guidance. He wirs successful in passing on some of his very considerable experience to the band by means
rrf detailed letters and specifically prepared instructional tapes. In the summer of 1973 three of the ringers
visited Yorkshire and he arranged for them to ring in seven different towers with a group of excellent
ringers who helped the Houston visitors do a creditable job. They found this to be a most rewarding
experience.

Fnrm time to time ringers ffom England visiting in Texas came to ring at the tower, and with each
visit the locals learned a bit more. Much assistance was also provided by Rick Dirksen, at that time,
Ringing Master at the National Cathedral. He made the 1,400 mile trip to Houston twice. Both of these
long weekend visils gave the band workouts from which it took days to recover, but each time they came
out of it better ringers.

All of the b:urd beqme members of the North American Guild of Change Ringers, but the remote
location fiom the f'ew other towers in the Guild and the small overall number of ringers in the USA, at
that time, did not provide the sort of oppornrnities for instruction, visiting and fellowship that are routinely
tz*en ftrr granted in the English guilds. Nonetheless, the NAGCR was seen to be performing a very useful
function by promoting interest in ringing on this side of the Atlantic.



CHAPTER XXIX

HANDBELL RINGING

Derek M. Scwyer &
J. Michael Sirnpson

he ringing of changes on handbells has been practised in North America for many years,

in fact the ringers in the 1850 peal in Philadelphia were handbell ringers. Although on this
occasion they were in the country on a tune ringing tour, it is not unreasonable to suppose

that they also did some change ringing.

The first recorded ringlng of handbells occurs in Margaret Shurcliff's book Lively Dcys, in which
she states: "The members of The Old Colony Guild met regularly, sometimes at Christ Church and
sumetimes at our house for handbell ringing. " Margaret was an accomplished handbell ringer herself,
though it would seem that her interest lay mainly in tune ringing and, in later years, she was president of
The New England Guild of Handbell Ringers and also founder and first president of The American Guild
of English Hzudbell Ringers. She learned much about change ringlng from Challis F. Winney in London
in lX)2. In August of that year, at Winney's home in Fulham, she rang 7-8 to a peal of Grandsire Triples
in hand and, "...after a hearty tea of ham and bread and butter...lwel tapped off a second peal [of
Stedmzur Triplesl in two and a half hours. " Two handbell peals in one day was considered to be a feat and
Mr. Hughes, owner of the bells that they had been ringing, presented them to Margaret. According to the
Bell Netvs she was the first lady ringer ever to score a double-handed peal of Stedman Triples.

On her return to Boston Margaret continued ringing both tower and handbells. At about the
beginning of World War I, as tower bell ringing was on the decline in Boston, tune ringing became more
of a priority for her, and she was respnnsible for the formation of several groups, including one consisting
of her own children. She kept this interest for the rest of her life. However, change ringing was not
neglected, and she mentions several occasions when one of their performances included what she refers
to :t^s "a light touch of Grandsire Triples. " ln fact, in 1938 her whole group were very interested in change
rirEing :rnd were holding regular weekly practices. There are no further references in her book to ringing
of :uty sort after 1948, but she certainly continued her association with tune ringers up until her death in
1959. The following year, on July 17, a handbell quarter peal was rung in her memory at High Valley
Farm, in South Ashfield, Mass. The ringers were D. Dickirson l-2,D. Goldstein 3-4, Alice Dickinson
(Conductor) 5-6. It was noted that this quarter was "Presumed to be the first quarter peal rung 'in hand'
by natives of this country. "

The west coast was not without its handbell ringers either. As long ago as May 11, 1909 they were
proudly reporting their first touch on handbells, 97 Grandsire Triples, which was rung by: R.J. Carrier
l-2, F.M. Bressey 3-4, G.W. Foster 5-6, and E.J. Cashmore 7-8. This was repeated with A.C. Limpus
rlngrng 7-8. They also completed a course of Grandsire Major. Chicago was not to be left out either. Here
a band rang 672 Plain Bob Major, the ringers being: B. Cowling l-2, F.J. Rumens 3-4, G. Barraclough
5-6, F.R. Barraclough (Conductor) 7-8. They also managed a plain course of Grandsire Caters with the
assistance of W. Whitaker.

There was still life in change ringing in Boston as late as 1940. James Laker, ,ntr'o trrO been a
member of the Boston Guild many years before, wrote in The Ringing World of February 23, 1940 that



he wix working with a band of handbell ringers in the small Massachuseffs town of Bridgewater. They had
started ringing only four bells, one each, and by the time of writing could ring a plain course of Grandsire
Triples, double handed. Laker frequently gave talks on change ringing to various groups and the band
demonstrated on handbells. They even got so far as to make a phonograph record of their ringing. This
had been loaned to the Town of Bridgewater who had it played over loudspeakers during the week before
Christmas. Apparently, from about a quarter of a mile away, it sounded "...very like the bells of old
England, to which some of us listened by the hour, and rung by the hour. " Unforhrnately he does not give
the names of the others involved.

On May 10, 1950, at Philipse Manor, Tarrytown, NY a handbell peal of 5040 Doubles, Stedman,
Grandsire and Plain Bob wa-s rung for the Durham & Newcasfle Dicrcesan Association. The conductor was
Roland Park, ringing 3-4, the trebles were rung by Bernard Swinson and the tenors by Irene Park. A
fi)otnote to the peal states "The band have now rung peals on both the North and South American
Continents." A second identical peal, but with no fo,otnote, was rung on May 15, 1950. Mr. and Mrs Park
were certainly tourists from England and, possibly, so was Bernard Swinson.

The Ringing WorA of August 9, 1963 carries a report from Alan Durfee of a weekend of change
ringing hosted by Alice Shurcliff at her home in lpswich, Mass. This was held from June 2l to 23.
Present, in addition to Alice, were, Tillie Snugs (Washington, DC), Elizabeth Bradford and Ruth Stiell
(Mershfield, Mass.), Bonney McDowell (New York City), Sabra Sullivan (Northampton, Mass.), Alan
Durf'ee (Cambridge, Ma;s.), and David and Alice Dickinson (Amherst, Mass). Short touches on six, seven
and eight bells were rung. On the Sunday evening some of the ringers left early in order to be able to ring
at the Church of the Advent in Boston.

On the fbllowing Wednesday, June 26, 1963 a quarter peal of 1260 Plain Bob Minor was rung
by: Bonney McDowell (First Quarter) l-2, Sabra Sullivan3-4, Alice Dickinson (Conductor) 5-6.

Next to appear on the handbell scene were five Torontonians: Ruth Gay (n6e Shephard), Ruth
Horwood, David Ingram, John Owen and Derek Sawyer. From this point let Derek tell his story in his
own words:

My own involvement in the North American ringing scene actually began in 1963 when
I visited as a student.'At the beginning of my visit, I had accompanied Fred sharpe,
President of the Central Council at that time, to the 1963 Festival of the American Guild
of English Hmdbell Ringers in Denoit. I have always, and still do have an active interest
in tune-ringing as well as change ringing. At that meeting, I taught change ringing arul
4-in-hzurd tune ringing. The final part of my visit caused me to take a five day non-stop
Greyhound bus-trip from Vancouver to Washington DC. Paul Taylor had invited me to
participate with him in the dedication of the Carillon at Washington Cathedral. I had
arrived at the Cathedral late on a Friday afternoon, rather tired, but soon revived with
the offer of a cup of tea with Dean Sayre. He quickly noticed my Leicester Diocesan
Guild ringing badge and thought it was rather tarnished for such an occasion. He
disappeared and came back with it in an absolutely sparkling condition. Although the
celebration at that time was around the Carillon, much of the discussion surrounded the
dedication of the 10 change ringing bells to take place n 1964.I believe that this was
possibly one of several conversations in which Dean Sayre developed the idea of bringing
ringers over from the tIK for this occasion.

I returned to England soon after this and came back to live in the Toronto area
in January 1967. The following August I visited Washington Cathedral again, as part of



my vacation. By coincidence, John Owen was there at the same time, if I remember
rightly, on his honeymoon. At that time he was engaged in leukemia research in Elliot
Lake, Ontario, several hundred miles north of Toronto, too far for regular ringing
practices. During the year end between Christmas and New Year, John and I revisited
Washington. We stayed in the basement of Rick's [Dirksen] parents' house, sleeping
below the life-size poster of Bela Lugosi as Count Dracula. I'm fairly sure Geoff Davies
had arrived in North America by then, and it is possible he was there at that time. Geoff
and I had been Masters of the Birmingham and Bristol University Societies respectively
at the same time, so we had known each other quite well in England. It is certainly my
first memory of discussion of the formation of a North American Guild along the lines
of an English Guild.

In the early part of 1968, Geofforganised the first North Americzur Tower Grab.
It was to be a nvo day event with Groton and Hingham on the frst day and Kent and the
just installed Smith College on the second day. I've cycled hundreds of miles for tower
grabs in my teenage years, but this struck me as the craziest dash ever. The highlight of
course was coming down to earth with Bill Theobald at Smith and helping him to make
good use of the Guinness which the authorities there kept stocked in his fridge.

Now the important events for Toronto happened prior to this tour. One evening
I received a phone czrll from Ruth Gay. She was at McMaster University in Hamilton and
had been given my address/telephone number by David Moore (they had both been at
Birmingham University, and I had been to the same school as David). Ruth had brought
with her a set of eight handbells which she used as a decoration over her mantelpiece,
never expecting to use them. Well, ttris telephone call came at the right time because John
Owen and myself were making arrangements to participate in this tower grab in a few
weeks time. While we were talking on the phone, I asked a stupid question. "Do you
happen to know of anyone else in this area who rings?" It wasn't a stupid question after
all; there was this fellow David Ingram at McMaster who rang in Birmingham, but had
found other occupations here. The upshot was that the four of us, plus John Owen's wife
lna, piled into hi,s Chevy Impala wittr the set of handbells in the trunk: destination Groton.

We drove down to our first of many stays at the Stone Ends Motel, just off the
NY Thruway near Albany. Although it was very late in the evening, out came the
handbells. I was the only one with previous experience in this area. (Through my
grammar school years I had rung a handbell peal most Thursday evenings, with Johnny
Acres ffom Leicester Cathedral who had taught me to conduct, Ernest Morris who was
the first person to nng 2000 peals and Bernard Payne, a school master who was
responsible for enthusing many students in our art.) We struggled that evening and fett
satisfied when we had rung a decent course of Plain Hunt Major! Thus was born the
Toronto Group of the 1960s.

John was still at Elliot Lake, so that wasn't going to do too much for continuity.
However he made the momentous decision to extend his haematology qualifications to a
frrll medical qualification. This would be done at McMaster of all places. Thus there were
to be four of us in one place.

ln the late Summer of 1968, we had another expedition into Massachuseus; this
time to Groton to rug a peal. I have no record of this, but a peal was mng. This brought
about serious discussion of the formation of a North American Guild by the participans



in that peal afterwards.' Ringing Non-Association peals was not the thing to do! In spirit,
all of us considered this to be the first peal for the North American Guild, because the
commitment was there. (Sounds a bit like what would now be accepted as a good
foundation for a common-law relationship!) I am well aware that the purist type of
constitution addics cannot begin to count until a Constitution is signed and sealed, but it
is likely most of us who participated in this event consider it to be the real formation of
the Guild and the first peal for the Guild!!

Back we go to Toronto. I got into my little VW beetle every Thursday night to
visit Hamilton and McMaster. From Plain Hunt to Plain Bob; a plain course and then
gmd old E.M. Atkins. It seemed like a major success to ring a four course block. Then
the blow. Ruth had decided she would return to England before the year end because of
her father's ill health. This meant not only the group would be diminished, but the
handbells had to go. It became a matter of mind over matter and principle that having got
this far, we WOULD ring a full peal before she departed. We did succeed in this
endeavour and the peal was published.2 Dave Ingram was visiting England that Christmas
and promised to return with a borrowed set of handbells from one of the Birmingham
churches.

In January 1969, I received a leuer from one, Bill Jackson. He was a ringer, had
noticed our peal in the Ringing World, and would be coming to live in Etobicoke, which
is where I worked at that time. Bill lost no time in getting up to speed with the handbells
and we spread our wings into the music of Kent and spliced Kent/Oxford.

Back in 1968, on March l, a quarter peal was rung in Oberlin, Ohio by: Ellen Moore (First

Quarter) l-2, Lynette Olson (First Quarter) 3-4, Ann Gardner (First as Conductor) 5-6.

Now to resume the tale as remembered by Bill Jack^son. He had taken up residence in Toronto and
became a member of the group, though the wo ladies by that time had left. By April 1969 they had honed
their skills to the degree that the four of them rang their first handbell peal together, Plain Bob Major
conducted by Derek Sawyer. The group soon began specializing in Treble Bob methods and, up to l97l
when Bill Jackson moved to Montreal, they were having peal attempts every other week. All told in those
two years they rarE 19 peals together. Each member of the band conducted at least one peal. Three of the
peals were the "First in Method in North America," which in these cases also means "First for the Guild. "

In the same period of time five other handbell peals were rung in Washinglon, all conducted by Simon
Humphrey. Four of these were Plain Bob Major and the fifth, Plain Bob Royal, being the first in North
America. From then until the official founding of the Guild on September | , 1972, 3 I more handbell peals
were rung. Most were in the methods already mentioned, but the list of "Firsts in the Method in North
America" include: Norwich Minor, Cambridge Minor, Grandsire Triples, Double Norwich Major,
Yorkshire Major, Kent Royal and Maximus and Plain Bob Maximus. Many people scored their first peal
at this time, far tcxl many to mention. All peals were rung for tlre embryo North American Guild and were
accepted by the Guild retroactively, with one exception. A Peal of Bob Major in Washington was not

'The peal was Plain Bob Major, nrng on August 3, 1968 and conducted by Geoff Davies. It was subsequently
recognized, retroactively, "as being for NAG, " at the Guild AGM on October 28, 1972. Thus it became the first peal for
the Guild.

2This peal was nrng on November 13, 1968, 5040 Plain Bob Major, conducted by Derek Sawyer, and was also
recognized retroactively by the GuiJd, and thus became the fust handbell peal rung for the Guild, and the lrst of Major in
North America. in hand. (Ed.)
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acceptable to the Central Council on a technicality (it was of 5057 changes) and thus could not be included
in the Guild peals either, though it is included in the above numbers. The list of handbell peal conductors
expanded to include Marjorie Batchelor, Edward Martin and Geoffiey Davies. All four of the Toronto
group continued to be keen travellers to the N.E. United States, leaving Toronto on a Friday evening and
attending a ringing meeting in Groton School, Smith College or Kent School. At these meetings every
unforgiving minute was filled by ringing on the tower bells or handbells. This.enabled the group to meet,
ring with and generally encourage many young North American ringers such as Marjorie Winter (n€e
Batchelor), Ann Martin (nde Gardner), Alice Behnegar (nde Parker), Martha Locke, Mary Clark (n€e
Osterhaus), Don and Elisabeth Trumpler, and I am sure many others too numerous to be mentioned.
Derek Sawyer, with good reason, especially remembers travelling to the Trumpler's residence one Easter
weekend in the early 1970s in order to get both Don and Elisabeth through their first quarters of Ptain Bob
Major in hand. In this they were successful. Derek was far less successful, on the return journey, in
negotiating with a New York State Trooper. The trooper wished to present Derek with a traffic ticket for
overtaking another car which had been pulled off for travelling at 100 mph!! Geoff and Elizabeth Davies,
fiom Boston, were also involved in most of the above evenls.

Bill Jackson recalls that of the 68 peals he rang in North America, before returning to England
in 1974,65 were handbell peals. Conditions for peal ringing were not always ideal. Bill recalls one peal
in Northampton, Ma.ss., in which the ringers had to sit on bar stools. On another occasion he remembers
going over a weekend, from Montreal, 600 miles and l0 hours in each direction, to Washington for two
peal attempts. This allowed for virtually no practice time so he had acquainted himself with the methorl
befirre leaving home by playing it on a tape recorder and ringing on thumbs!

But all the excitement was really worthwhile, because this group of people provicled the main
impetus to form the North American Guild of Change Ringers.
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CHAPTER XXX

TIM NORTH AMERICAN GTIILD OF CHANGE RINGERS

J. Michael Simpson

for

n the preceding chapters there has been mention of the North American Guild. This
was inaugurated as of September l, 1972, but the inaugural meeting was not held
until October 28,1972 in Amherst, Mass. However, discussions had been ongoing
a number of years before that.

Memories seem to differ about who did what and when, as is not unusual after
nearly 30 years. I had been living and ringing in Calgary since late 1963 and well
remember the excitement the following year when the bells were installed in the

National Cathedral in Washington. Some of my earlier correspondence seems to have gone missing, but
I think it was in about 1966 that I received a letter from Rick Dirksen of Washington on the subject of
fttrming a Guild. I remember being very enthusiastic about this idea and even went so far as to send him
a draft constitution which I had modelled on the Lincoln Diocesan Guild's document. In subsequent
correspondence which I still have, he mentioned meetings with the "Toronto Group." From my
perspective the idea seemed to blow hot and then cold for a while, but this was not actually the case, as
much was going on in the east.

As Derek Sawyer related in the previous chapter, he, John Owen and possibly Geoff Davies, had
discussions with Rick in Washington in late 1968. These people, and others, kept up these discussion at
the aprds rlnglng sessions at many of the meetings held in the subsequent years in the New England area.
Out of these meetings was born the idea of forming a North Eastern Branch of the non-existent North
American Guild. Margery Batchelor was elected secretary of this N.E. branch and thus took over much
of the paper work. Bill Jackson took over the organization. In 1970 I received a letter from Bill requesting
details of all ringers in Western Canada, to which I responded. This showed that the main concentration
of ringers then existed on the West Coast, very different fiom today.

Bill's work saw him travelling significantly in North America, so he could make contact with the
difTerent towers and people, and he certainly came to see us in Calgary. To us in the West this seemed
to make ttre formation of the Guild even more likely. Derek Sawyer recalls that the "Toronto Four, " with
Geoff Davies, spent considerable time deriving a suitable constitution and bylaws for the Guild based on
a number of lricester Guild Reports he had with him. I have no idea if my efforts at constitution writing
had survived this long, but if they did it would certainly have given our constitution an East Midlands bias!
It was the derivatives of these which formed the first Guild Constitution and Bylaws at the meeting at
Smith, but not before they had been amended a multitude of times. This is not surprising, since ringers
being involved, they were probably written in a pub which is, as Derek Sawyer once suggested, where
all valid nnglng materials are composed. Thus, they probably were not sufficiently complex for the more
constitutionally oriented North American minds!! Nevertheless, after considerable discussion, and
amendment, they were eventually adopted!

Derek Sawyer suggests that he and other members of the band who rang the 1968 peal in Groton
feel that this represented the moment of conception of the new Guild. Rather than ring the peal for an
existtng guild, which might appear to beliule the achievements of resident North American ringers, it was



their collective tpinion ttrat it should be rung for a putative North American Guild. If this peal was in fact
the inception of the embryonic Guild, the period of gestation was certainly elephantine.

Be that as it may, the Guild was finally inaugurated as of September 1972. Bill Jackson was
elected the first Secretary, Eddie Martin was the first Peal Secretary, and Paul Windells, of Groton
Schcxrl, was the first Clapper Editor. What is of primary importance is that, atthe time of writing, the
Guild has survived its first 25 years and is still going strong. Long may it remain so.
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APPENDIX I

LIST OF BELL FOTINDERS

Predecessors of what is now the Whitechapel Bell Foundry

Robert Chamberlain of Aldgate
William Chamberlain
William Daniel
John Daniel's Successor
I .  W.
Thomas Bullisdon
William Culverden
Thomas Lawrence
John Owen
Thomas Kempe
Robert Mot

The fouruLry moved from Aldgate to the north side of Witechapel Rd.
Joseph Carter - Moved his fourulry here from Reading and so was the direct successor

of the l4th Century Wokinghnmfoundry.
William Carter
Thomas Bartlet
John Clifton
Antony Bartlet
James Bartlet
Richard Phelps
Phelps and Lester
Thomas Lester - Moved across the road to 34 Witechapel Road, the present site.
Lester and Pack
Lester, Pack and Chapman
Pack and Chapman
Chapman and Mears
William Mears
William and Thomas Mears
Thomas Mears I
Thomas Mears and Son
Thomas Mears ll - Acquired thefoundies of John Bryant of Hertford, the Wells

Foundry of Aldbourne, Rudhall's of Gloucester (in business since 1270),
and William Dobson of Downham, Norfolk.

Charles and George Mears
George Mears and Co. - Commenced using the trade name of Mears and Stainbank.
Mears and Stainbank
Robert Stainbank
Alfred Lawson
Arthur Hughes
Albert A. Hughes
Albert A. and William A. Hushes
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l 950
1964
1972

Albert A., William A. and Douglas Hughes
William A. and Douglas Hughes
William A., Douglas and Alan Hughes - began trading under the name of

Witechapel Bell Foundry.

APPENDIX II

Bruton, Virginia

An interesting piece of research, carried out by Thomas Erwin, who is a ringer at Christ Church
Raleigh, North Carolina, uncovered an item in the Vestry Book of Bruton Parish Church going hack to
the year 1685. At that time Bruton Parish was centred around a town called Middle Plantation, which was
later supplanted by the planned colonial capital of Williamsburg. This item reads in the pertinent part for
May 10 ,  1685:

Whereas there is a propctsition to the Vestry, concerning a steeple and a Ring of Bells,
the Vestry do request Mr. Rowland Jones, Mr. Martin Gardner and Fra. Page, that they
make a computation of the charge of building the Steeple and cost of bells, and returne
the same to the next Vestry; and in the meantime they endeavor to procure what
donations they can from such persons as may be thereto willing.

LJnfirrhrnately, it has rurw become clear ffom further studies of the histories of Bruton Parish that
nottring is known to have come from this proposal. The present church has a single Whitechapel ILester
& Pack /l bell dating from the 1750s.

APPENDIX III

St. Michael's. Charleston

The June 14, 1873 issue of Church Bells carries an article by a Pettigrew Carson which, in part,
gives a more detailed account of the story of St. Michael's bells during and after the Civil War. The
complete article reads as follows:

the Bells of St. Michael's. South Carolina

Very dear to the people of Charleston is St. Michael's Church in that city, which is saitl
to have been built after a model furnished by Sir Christopher Wren, and copied from St.
Martin's [sic]-in-the-Fields, London. The spire of St. Michael's, however, is much the
more beautifirl. But chiefly were the people proud of their bells. There was no such a set
of eight in the colony. Of all the works of man's hands, there is none which seems to
have such a life of its own as bells. How they sympathise with the people, giving voice
to their joys and their sorrows! How, with prophet's voices, they speak to each man in
his own tongue! And how sometimes, like mocking spirits, they urge the mad fury of the
mob with peals of vengeance and triumph, which in the ears of the wiser few are a knell
of despair!
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When the British took Charleston in 1780, they stabled their horses in the church,
and, unhanging the bells sent them off to London, where for many years they were
clumped on the Tower Wharf, and left there for many years unnoticed. At last the Vestry
of St. Michael's received a letter, biddfuS them expect their bells by a certain ship sailing
from London. The people went in procession to bring up from the ship their beloved
bells, which they had never hoped to listen to again, and with prayers and thanksgivings
they were replaced in the church tower. The pious benefactor never made himself
kmwn; but he was supposed to have been a British officer who had been at the taking of
Charleston. For seventy years did their bells regulate the social life of the city. For not
only did they call to worship and celebrate all occasions of public joy :urd sorrow, but
nightly they rang a curfew which ruled everybody's movements. It was intended to warn
Negroes home at nine o'clock in winter, ten in summer; after that hour they might not
go into the streets without a written pass. The nimble Negro often eluded the statute,
givlng leg-bail to the 'guardsman,' but the whites put themselves under the rule of their
own accord. All visitors were expected to take leave at bell-ring and they punctually
departed at the same moment that Cuffy was brushing to gain his gate before the top of
the draw should make him amenable to the law asainst strollers 'after hours' as it was
called.

Time went on and Charleston behind her def'ences of sand resisted all efforts to
carry her. During the five hundred (546) days of bombardment, all the lower part of ttre
town had to be abandoned. Houses and churches were shattered, the cannon-balls tore
up the very graveyards, and the bones of the dead were scattered, yet the spire of St.
Michael's was untouched. Perhaps the cannoneers tried to spare it; perhaps good angels
guarded it. But what neither the malice of the enemy, not the spite of Foftune did, the
people themselves effected; for the bells were taken down and sent to Columbia to be cast
into cannon. General Beauregard, perhaps shocked at the desecration, pronounced them
unfit for the purpose; and the fate which heaped up at Columbia for sake keeping
everything of value in the state, there detained the bells also. Then Sherman's army
passed through, leaving its track as of lightening. A party of half-drunken soldiers, out
for a lark and for plunder, were accosted by a Negro, who offered to show them the bells
which had rung in Secession, 'Never' said the men, 'shall they play that tune again!' and
they smashed them into a hundred pieces.

Sad was the return to the desolated homes, and the meeting in the dumb church,
to which no miracle might restore the voice of the chimes they loved.

But they were men of pluck still; and as soon as Orey had shaken themselves up,
and provided for the first pressing needs, they resolved to tax themselves to get a new
chime.

Scarcely had the Rector bread, and the vestry and congregation were arll very
poor, but they wrote to C.B. Prioleau, of London, to enquire the cost of a new set. This
gentleman had lived so long in England as to have become almost an Englishman, but
his heart stined at the recollection of the dear old voices that had called him in childhood,
and he undertook the task with a loving zeal rhat brought most surprising results. There
was no record at Charleston of where the bells came from. But Mr. Prioleau went to
Mears and Co., Whitechapel, l-ondon, a firm which had been in existence many hundred
years, and he found the record of eight bells cast for St. Michael's Church, Charleston,
S.C., in 1759. The proportions of metal, and sizes of the bells were all entered in the
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books; and the present Mears engaged to turn out a new set which, when hung, should
make the Charlestonians themselves think they heard their veritable old bells. But Mr.
Prioleau was not content with this; he wrote back to have all the fiagments that could be
found sent out - and this was done. Meanwhile, Mears found still in their service an old
man of sevenqr-six, who had been apprentice under the very fbreman who, more than a
hundred years before, had cast those bells; and he, stimulated by Prioleari's generosity,
never rested till he brought to light the very original moulds for the castings. Into them
the new metal was melted with the broken fragments, so as to make the illusion a reality.
All that was wanted to make up the cast Mr. Prioleau added, and the reward of his
perseverance and generosity was to send to the vestry these new bells, which are the very
old ones stil l.

Again did the congregation, with tears and thanksgiving, receive the bells from
this their fifth voyage across the Atlantic, and harE tlrem up in St. Michael's steeple. May
they never again be removed by the rough hand of war, or even sound aught but peace
on earth and good-will towards men!

Pefigrew Carson

APPENDIX IV

St. Michael's. Charleston

In 1976 an attempt was made to chime a full peal to mark the Bi-Centennial of the founding of
the United States of America. This was orgaurised by Gabrielle Wilson. After the event she wrote to Eddie
Martin, a Guild member, and the following is the pertinent part of her letter:

Next [I have] to admit what you have probably heard from Mr. Williams, that our
changes at St. Michael's are rung by playing the eight notes electrically connected to the
bells' clappers on a small console. Though in the past Mr. Williams has humorously
referred to me as a .'band', we do not have one. Ten years ago I began to play the
changes to help the organist, and at that time I wrote out what I think is a correct plain
course of K.T. [Kent TrebleJ Bob Major, following the simple course and Lead Heads
given on page 126 of Powell's Ringers Handbook. Other members of the band are now
enjoying ringing the bells. The bells are wonderful and sound fine to us. Surely they
would sound better rung full circle, but we have never heard them so rung.

When it was proposed to ring St. Michael's bells for three hours on July 4,
119761, I started out with what I had, and attempted to go on from224 changes in the
Plain Course, hopurg to luck out with a 5,000 odd peal of changes working happily back
into rounds. I have to write out the whole Lead Blocks in order to have the numbers to
convert into fte related notes on the music sheet. I found I could keep going by a bob on
the 7th course (as shown on page I29) and by a bob on every 7th course end I could
avoid repeating a course head. Every once in a while I had to bob at the end of the course
before the 7th. When I got past 5,000 changes there was no sign of the bells coming back
into rounds, so for fear that I was on a 30,000 odd journey, I ended my composition at
the end of the 88th course, cheating a little on my method.



88th Course Lead End 14236587
next Lead Head 12435678
and then: 12345678

On July 4, the 2816 changes proved to be insufficient fbr the required three hours, so we
began again at the 49th course and repeated until the end of the 88th course, ringing, I
believe, 4385 changes. Our listeners certainly did not know the difference and the bells
sounded beautifully exciting to us who came to ring them and those who came to hear.

I know I have not achieved a correct and proper peal, which I would like so
much to do, but I am uncertain that my understanding of the calls will ever be equal to
the task. If I send you a good copy of my first 35 courses, would you look at my bobs
and point out my mistakes and anything that was right? I truly want to understand what
you and the Handbook are saying to me and work out the proper peal myself, but I am
nOt sure that I can.

This letter certainly demonstrates that the abounding enthusiasm that the people of Charleston
exhibited over their bells right from the very first, has not diminished one iota over the past 230 plus
years.

APPENDIX V

Philadelphia Peal Band

The band that rang North America's first peal in Philadelphia in 1850 contained a number of
ringers who were undoubtedly very well known during their lives. They were:

HENRY WILLIAM HALEY, who conducted the peal from the fourth bell, and was reputed to
be one of the leading composers and conductors of his time. He was born on February 19, l8l9 and in
his early life was employed as a weaver. Later in life he worked for John Warner & Sons Ltd as a
handbell tuner. He composed and conducted his first peal of Stedman Caters (5079 at Fulham) two years
after he was elected to the Society of Royal Cumberland Youths on August 4, 1840 and was living in
Betltnel Green at that time. He became their master in 1851, the year following the Philadelphia peal. In
1850 Phineas T. Barnum was looking for handbell ringers for his famous touring show. He approached
the SRCY and Haley was selected along with James Hewett, William Lobb, Edward Sawyer and a Mr.
H. Kent. The tour commenced in New York, then went on to Philadelphia where the peal was rung and,
subsequently, to many major American cities. They all, except Mr. H. Kent, returned to England one year
later. Sadly, Mr. Kent was taken ill prior to boarding for the return trip and was admitted to hospital in
New York where he died. Haley left the SRCY in 1854 to join the Ancient Society of College Youths and
became Master in 1873. He was also a member of the St. James' Society, which later became the London
County Association, and rang the first ever peal of Stedman Cinques in hand for that society in 1854. In
1861 he rang 8580 Stedman Caters at Cornhill and on Aprtl?7,1868 he conducted, from the treble, a peal
of 15,840, Kent Treble Bob Major, being the longest peal ever rung at that time. All Saint's Day, 1878
saw the opening of the new rurg of 12, tenor 62 cwt, at St. Paul's Cathedral and Haley, with his son, also
Henry, were in the opening band. TWo years before he died he rang in a "silent" peal of Grandsire Triples
(flolt's Original) at St. Giles-in-the-Fields. Altogether his total was 182 peals (ten on handbells) of which
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he conducted 155 and composed 105. These would be considered very high numbers in those days. He
passed away in Fehruary 1886.

JAMES FIEWETT, ringer of the fifth, was known for both tower and
handbell ringing. He was born in Spitalfields in LondOn in 1817 and learned
to ring tower bells at the age of I I years. It did not take him long to master the
44 cwt tenor in his home tower. At the age of 14 he began to study change
ringing in the belfiy of St. George's, Southwark. A year later he rang his first
peal, Grandsire Triples, at Holy Trinity, Southwark. After this he took a two
to three year sabbatical to study medicine and music. He returned to change
ringing at St. James', Clerkenwell where he made the acquaintance of such
pecple a^s Henry Burwash and W. Shipway, ffom whom he picked up many of
the finer points of change ringing. He was elected to the Society of Royal
Cumberland Youths on August 22, 1837 and rang at least 15 peals for that
s<rciety. He also rang two peals for the St. James' Society, quite possibly in the
company of William Lobb, who was Master of that society around this time.

James Hewet't- After the North American tour Hewett returned to his trade of1817 - 18ee 
upholsterer antl, presumably, also to change ringing. His urge to travel must

have heen strong as in 1855 he, along with six other ringers, headed to Germany for a handbell ringing
tour that should have been only a month long. They eventually returned home after three years, having
perfbrmed frrr such people as the ex-Emperor of Austria, with some members of his family, and Victor
Emmanuel, King of Sardinia. Two years later he was off again, this time touring England, Wales and
Ireland befirre heading to Russia :urd the Balkans, and returned home in l86l. Almost immediately he was
on his way again, first to Germany and then to Russia and Latvia. While there, he and his group ran into
political disturbances and the band disbanded, with some members returning home. Hewett, with two
others, however, headed to Tilsit, hoping to get work on a new railway that was to commence in the
spring. While waiting for the snow :urd ice to disappear, Hewett made use of his many talents by teaching
the violin to Humphrey Davy (son of the well known engineer of the same name), the chief engineer of
the railroad, and also teaching English to the local residenls. After four years he gave up working for the
railway and ren"rned to l-ondon in 1866, and took up his old trade of upholsterer. In 1871 he moved from
ktndon and tmk up residence at 16, Chapel Row, Gosport, Hampshire, and was employed by a bedding
manufacturer until he retired. After renrrning to ErEland he took up change ringing again and in 1879 was
c'rne of those responsible fbr the formation of the Winchester and Portsmouth Guild, for whom he rang a
further 14 peals. In his retirement years he turned his hand to composing and by January 1892 had
produced the first true extent of (362,880) Grandsire Caters. Intermittently for some years after he
advertised this composition for sale in the BeIl News, charging six pence or, if mailed, seven pence. Some
time in 1893 Charles Rahill wrote a leuer to the Bell Naws referrirg to a previous article that had appeared
in the April lst issue of that Journal, and taking issue with Hewett whom he thought was responsible for
a statement that the tenor in the 1850 peal had been rung by an American. In his letter Rahill stated that
he and Hewett were the only surviving members of that peal band. Hewett died in 1899. This same article
was reprinted in the Bell News of January 13, 1900 and the W & P Guild reproduced it, after his death,
as a tribute to his contributions to ringing. It is also from this article that much of the above information
has been taken. The f,rnal paragraph states in part:

...[The Guild] has been much indebted to the ripe judgment and ability in ringing matters
of James Hewett, who for the last twelve years has been a member of the permanent
committee of the Guild. Many of the bands in the south of Hampshire and the Isle of



Wight owe their present proficiency m his kindly advice and instruction in their first
struggles with the difficulties of change ringing.

THOMAS LE SAGE, who rang the treble, was a resident of Philadelphia but appears to have
originated in the trndon area. Little has yet been discovered about him, but he had been a member of the
St. James' Society. He rang a handbell peal for that society on April 18, 1840, 5040 Grandsire Triples,
rung in 2 hrs and 48 mins. The ringers were William Golding l-2, Charles Gorzee 3-4, William t bb 5-6,
and Thomas Lesage 7-8. The peal was conducted by William Lobb.

WILLIAM LOBB, ringer of the sixth in the pearl, was born on April I l, 1814, in the parish of
St. tronard's, Shoredirch. Like his friend, Henry Haley, he was a weaver in his early life. He was elected
to tlre Society of Royal Cumberland Youths on August 4, 1836 and rose through the ranks of Junior and
Senior Stewzud, to become Master in 1847. He was also a member of the St. James' Society and Master
of that vrciety in 1839/40. A year after refurning from the tour of America he changed his allegiance and
joined the Ancient Society of College Youths, becoming Master in 1855.

He married a lady by the name of Mary Golding at St. Matthew's, Bethnal Green, on Boxing Day
lU4.By that time he had given up the trade of weaving and was described on the marriage certif'rcate as
a tobacconist. A few years later he moved his family to Stoke Newington where he was described as a
furniture maker. Finally, by 1857, he had become the landlord of the Prince Albert Pubtic House in
Enfield Wash, Essex. This area is now a suburb of London and the Prince Albert still exisls at 611,
Hertford Road, Enfield Wash. There are few records of his ringing activities, probably because the
records of the ASCY were lost, like several of the London towers in which he rang, due to enemy action
in World War II.

His last known ringing appearance was on May 10, 1874, visiting Braughing, Hertfordshire to
act as umpire for the Benington ringers. He passed away on Aprit 16, 1875.

It is known that he rang 68 tower bell peals, from triples to maximus, conducting seven of them.
Also he had conducted two handbell peals of Treble Bob Major.

CHARLES RAHILL, rirEer of ttre second, was born in Deptford, Kent, in 1826. In the Bell News
of April 10, 1909, Dr. Arthur Nichols, of Boston, wrote an article about him. In this he states that
although they never met, they had been in correspondence with each other. Nichols suggested to Rahill
that he should write a short account of his life, and the result became what Nichols referred to as a
"Manuscript too long to be given 'in extenso', " and from which he quotes only a few extracts. The
whereabouts of this manuscript are not known at the present time.

Rahill learned to ring in the old church of St. Nicholas, Deptford, a church which no longer
exists. He rang five peals in England, all Grandsire Triples (the only method he ever learned), the first
of which was in his home tower on October 26, 1847. He emigrated to America in 1848 and took up
residence in Philadelphia where he worked as a house painter. He remembered a peal of Kent Treble Bob
Major rung in his home tower, before his departure, in which he did not ring, but two of the band were
William Lobb and Henrv Halev.

After the efrlaOefpnia O.n n. moved, briefly, to New York, but returned to Philadelphia at the
outbreak of the Civil War. In 1861 he enlisted in the 90th Philadelphia Regiment in which he served for



three years. In 1865 he moved to Wilmington, Delaware, but returned to Philadelphia in 1883 when he
wirs appxrinted hellringer of the new 25 bell carillon in Holy Triniry Church, a position that he held until
1897 when he retired due to ill health, and it appears that he gave up all ringing around that time. He was
then known to have been living at 250, South gth street, Philadelphia. In subsequent years he was seen
trcca"sionally in the belfry of Christ Church, but only studying the Bell News or sitting and listening to the
ringing. In 1905 he di.sappeared and, though he was reported to have gone to New Jersey, no trace of him
was fbund, and by the time Nichols wrote the article in 1909, he was presumed to have died. He had
outlived all the other members of the 1850 oeal band.

EDWARD SAWYER r:mg the seventh in the peal, but lifile seems to be known about him, except
that it would seem that he is a distant relative of Derek Sawyer, now of Toronto. He joined the Society
ttf Rtryal Cumberland Youths on November 18, 1820. He returned from the United States to England in
1851, along with the three other members of the party. There is also a record of an Edward Sawyer,
resident at Sparicks? Row, Weston Street, Borough of Southwark, joining the SRCY in 1853. This is
probably one of Edward senior's sons, and equally probably the ringer of the peal mentioned below.

In 1855 Sawyer senior, together with his three sons, joined James Hewett and two other handbell
ringers, who were engaged to perfbrm at a concert hall in Berlin for one month. When on their way back
to England the group fbll in with a circus in Hamburg, with the result that their tour was extended to three
years! On July 15, 1855 an E.W. Sawyer rangl-2 to the firsthandbell peal to be rung on the continent
of Europe. This wirs Holt's 10 Pint and was rung on the "Boulevard Bon Nouvelle i Paris. " John Cox was
the conductttr, ringing 34. The other ringers were Cornelius Andrew on 5-6 and George Banks, who rang
the tenors.

APPENDIX VI

Mr. A. Ernest Weatherbv

Ernest Weatherby was a ringer of some note who lived in Los Angeles for many years. In 1936
he travelled up to Victoria, BC for the detlication of the new ring of eight in Christ Church Cathedral. The
following Sunday he also rang at the Holy Rosary cathedral in vancouver.

He subsequently wrote to The Ringing World of August 28, 1936, reporting briefly on his visit
norti. The concluding paragraph reads as follows: "This brought to a close a pleasure I had long
anticipated - to ring at the dedication of the new peal in Victoria, and a record of ringing on nine peals of
bells on this continent - two in Quebec, one in Montreal, four around Boston, Victoria and Vancouver."

A warchmaker by profession, he frst came to Canada in 1910, at the age of 39 years, and spent
a little time in Quebec City organizing a band at the Cathedral. Then he moved to Montreal and, again,
proceeded to organize some ringing there. It is not mentioned at which Montreal tower he did this, but
it is most probable that it would have been St. Patrick's Cathedral whose bells had only recently been
hung. Neither is it mentioned how long he stayed in the City. His wife mentions in her letter to The
Nnging World of July 9,1971, that they returned to Canada after the end of World War I. but she does
not say when they had left. He died in Los Angeles in 1971, ar the age of 100 years.



GLOSSARY

BOURDON BELL: A very large bell, usually weighing several tons and, because of its weight, not
hung for change ringing.

CALL CHANGES: An elementary form of change ringing during which the conductor calls out the
numbers of the bells to be chansed.

CARILLON: A set of bells, often 50 or more, which are tuned to a chromatic scale, hung in a fixed
position, upon which tunes are played.

CATERS: In method names, denotes changes rung on nine bells. Originates ffom the fact that four
pairs of adjacent bells switch positions in each change, i.e. between each row.

CENTRAL COUNCIL: The Central Council of Church Bell Ringers, the body to whom most bell
ringing guilds are affiliated.

CHANGE RINGING: A method of ringing bells, developed in the 15th century and which involves
the bells being swung, back and forth, through a complete circle. It is not possible to ring tunes in this
manner, thus the bells are rung in ever changing sequences.

CHIME r: n. A Set of bells, usually tuned to a chromatic scale, hung in a fixed position and intended to
be used fbr ringing tunes.

CHIME :: v. To ring tunes upon a set of bells by striking them with hammers, and not swinging the
bells.

CHIMING: Ringing stationary bells by means of a hammer or clapper, sometimes electronically
operated, which is suspended separately from the bells.

CHIMING HAMMERS: The hammers used to strike bells while ringing tunes. Sometimes peals of
change ringing bells are atso equipped with chiming hammers.

CINQUES: In method names, denotes changes rung on l1 bells. Originates from the fact that five
pairs of adjacent bells switch positions in each change.

CLAPPER: A rod, usually cast or wrought iron, pivoted at one end and with a ball on the other,
swinging within a bell. The ball strikes the bell on the "sound bow" which is a relatively thick area of
the bell, just around the mouth.

CONDUCTOR: The person responsible for the ringing, who issues instructions such as "Bob" or
"Single, " which alter the work of some of the bells and thus cause the piece of ringing to be of an
appropriate length.

CWT: See Weights.

DOUBLES: In method names, denotes changes rung on five bells. Originates from the fact that two
pairs of adjacent bells switch positions in each change.



EXTENT: The maximum number of changes that can be rung on a given number of bells, i.e.: the
extent of Doubles (5 bells) is 120 changes, Minor (6 bells) 720 changes, Major (8 bells) 40,320
chan_ees, Royal (10 bells) 3,628,000 changes.

FULL CIRCLE RINGING: denotes ringing by swinging the bells through a full circle, such as is
required for change ringing.

I{EADSTOCK: The har or beam fiom which a swinging type bell is suspended.

HUNG DEAD: Bells that are hung suspended from a beam in such a manner that they cannot be
swung, as in a carillon.

t-B(S): See Weights.

MAJOR: In method names, denotes changes rung on eight bells.

MAXIMUS: In method names, denotes changes rung on 12 bells.

METHOD: Denotes the pattern which the individual ringers must follow when ringing changes. There
is often little significance or reason behind the individual names. Examples are "Plain Bob Minor,"
"Grandsire Triples," "Double Norwich Court Bob Major," "Stedman Caters," "Kent Treble Bob
Maximus" etc. Notice that the last word in each name denotes the number of bells to he runs in
changes.

MINOR: In method names, denotes changes rung on six bells.

MUFFLED TOUCH: A relatively short piece of ringing, during which the bells are half muffled.

MUFFLES: Pieces of leather fltted to one side of the ball of each of the clappers to cause the bells to
strike quietly on one side and normally on the other. This is frequently referred to as "half muffled
ringing." Often used at funerals, and other solemn occasions.

PEAL r: n. A set of bells, tuned to a diatonic scale, hung for change ringing.

PEAL :: n A continuous period of ringing of more than 5,000 changes, which usually lasts between
2t/z and 3% hours, and during which no change or sequence is repeated, and which stars and finishes
in rounds. On seven bells or less the required number of changes is 5,040. The extent on six bells is
720 changes and therefore must be rung seven times. On five bells the extent is 120 changes and thus
42 extents are required to make up a peal.

PEAL::v. To ring a bell or bells by swinging them through an arc; i.e.: "The bells were pealing."

PLAIN HUNT: The simplest method of change ringing, one srep up fiom call changes.

QR(S): See Weights.

QUARTER PEAL: A continuous period of ringing, usually of 1,250 or more changes, but not as long
as a peal. It is usually accepted that it should start and finish in rounds.

RING: o. Another name for a set of bells, tuned to a diatonic scale, hung for change ringing.
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ROUND RINGING: Ringing the bells continuously down the scale making no attempt to change the
order. Also known as ROUNDS.

ROYAL: In methods names, denotes changes rung on ten bells.

SET ": (As in "set your bell") To stop a bell in the mouth up position.

SLIDER: A horizontal piece of wood, pivoted at one end, fixed below the bell. When the bell is being
rung full circle, the stay moves the slider back and forth, and the bell can be brought to rest when the
slider comes up against a stop at either end of its traverse.

STAND: An instruction from the conductor telling the other ringers to set their bells at rest in the
m0uth upward position.

STAY: A piece of wood bolted to the headstock of a change nnging bell that enables the ringer ro stop
the bell in the mouth upward position. This is designed to break should the ringer, carelessly, allow the
stay to hit the slider with some force. The stay would then break, preventing more serious damage.

STRICKLE: A wooden template, used in shaping the moulds when being prepared for casting of a
bell. Its shape is identical to the cross-section of the bell to be cast, and it is used to shape clay on the
inside of the outer mould, known as the cope. Also the same strickle is used to shape the clay on the
outer side of the inner mould, known as the core.

TOUCH: A short piece of ringing such as may be heard during ringlng for a service or on a practice
night, usually starting and finishing in rounds.

TRIPLES: In method names, denotes changes rung on seven bells. Originates ftom the fact that three
pairs of adjacent bells switch positions in each change.

WEIGHTS: Historically, a number of the terms used in the Imperial System of weights have been
used to describe bells. The largest unit employed by bell founders is the "Hundredweight," (frequently
abhreviated to "cwt"), which is 112 pounds (lbs). Each hundredweight is divided into four quarters
(qrs) of 28 lbs each. Thus the tenor at Christ Church, Boston is described as "13cwt-3qr-5lbs," which
calculates out to:

13 x I I2 :  1456 lbs
3 x 2 8 :  8 4 l b s

+ 5 lbs - giving a total of 1545 lbs.

YOKE: Another name for the headstock, though in olden times might even refer to the metal strapping
used to secure a bell to a wooden headstock.



CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, VICTORIA

This is the fourth bell of the ring of ten hung in this tower and is typical of the
manner in which bells were hung in 1936, which has not changed very much up to
the present day. The stay may be seen in the upper left, a portion of the slider on the
lower left, and a portion of the wheel on the right. Note that the headstock across the
top of the bell is metal, as is the frame, a portion of which can be seen to the left,
above the slider.

Compare this with the diagram facing page l.



THERE WAS

NORTH AN4ETCNN GUILD OF CHANGB RINGERS PUBLICATION
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